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Michigan Technological University is an equal opportunity educational institution/equal opportunity employer. In keeping with its
responsibilities as an educational institution, Michigan Technological University is committed to a policy of affording equal opportunity to all of
its employees, students, applicants for employment, and applicants for admission without regard to race, religion, color, national origin, age,
sex, sexual orientation, height, weight, or marital status. The University is also committed to a policy of educating and employing handicapped
individuals and veterans without discrimination. These policies are to be implemented with due regard for the relative qualifications of all
involved. The Affirmative Action Officer is Sherry Kauppi, 207 Administration Building, 906-487-3310.
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Hello,
From the Graduate School Staff
Michigan Technological University has a proud tradition of excellence in science and engineering
education. Since its charter in 1885 by the state of Michigan, Michigan Tech has expanded its education
and research role to include graduate programs in forestry, humanities, social sciences, and business as
well as all of the major science and engineering disciplines. The faculty and staff at Michigan Tech are
here to help you complete your graduate program in a timely and rewarding manner. We look forward to
working with you.

Our Mission
The mission of the Graduate School is to serve as a progressive and innovative unit of Michigan
Technological University, enhancing the University’s continuing role as the technological institution of the
State of Michigan by
• preparing its graduate students to embark on a lifelong process of learning and exploring new
knowledge
• assisting them in acquiring the skills necessary to become responsible leaders in society
• providing opportunities for graduate education to qualified individuals from all racial, ethnic, and
gender groups
• providing our faculty with a full range of encouragement and support for research and scholarly
activities
• stimulating research to advance the frontiers of knowledge and to enhance the application of
knowledge for the betterment of society
• safeguarding the highest level of integrity in the conduct of research in the University

Our Vision
The University’s research and graduate programs will be a home in which students and faculty are
encouraged to pursue and create knowledge at its cutting edge, and a working laboratory in which
knowledge is put to useful application for the benefit of society. The Graduate School will expand
programs in areas outside of our technological emphasis and thereby contribute to the social and cultural
enrichment of our students and our community. It will reach out globally with teaching, training, research,
and service. It will strive for continued growth in ethnic, gender, and racial diversity. Through these
accomplishments, it will be a nationally and internationally recognized leader in graduate education
supported by vigorous research.

Graduate Programs
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MTU offers discipline-oriented master’s and doctoral degree programs in the University’s colleges and
schools as well as non-departmental master’s and doctoral programs and graduate certificates. The
graduate degrees offered at Michigan Tech are listed under Graduate Degrees and Programs. Detailed
program descriptions can be found on the Web at the various departmental websites. The programs at
Michigan Tech are administered by the Graduate School under the direction of the dean of the Graduate
School with the advice of the Graduate Faculty Council. The council, comprised of elected members of the
graduate faculty, helps to ensure the high quality of the graduate program and assists the dean in
developing Graduate School policies and in administering graduate programs.

Graduate Faculty
University faculty members must be nominated for graduate faculty status by the department chair and the
dean of their college or school, and approved by the dean of the Graduate School. This faculty also
includes adjunct and ad hoc faculty whose expertise gives each program additional breadth and depth.
Graduate faculty are eligible to teach graduate courses (5000- or 6000-level), serve as examining
members on graduate committees, and supervise graduate students. Graduate faculty and their areas of
interest are listed in this Bulletin under Graduate Faculty.

Research
Research is an essential part of graduate students’ activities. Students receive research guidance and
supervision from faculty advisors and graduate committees. Administrative assistance relating to research
funding may be obtained from the Research and Sponsored Programs office. University research centers
and institutes are described <http://www.admin.mtu.edu/research/vpr/center_institute.htm>.

University Policies and Procedures
It is your responsibility as a graduate student to be knowledgeable about and to comply with University,
Graduate School, and individual program policies and procedures. This Graduate School Bulletin will
familiarize you with the opportunities and graduate programs available at Michigan Tech and inform you
about the policies and procedures under which these programs are administered. Information about other
University policies is available in the MTU Student Handbook, <http://www.mtu.edu/studenthandbook/>.
Graduate course listings are available online at <http://www.admin.mtu.edu/em/students/plan/catalog/
graduate/index.php>. Needed forms are available on the Web through the Graduate School home page.
Questions can usually be answered by your major advisor or department graduate program coordinator.
Contact information is listed under Where to Go and Who to See for Help in this Bulletin. If further
clarification is needed, contact the Graduate School office (4th Floor, Admin Building, 906.487.2327.
Registration, class scheduling, and withdrawal procedures are the business of the Office of Student
Records and Registration. Visit their Website at <http://www.admin.mtu.edu/em/> or consult the Student
Handbook for those policies and procedures.
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Disclaimer
We will make every effort to provide accurate and current information regarding Graduate School and
University policies. In order to do so, the on-line Graduate School Bulletin will be edited as changes occur.
Michigan Tech’s Graduate School thus reserves the right to change without notice statements in the
Graduate Bulletin concerning rules, policies, fees, curricula, courses, and/or other matters. Also, the
Bulletin provides general University information via links to other departments’ documents. The Graduate
School does not control edits and/or substantive changes to these secondary documents, which may be
changed without notice.
The Graduate School Bulletin is archived at the beginning of each fall semester. Copies of earlier print
Bulletins are available in the J.R.Van Pelt Library Archives (Call No. LD3315 .M52). Links to prior year online bulletins are included in the “Links” section of this document. Beginning with the 2003-05 Bulletin,
these archived versions will be made available as printable .pdf files.

Last Updated: 18 June 2004
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The following substantive changes have been made with the summer 2004 revisions to the Bulletin.
Subsequent changes will be added and dated.
Medical Withdrawal and Late Drop Procedures
● Approval moved from Student Affairs to Graduate School
Change of Status
● New language regarding mandated shift from PhD to Master’s
Grad Faculty Policy
● Rewrite to reflect current practice; clarification of adjunct/ad hoc
Provisional Plan C changes
● Language approved by GFC and Dean changing
❍ Oral examination requirement
❍ External on Plan C
Clarification, grades below B
● GPA—Grade Point Average: clarification of effect of grades below B on student standing and GPA
Non-degree graduate status
● New student status (coded as a new major NDG) for non-degree seeking students wishing to take
grad classes
Disclaimer
● Language explaining new policy for updating and archiving the Graduate School Bulletin
Master’s Path Program
● For students who have completed a three-year degree outside the US
Academic Probation
● Link provided to letter of notification from "Good Standing" section

Top
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Where to Go and Who to See for Help
To complete your degree in a timely manner, there are many things you should do for younelf. However,
some things you can't do, like correct your tuition bill or your immigration status. Faculty and staff from
all over campus are willing to help you.

Department Policies & Procedures
Graduate Program

Faculty
Coordinator

Secrecy/Aide

Applied Science Education

Brad Baltensperger

Debbie Meyers

Biology

Don Lueking

Pat Asselin-Rastello

Business Administration

Jim Frendewey

Judy Chapman

Chemical Engineering

Joseph Holles

Alexis Snell

Chemistry

vacant

Celine Grace

Civil & Environmental Engineering

Neil Hutzler

Corrine Leppen

Computer Science

Jean Mayo

Sandy Kalcich

Computational Science and Engineering (EPD1)

Phil Merkey

Allyson Jabusch

Distance Learning

Varies with Program

Lynn Artman

Electrical and Computer Engineering

Ashok Goel

Michele Kamppinen

Engineering, Master of

Sheryl Sorby

Sherry Saarinen

Engineering Mechanics

Ghatu Subhash

Marlene Lappeus

Environmental Engineering, PhD (EPD2)

Neil Hutzler

Corrine Leppen

Environmental Engineering Science

Neil Hutzler

Corrine Leppen

Environmental Policy

Kathy Halvorsen

Lisa Dwyer

Forestry, Forest Science, Forest Molecular Genetics
& Biotechnology

Peg Gale

Suzanne Knott

Geological Engineering, Geology, Geophysics

John Gierke

Amie Ledgerwood
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Industrial Archaeology

Pat Martin

Lisa Dwyer

Mathematics

Jianping Dong

Margaret Perander

Mechanical Engineering

Ghatu Subhash

Marlene Lappeus

Materials Science and Engineering

Walt Milligan

Beth Ruohonen

Mineral Economics

Gary Campbell

Judy Chapmen

Mining Engineering

John Gierke

Amie Ledgerwood

Physics, Engineering Physics

Don Beck

Elizabeth Pollins

Rhetoric & Technical Communication-Humanities

Dennis Lynch

Marjorie Lindley

Sponsored Educational Programs

Varies with program

Lynn Artman

Graduate School Policies & Procedures
Graduate School Offices are located on the 4th floor of the Administration Building.
Assistant Dean of the Graduate School, Marilyn Vogler, Room 401

Application Process

Admissions Coordinator

Jill Pietila

Room 408

Billing/Support

Office Assistant

Carol Wingerson

Room 409

Blue Room Reservations Office Assistant

Carol Wingerson

Room 409

Commencement

Assistant to the Dean

Nancy Byers-Sprague Room 411

Degree Progress

Assistant to the Dean

Nancy Byers-Sprague Room 411

Health Insurance

GSC Health Insurance Manager Anne Hartingh

Room 407B

Outreach and Multiethnic Programs
International Exchanges and Services: Center for International Education, Admin. Room 131, 4872160
Outreach/Multiethnic Programs: Betty Chavis, Alumni House Room 204, 487-2920
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GRADUATE FACULTY
1. Membership
The Graduate Faculty consists of members of the academic faculty holding the rank of Lecturer, Assistant
Professor, Associate Professor, or Professor who have been appointed by the Dean of the Graduate School. The
Dean of the Graduate School may also appoint persons with a continuing appointment such as Research
Professor or Research Scientist to the Graduate Faculty.
The Dean of the Graduate School may also grant adjunct graduate faculty status to Emeritus or retired faculty, to
MTU faculty holding a rank with a prefix of part-time or visiting, and to Adjunct faculty (approved through Human
Resources) whose primary appointment is not at MTU. These appointments are for one year and must be
reviewed on an annual basis.
The Dean of the Graduate School may also grant ad hoc graduate faculty status to individuals from institutions
other than MTU for a specific purpose, such as serving as a member of a particular student’s advisory committee
or teaching a particular graduate class. Ad hoc appointments terminate with the completion of the particular
student and/or task for which the appointment was requested. Ad hoc faculty are considered external to the
department for purposes of constituting examination committees.
Members of the graduate faculty who leave the University may, upon request of the chair of any department
affected, remain on the graduate faculty in adjunct or emeritus status for a period of time sufficient for completion
of any students they may be advising or serving on committees for.
Only graduate faculty are eligible to teach graduate courses (5000 level and above), serve as examining members
on MS, MEngg, and PhD committees, and supervise master’s and doctoral students.
Faculty who hold an adjunct appointment in a second department need not be nominated for graduate faculty
membership by the adjunct department. Adjunct status within a department, however, means that a faculty
member may not serve as the external examining member on committees for students in that department. They
may, however, serve as an internal committee member for students in the department.

2. Qualifications of Graduate Faculty
A.

Qualifications expected for graduate faculty appointment
a. Experience and continued interest in the conduct of research
b. The necessary background for, and a continued interest in, teaching graduate courses
c. Continued interest in serving as a graduate student advisor
B. Evidence of qualifications
Faculty may meet the qualification requirements if they:
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a. Are currently involved in research work or graduate instruction or in advising graduate students
b. Regularly publish articles in recognized journals having national distribution or books related to their
field of study
c. Have earned the terminal degree in their field

3. Appointment procedures
Graduate faculty appointment and retention decisions are made by the Dean of the Graduate School with
recommendations and advice from department heads/chairs, deans of colleges and schools, and the Graduate
Faculty Council.
Recommendation for Graduate Faculty status is made in writing by the department head/chair of the appropriate
unit or by the deans of the Schools of Business and Forestry. These recommendations are forwarded to the
college dean, where appropriate, and then to the Graduate Dean.

4. Review of Graduate Faculty
It is expected that department heads/chairs/school deans will continually review the performance of all individuals
holding graduate faculty status in their respective units using criteria outlined in part 2 above.
When, in a department head/chair/school dean’s professional judgment, a faculty member holding a graduate
faculty appointment is no longer satisfactorily functioning in this capacity, s/he must recommend that the individual
in question be removed from graduate faculty status. The Dean of the Graduate School may also initiate the
removal process in consultation with the appropriate head/chair/dean. The Dean of the Graduate School will act on
recommendations with the advice and consent of the Graduate Faculty Council.
2/24/88
8/92 Update
10/03 Update

NOTES: Differences between adjunct and ad hoc status for members of the Graduate Faculty
19 February 2004
ADJUNCT faculty appointments are handled through Human Resources and require all the HR paperwork to be
completed. ADJUNCT appointments are used for persons, generally from outside the University, who have a
continuing relationship with a department at Tech. There may be occasions on which a person who is appointed to
a faculty position in one MTU department would want or be expected to hold an adjunct appointment in another
MTU department. These, too, must be processed through HR.
Faculty with a primary appointment AND grad faculty status in one department who also have an adjunct faculty
appointment in another department do not need to be appointed to graduate faculty by the second (adjunct)
department. A person simply is, or is not, graduate faculty. One is not graduate faculty in department A or
department B.
We verify adjunct status through HR for purposes of determining eligibility to serve as the external/cognate
member on examining committees. Except in very rare, pre-approved cases where no other suitable external can
be found, adjuncts in a department MAY NOT serve as the external/cognate member of examining committees for
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either Master’s or PhD students in that department. DO NOT appoint someone an adjunct in your department so
that they may serve as the external. This will disqualify them.
DO NOT use adjunct appointments for persons external to MTU who are serving one time as a committee member
for one of your program’s students, even if the person will be actively engaged with the student and committee for
a lengthy period of time. If you want to bring in someone external to MTU to serve on a student’s committee, either
as an internal member or as the external member, fill out a Graduate Faculty Appointment form and submit it to the
Graduate School. Ad hoc appointments do not currently need to go through HR. The form is at
http://www.admin.mtu.edu/rgs/graduate/forms/GradFacultyAppointment.pdf
This is an excerpt from the letter the Graduate School sends to new ADJUNCT faculty who are appointed to grad
faculty:
“Your adjunct status in __[Department A]__ means that except in those very unusual circumstances when no other
suitable external can be found, you should not serve as the external examining member of committees for students
in ___[Department A]________. You are, however, encouraged to serve as an internal committee member for
students in _____[Department A]__.”
This is an excerpt from the letter we send to new AD HOC graduate faculty:
“Your nomination to ad hoc standing on Michigan Tech’s graduate faculty for the purpose of serving on __
[student’s]__________ advisory/examination committee has been received from __[chair/program]___ and
approved by the dean of the Graduate School. Your appointment extends until ___[student’s first name]____
completes the degree.
The special expertise you bring is a valuable resource. We especially appreciate your willingness to serve in this
capacity as we recognize it is an additional burden on your time. The student’s department and major advisor are
encouraged to locate funding to bring you to campus for the student’s defense, and we hope at that time that you
will be able to share your work through a seminar, lecture, or similar event on campus.”

SUMMARY
Item

Regular

Adjunct

Ad Hoc

Need to involve HR in appointment

yes

yes

no

Is only for graduate faculty

no

no

yes

Appointment to GRAD FACULTY requires Grad Dean approval

yes

yes

yes

Appointment to FACULTY requires Grad Dean approval

no

no

n/a

Can be used by current MTU faculty

yes

yes

no

Grad faculty appointment has an end date

no

yes

yes

Grad faculty status may be renewed at request of chair

n/a

yes

yes

For one-time service on advisory/examination committee

n/a

no

yes

For repeated use as member of advisory/examination committees

n/a

yes

no

Can serve as external in own field/discipline/department

no

no

yes

May work for lengthy period with student including committee

yes

yes

yes

May be co-advisor

yes

yes

yes
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May be advisor
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Admission Requirements
To be considered for admission to the Graduate School as a regular student, the applicant must be
• the recipient of a bachelor’s degree or its equivalent from an accredited institution,
• adequately prepared for advanced study in the chosen field of specialization as demonstrated by the
previous program of study and the scholastic record, and
• recommended for admission by the head of the program or concentration.
Employee Admission—Any University employee may enroll in any graduate course, if properly qualified,
subject to the approval of the appropriate supervisor. Employees do not pay the application fee.

Application Procedure
1. Obtain an application packet from the department of interest. Basic forms are available in the Graduate
School and on the Graduate School Website at http://www.admin.mtu.edu/rgs/graduate/apply.html.
Materials and forms specific to individual departments are available only from those departments and
departmental Websites.
2. Complete all application forms and return them to the Graduate School office, along with the
nonrefundable application fee. Distance Learning students should submit application materials to the
Sponsored Educational Programs Office.
3. You may also apply online at http://www.mtu.edu/apply.
Note: The application fee is nonrefundable and cannot be credited toward tuition or any other fees. It must
be paid in the form of a check or money order drawn on a United States institution or by an International
Postal Money Order, payable in United States currency.
MTU graduate students applying for a different graduate program should fill out a new application for
database purposes, but a second application fee is not necessary.
4. Request that the registrar of each college or university attended send official transcripts directly to the
Graduate School. Transcripts of course work completed at Michigan Tech will be obtained by the
Graduate School.
5. The Graduate School recommends that applicants take the general test of the GRE exam. It is not
required by the Graduate School; however, it is required or encouraged by most departments. In some
departments it is required if you wish to be considered for financial assistance. Test results should be sent
directly to the Graduate School by ETS. Our code number is 1464.
6. Applicants whose native language is not English must supply results of an English proficiency
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examination. Usually, the Test of English as a Foreign Language (TOEFL) is submitted. Although a
TOEFL score of 550 (213 on the computer-based test) is recommended by the Graduate School, the
applicant should also check with individual departments to determine if a higher TOEFL is required for
admission to that department or program. Applicants who have completed a degree in the US may have
the TOEFL requirement waived by the Dean of the Graduate School. This requirement may not be waived
by departments, programs, or faculty. Note that the TOEFL is not required for Distance Learning students
applying through a corporate partnered program.
7. Please read the departmental requirements carefully because procedures vary from department to
department. Strong emphasis is placed on the statement of purpose. If reference letters are required, the
application may not be reviewed by the Graduate Committee in the department until the forms/letters have
been received.
8. Acceptance may be deferred for a period of 12 months, for example, from one fall term to the next.
Deferral beyond this time is not allowed and admission will require a new application.
The Graduate School does not have application deadlines; however, some departments do have
deadlines. Please consult individual departments regarding dates.

Top
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Gradstu-l
Gradstu-l is a moderated list set up by the Graduate School Office for official communications from the
Graduate School and the Graduate Student Council. All enrolled graduate students or students who have
received a waiver of continuous enrollment are automatically subscribed at the beginning of each term.
We will expect you to have received and read e-mails posted to this list. We might use it, for instance, for
notices of registration deadlines, information about health insurance, and schedules for orientation. We
therefore ask that you not unsubscribe.

Last Updated:24 June 2004
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Freedom of Information Act and University Information
Michigan Tech is committed to maintaining a free exchange of information throughout the University
community, and it is our general practice to release most types of information immediately upon request.
In addition, as a publicly funded institution, Michigan Tech is subject to the provisions of the state and
federal Freedom of Information Acts (FOIA). FOIA requires the University to provide copies of most
administrative documents, with the exception of certain legal and personnel records, to anyone filing a
FOIA request. If you wish to file a Freedom of Information Act request, or if you would like to view
University documents, contact the Office of the President, 487-2200.

Last Updated:24 June 2004
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Financial Assistance & Opportunities
Graduate Student Support
The application forms for admission to the Graduate School are also regarded as application forms for
assistantships. All students admitted to the Graduate School are considered for these awards, which are
made by the departments. In general, departments make awards in March and April for the ensuing
academic year. Recipients of awards are notified by the department as soon as the awards are made. All
departments with graduate programs support students through teaching assistantships. Positions
associated with research grants or contracts are often available in some departments and research
centers.
Regular assistantship appointments are for half-time work (20 hours/week), but departments can divide
appointments, resulting in three-quarter time, half-time, or quarter-time appointments (with proportional
adjustments of the stipend and tuition & fee support). Students’ work load assignments, including teaching
preparation and grading of papers, should not exceed the level of their appointments.
Support includes stipend, a proportional amount of tuition and academic fees for full-time enrollment.
Student-voted fees—for instance, the student union expansion and student activities fees are not
generally covered by support. All supported students must be registered as full-time graduate students.

Co-ops and Internships
Graduate students may seek placement in co-ops with corporations and service groups and receive
academic credit as well as the co-op salary. The Career Center assists students looking for co-ops,
internships, and employment following degree completion. Check the Website at http://www.ucc.mtu.edu/
students.asp. See also the Graduate School procedures at http://www.admin.mtu.edu/rgs/graduate/forms/
co-opform.pdf and visa issues at http://www.mtu.edu/cie/is/imm_cpt.html.

Need-based Financial Aid
To be considered for need-based financial aid, e.g. federal student loans and Graduate Assistance in
Areas of National Need (GAANN Fellowships), students must submit the Free Application for Federal
Student Assistance (FAFSA) to the federal processor with Michigan Technological University listed to
receive the result (federal school code 002292). You have the option of applying over the Internet, http://
www.fafsa.ed.gov, or using the paper form. To assure optimum processing, file the FAFSA by March 15.
Awards will be determined approximately July 1, when cost of attendance and resource information is
available.
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Financial assistance is awarded for one academic year at a time. After January 1, you must reapply
utilizing the FASFA or Renewal FAFSA provided by the US Department of Education.
For more information regarding financing opportunities available through the Financial Aid Office, visit
http://www.admin.mtu.edu/finaid/finaid.htm.

Loans
Loans are available to graduate students who meet the scholastic and loan program requirements.
Federal Stafford Loans—Students may be eligible for a student loan from the William D. Ford Federal
Direct Loan Program. The FAFSA or FAFSA Renewal form is the application form needed. The annual
loan limit for subsidized and unsubsidized Stafford Loans is up to $18,500 each academic year (only
$8,500 of this amount may be in subsidized loans). Students may borrow up to a cumulative maximum of
$138,500 as a graduate or professional student (only $65,500 of this amount may be in subsidized loans).
The graduate debt limit includes Stafford Loans received for undergraduate study.
Federal Perkins Loans—These loans are provided by federal and University funds. Students may borrow
up to a cumulative maximum of $20,000 as an undergraduate and $6,000 per year as a graduate student
for a maximum cumulative total of $40,000, provided they demonstrate financial need. As long as the
borrower is engaged in at least half-time study, there is no interest or repayment. Interest begins nine
months after the borrower ceases to be at least a half-time student and may extend over a maximum
period of ten years. Minimum payments are required. Deferment of repayment is permitted for certain
kinds of federal and volunteer service.

Work-Study Programs: Michigan and Federal
These programs provide financial assistance through employment on campus. Every effort is made to
place students in jobs related to their skills, interests, and field of study. Work-study participants generally
are employed ten hours per week. Money awarded for a work-study job will be paid through biweekly
paychecks after the work has begun.

Bureau of Indian Affairs Program
Financial assistance based on need is available to students who are enrolled Native American tribal
members. Students should contact their tribal education office for application procedures.

US Army Reserve Officers Training Program (ROTC)
The Department of Military Science offers instruction in leadership, management, and general military
subjects. The U.S. Army provides two-year Army scholarship opportunities to graduate students. Students
must attend a five week summer training session, for which they receive a $750.00 stipend and 10–12
credit hours for the first two years of Army ROTC at Michigan Tech. Two-year scholarships are awarded
upon the successful completion of the summer training. Students must have a 2.5 GPA, meet all medical
and physical requirements, meet an age requirement of 25 years old or less by June 30 of the year of
completion of degree and commissioning. Veterans are given waivers up to 30 years of age.
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Financial Aid Policies
Satisfactory Progress Policy Statement
Federal financial aid regulations require students to make satisfactory progress to remain eligible for
financial aid. Financial aid programs affected by this policy include:
Federal and Michigan Work-Study

Federal Perkins Loans

Federal Direct Subsidized Loans

Federal Direct Unsubsidized Loans

This policy defines the minimum requirements for financial aid eligibility at MTU. Note that other
types of financial aid (e.g., scholarships) may have more stringent requirements.
Students who do not meet the GPA requirements after any semester are not considered to be making
satisfactory progress, and the affected financial aid for subsequent semesters will be canceled with the
following exception. Students who do not meet the GPA requirement after their first semester at MTU will
be placed on financial aid probation, and will remain eligible for financial aid for one semester. Students
not meeting the schedule of credits passed after spring semester are not considered to be making
satisfactory progress. Both GPA and credits passed requirements must be met for aid to be
reinstated.
Graduate students receiving any kind of financial assistance, including fellowships and assistantships not
listed above, are required to maintain, at the end of each term, a cumulative grade point average (GPA) of
at least 3.0. Failure to do so will result in the student being placed on financial aid probation and may
result in the loss of funding. After receiving notification of probation, graduate students must meet with
their graduate program director as soon as possible to plan a course of action for resolving the situation.
Every student must adhere to the following schedule of credits passed, even if the academic major is
changed. Audits (U or V) do not count toward credits passed. To reference credits passed, access your
Unofficial Transcript at the Records and Registration website http://www.admin.mtu.edu/em/.
Semesters fulltime at MTU

Master’s credits passed
at MTU

PhD credits
passed at
MTU

1

4

4

1.5*

6

6

2

8

8

3

12

12

4

16

16

5

20

20

6

24

24

7

28

28
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8

32

32

9

no aid

36

10

no aid

40

11

no aid

44

12

no aid

48

13

no aid

52

14

no aid

56

more than 14

no aid

no aid

*half-time example
Credits passed include Progress grades (P). Audit grades (U or V) do not count as credits passed.
Note: For the complete statement, see http://www.admin.mtu.edu/finaid/documents/satprogpolicy.pdf.

Eligibility Defined
All students, regardless of whether they are receiving aid, have a limited number of semesters for which
they are eligible for such aid. For example, undergraduates who have attended MTU for 8 full-time
semesters may be eligible for another 4 semesters of aid, regardless of whether or not they have received
aid in the past. The record of full-time semesters increases by one for every semester an undergraduate
student is enrolled for 12 or more credits at the end of the official add period. If an undergraduate student
is enrolled for 6 through 11 credits, the full-time semesters increase by one-half. Full-time semesters will
not increase during the semesters undergraduate students carry fewer than 6 credits.
M.S. and Ph.D. students’ records of full-time semesters increase by one each semester in which they are
enrolled for 9 or more credits at the end of the official add period. If an M.S. or Ph.D. student is enrolled for
5 through 7 credits, the full-time semesters increase by one-half. In all other cases, full-time semesters are
not increased.
Credits passed include progress grades (P). GPA is calculated using all courses, which appear on the
graduate transcript.

Appeals and Reinstatements
Because financial aid dollars are applied to the first billing each semester, and the progress status is not
determined until semester-end grades are processed, necessary adjustments will appear on a subsequent
billing of the semester following a change of progress status.
If completion of temporary grades (I or X) or other transcript changes (e.g. grade changes) warrant
reinstatement, the student should notify the Financial Aid Office before the end of the semester following
unsatisfactory progress.
Students not meeting the satisfactory progress requirements because of mitigating or extenuating
circumstances may request reinstatement of financial aid by submitting a Satisfactory Progress Appeal
Request Form along with the specified documentation. This form can be obtained from the Financial Aid
Office or downloaded from the Financial Aid Office website. Appeals should be submitted to the Financial
Aid Office no later than Tuesday of the first week of the semester following unsatisfactory progress. If a
student’s appeal is approved, when appropriate, the full-time semesters will be adjusted allowing
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continued eligibility.

Financial Aid Refund/Repayment Policy
A tuition/fee adjustment, according to a schedule available in the Office of Student Records and
Registration, may be required for students withdrawing from the University. The adjustment will appear on
the student’s subsequent billing statement. Non-tuition refunds will be prorated according to the week of
withdrawal. Withdrawing students must repay any financial aid that exceeds the charges incurred for the
term.

Return of Title IV Funds
Students who completely withdraw from all courses prior to completing more than 60 percent of a
semester will have their eligibility for aid recalculated based on the percent of the semester completed.
This policy shall apply to all students who withdraw, drop out, or are dismissed from the University and
receive financial aid from Title IV funds. The term “Title IV Funds” refers to the following Federal financial
aid programs:
Federal Direct Unsubsidized Loan
Federal Direct Subsidized Loan
Federal Perkins Loan.
Title IV aid is earned in a prorated manner on a per diem basis up to and including the 60 percent point in
the semester. Title IV funds and all other aid is viewed as 100 percent earned after that time. The
percentage of Title IV aid earned shall be calculated as follows:
(Number of days completed by the student) / (Total number of days in the semester*) = Percent of Title IV aid earned

*The total number of days in the semester includes weekends, but does not include any scheduled breaks
of more than five days.
A student's withdrawal date is determined by the University as (1) the date the student began the
University's withdrawal process or officially notified the Office of Records and Registration of intent to
withdraw; or (2) the midpoint of the semester for a student who leaves without notifying the University; or
(3) the student's last date of attendance at a documented academically related activity.
University’s Portion to be Returned—The percentage of Title IV aid unearned (i.e., to be returned to the
appropriate program) shall be 100 percent minus the percent earned. Any unearned aid to be returned by
the University is the lesser of (1) the entire amount of unearned aid or (2) the total institutional charges
multiplied by the percentage of unearned aid. Unearned Title IV aid shall be returned according to the
following priority up to the amount received for the semester (1) Direct Unsubsidized Loan; (2) Direct
Subsidized Loan; (3) Perkins Loan.
Student’s Portion to be Returned—When the total amount of unearned aid is greater than the amount
returned by the University from the student’s account, the student is responsible for returning unearned aid
to the appropriate program(s). The same priority as above would be used. Any loan funds that must be
returned by the student will be repaid according to the terms of the promissory note.
Return of Non-Title IV Funds
The portion of state, university and other assistance that must be returned will be calculated based on the
particular program's return policy. The student will be billed for any amount due to the University resulting
from the return of Title IV and Non-Title IV funds.
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Assistantships
If you are awarded an assistantship of any sort, you will receive biweekly checks. Some portion of your
tuition and fees is paid depending on the amount of support you receive, but you will always be
responsible for paying several student-voted fees. If you don’t receive a bill, you should check with the
Cashier and pay these fees, thereby validating your enrollment, keeping your classes, and avoiding late
fees.
If your department has not notified the Graduate School office (GSO) about your assistantship by the time
bills are mailed, you will be billed for tuition. At the payment deadline, the Cashier’s Office will have the
most up-to-date support information, and your bill will be handled accordingly. However, if the GSO has
still not been notified of the award by the payment deadline, you are responsible for your tuition. You will
get a refund when your sponsor notifies the GSO that the award has been made.
Any supported student must be full time (link & scroll down). If you are supported at 20 hours per week,
your support pays standard full-time tuition plus some fees. You are responsible for paying for any credits
over the department cap that you enroll for, as well as for student activity fees. Note, too, that the 9 credits
required for full-time status may include regular graduate course work and research credits, courses in
other departments, audited courses, PE, modern languages, fine arts, ESL, undergraduate courses, and
so on.
If you are on partial support, you must still be registered as a full-time student, but only a portion of your
tuition and fees will be paid by your support. You are responsible for the rest. Support for 10 hours per
week, for example, covers 50 percent of tuition and fees for 9 credits; support for 5 hours per week covers
25 percent of tuition and fees for 9 credits.

Teaching Assistantships (GTA, GTI)
Teaching assistantships are awarded by the department requiring instructional services. GTAs assists a
faculty member in teaching. GTIs have full responsibility for the course(s) they are assigned to teach. The
appointment is usually for the academic year of two semesters. Some opportunities exist for summer
teaching assignments. The award includes a stipend plus payment of standard tuition and fees. All duties
associated with a standard appointment are expected to total an average of not more than twenty hours
per week and may include teaching, grading, or otherwise helping professors with their teaching. Teaching
assistants must be registered as full-time graduate students.

Research Assistantships (GRA, GA, GACS)
Research assistantships, usually associated with a specific research grant, contract, or internally
supported research project, are awarded by the professor/department supervising the research activity.
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The appointment is usually for the academic year, but frequently includes the summer term. The award
includes a stipend plus payment of standard tuition and fees. Time devoted to the research activity is
expected to total an average of twenty hours per week, though in cases where the research is related to
the student’s thesis or dissertation, additional time is expected to meet requirements for research credits in
which the student is enrolled. Research assistants must be registered as full-time graduate students.
Coding indicates external support (GRA), internal support (GA) or cost share support (GACS).

Administrative Assistantships (GADE, GADI)
Administrative assistantships are awarded by the departments to assist in their efforts to further develop
graduate programs and enhance research. Students’ duties may include, for instance, system
administrator or journal editing responsibilities. The hours, stipend, and tuition support are the same as for
a teaching assistant. Administrative assistants must be registered as full-time students. Coding indicates
external (GADE) or internal (GADI) sources of funding.
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The Proposal Incentive Award Program
The Graduate School offers the Proposal Incentive Award program to encourage students to be proactive
in seeking external funding. The Graduate School pays eligible graduate students incentive awards up to
$100 for preparing and submitting research and or fellowship proposals to agencies external to the
University. Guidelines and application forms are available at http://www.admin.mtu.edu/rgs/graduate/forms/
ProposalIncentiveProgram.pdf.

Fellowships
Departments, schools and colleges, and the Graduate School award a variety of highly selective
fellowships to incoming and continuing graduate students. Those awarded by departments and may be
available to master’s as well as doctoral students.
The Graduate School awards a variety of fellowships through the Michigan Tech Fund, including
dissertation fellowships for doctoral students. Either the chair of the department or program or the
student’s advisor makes nominations for these fellowships to the dean of the Graduate School.
In addition, Michigan Tech students have been successful in obtaining external fellowships from granting
agencies such as NASA and NSF.

King-Chavez-Parks Scholarships and Fellowships—Michigan’s King-Chavez-Parks
Future Faculty Fellowship Program assists African American, Latino/Latina, and Native American
students, groups which remain underrepresented in higher education. The purpose of the King-ChavezParks Future Faculty Fellowship Program is to increase the pool of minority candidates pursuing faculty
careers in the state of Michigan, or in a state with an official reciprocity agreement. Future Faculty Fellows
are eligible to pursue a master’s or doctoral degree at public universities in Michigan. If a fellow does not
complete the degree, or does not secure a teaching position at a Michigan college or university or in a
state with an official reciprocity agreement, the fellowship converts to a loan which the fellow repays to the
state of Michigan. Awards are made to master’s candidates in amounts up to $15,000 and to doctoral
candidates in amounts up to $35,000 using criteria set forth by the contracts drawn and distributed by the
King-Chavez-Parks Initiative.

Michigan Indian Tuition Waiver (MITW) Program—If you are enrolled in a federally
recognized tribe and have been a resident of the state of Michigan for at least one year, you may apply to
receive the Michigan Indian Tuition Waiver. This means that your tuition charges for attending graduate
school at Michigan Technological University will be paid.

Miscellaneous Awards
Several other kinds of awards are available to Michigan Tech graduate students:
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• Fall Poster Session awards
• Research travel awards in small amounts may be made by the Graduate School to assist students
who need to be on location elsewhere for thesis or dissertation research and have no other source of
funding.
• Graduate Student Council travel grants
The Graduate School provides funding for the Graduate School Council (GSC) Travel Grant program.
GSC solicits applications and awards the grants each semester. Detailed information and applications are
available from each department’s GSC representative or via the Websites of the GSC and the Graduate
School. Each term, following a drawing, the GSC notifies graduate students who will receive the travel
grants via written memo. Procedures are sent with the memo. The students complete all travel-related
paperwork with the assistance of their department coordinator. Forms are then submitted to the GSO for
verification and approval.

External Support Opportunities
MTU is a participant in the following consortia which provide financial and research support to students in
the sciences and engineering.

National Physical Science Consortium
The National Physical Science Consortium (NSPC) is a unique partnership between industry and higher
education. Established in 1987, the NPSC is headquartered in Los Angeles. The NPSC has one primary
objective: Increase the number of qualified U.S.-citizen PhD's in the physical sciences and related
engineering fields, emphasizing women and historically underrepresented minorities. NPSC accomplishes
this by awarding doctoral fellowships to outstanding students and by facilitating research and employment
opportunities. Strengthening diversity among US scientists and engineers is more than a worthy goal; it is
an imperative. The United States has long led the world in advancing the physical sciences. But if we are
to continue competing on a global scale, we must be able to train and recruit a diverse pool of qualified
scientists.
Initially funded by the National Science Foundation, the Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory, and the
US Department of Energy, the NPSC is now self-sustaining through annual membership fees from
employer members and a modest endowment. Since granting its first fellowship award to seven young
scholars in 1989, the NPSC partnership has provided fellowships to nearly 300 aspiring scientists and
engineers. Of these, nearly half are minorities and three-quarters are women. By helping to provide a
continuous source of US-born scientists, employers and universities can achieve diversity and balance in
our nation's scientific community. In turn, the NPSC is helping today's promising young scientists –
tomorrow's science leaders – to realize their dreams.
For more information about the NPSC and its programs, contact Marilyn Vogler, assistant dean of the
Graduate School, or visit the NPSC website at http://www.npsc.org/.

Oak Ridge Associated Universities
Since 1994, students and faculty of Michigan Technological University have benefited from its
membership in Oak Ridge Associated Universities (ORAU). ORAU is a consortium of 85 colleges and
universities and a contractor for the US Department of Energy (DOE) located in Oak Ridge, Tennessee.
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ORAU works with its member institutions to help their students and faculty gain access to federal research
facilities throughout the country; to keep its members informed about opportunities for fellowship,
scholarship, and research appointments; and to organize research alliances among its members.
Students can participate in programs covering a wide variety of disciplines including business, earth
sciences, epidemiology, engineering, physics, geological sciences, pharmacology, ocean sciences,
biomedical sciences, nuclear chemistry, and mathematics. Appointment and program length range from
one month to four years. Many of these programs are especially designed to increase the numbers of
underrepresented minority students pursuing degrees in science- and engineering-related disciplines. A
comprehensive listing of these programs and other opportunities, their disciplines, and details on locations
and benefits can be found in the ORISE Catalog of Education and Training Programs, which is available at
http://www.orau.gov/orise.htm.
For more information about ORAU and its programs, contact David D. Reed, Vice President for Research
and ORAU Councilor for Michigan Technological University, or visit the ORAU Home Page at http://www.
orau.org.
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Basic Expenses
The basic estimated expenses of a full-time graduate student living in a University residence hall are shown below. When estimating annual expenses, students should figure
in travel and personal allowances based on their own situations. Although the University researves the right to change fee schedules and other student charges without
advance notice, every effort is made to maintain high academic standards and adequate living facilities at the lowest possible cost to the student.

basic

Tuition and Fees*
tuition/AY semester
summer tuition
Computing, lab, & course fees (avg, per term)

Cost of Living
GSC cost of living avg @ 774/ month (2001)
avg cost / month @ $845
insurance
books & supplies
student fees (by term)
travel for conferences, etc.
Total expenses minus tuition & fees

3,888.00
432
518

Engg, CS

Peace Corps Peace Corps
Appl Sci Ed
Engineering
4,288.00
2,682.00
3,082.00
632.00
298.00
498.00
518.00
518.00
518.00

standard expenses for all students
Academic Year
Summer
7,605.00
2,535.00
506.00
169.00
450.00
150.00
269.00
100.00
8,830.00
basic

2,954.00
Engg, CS

Tuition and fees Academic Year
Tuition and fees Summer
Cost of living Academic Year
Cost of living Summer
Subtotal Academic Year
Subtotal Summer
Total 12 Months
PhD

8,812.00
950.00
8,830.00
2,954.00
17,642.00
3,904.00
21,546.00
basic

9,612.00
1,150.00
8,830.00
2,954.00
18,442.00
4,104.00
22,546.00
Engg, CS

Tuition and fees Academic Year
Tuition and fees Summer
Cost of living Academic Year
Cost of living Summer
Subtotal Academic Year
Subtotal Summer
Total 12 Months

8,812.00
950.00
10,230.00
2,954.00
19,042.00
3,904.00
22,946.00

9,612.00
1,150.00
10,230.00
2,954.00
19,842.00
4,104.00
23,946.00

Master's

* This does not apply to Distance Learning students.
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add for PhD
Acad Yr

400.00
1,000.00
1,400.00
Peace Corps
Appl Sci Ed
6,400.00
816.00
8,830.00
2,954.00
15,230.00
3,770.00
19,000.00

Peace Corps
Engineering
7,200.00
1,016.00
8,830.00
2,954.00
16,030.00
3,970.00
20,000.00
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Tuition and Fees
Financial Obligations
Having fulfilled all other requirements, a student is eligible for registration or graduation only if all financial
obligations to the University have been met. Student Records and Registration, on notice from the
Accounting Office, will withhold transcripts and grades, and deny registration to a student who owes
money to the University. Scheduled classes will be dropped if the amount due is not cleared by the due
date. Also, students with an outstanding balance will not be permitted to schedule classes.
The University offers both an installment prepayment plan, whereby tuition, fees, and room and board are
billed monthly with no service charge, and a deferred payment plan. Contact Accounts Receivable for
further information: 906-487-2243.

Fees
Tuition/Fees—All charges for tuition, fees (including computer access and individual course/lab fees), and
room and board are payable each term and will be charged and due prior to the posted final payment date.
● Payments may be made after the Cashier’s Office window has closed by using the drop box
located in the main lobby of the Administration Building. Payments will be processed the next
business day.
● Payment is declared void if a check is returned for insufficient funds. A $35 tendering fee plus
applicable late fees will be assessed.
● Authorized financial aid, except employment, will be credited against the balance due.
● A check with restrictive notations can be accepted only for the purpose noted.
● Courses taken for audit are charged the same fees as courses taken for credit.
Lab/Course and Computer-Access Fees—All enrolled MTU students are required to pay their academic
departments a fee for basic computing. In addition, if required of the course, a student will be assessed a
lab/course fee and will be liable for this fee if the course is not dropped by the fifth day of class. Co-op
students, student teachers, and off-campus students may be exempt from the computer access fee.

Miscellaneous Fees
Apartment Rent Payments—Daniell Heights rent payments are due on the first of each month and
payable by the fifth of each month without a penalty. Bills are not issued. A late payment will be assessed
per your contract.
Thesis and Dissertation Fees—A per copy fee is charged for the binding of theses and dissertations and
is payable at the time of submission. Minimum fee is $18 per copy with additional charges for color and/or
special printing.
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Dissertation Microfilming Fee—PhD candidates must have their dissertations microfilmed and entered
in Dissertation Abstracts International. The fee is $55 for either paper copy or ETD.
Inspection Trip Fee—A service charge is made for students required to take certain courses involving
inspection trips

Late Payment of Fees
Students registering or validating billing statements after the posted final payment date are required to pay
the amount due plus a $100 late enrollment registration fee. This policy is for all fees included in the
University’s combined billing program. No student registering or paying fees late may be excused from
paying the late registration fee, nor will the fee be refunded.

Refunds of Tuition/Fees
Students will be assessed tuition according to the number of credits for which they are registered on the
fifth day of instruction. The adjustment will appear on the student’s subsequent billing statement. Nontuition refunds will be prorated according to the week of withdrawal. The bursar determines whether
extraordinary circumstances warrant exceptions to the refund policy in individual cases.
Change of Credit Status—Refunds for enrolled students who change credit status downward or drop a
course with a course/lab fee will have tuition and course/lab fees refunded according to the following
schedule. Accelerated courses and summer term adjustments of tuition assessments are calculated on a
pro rata basis.
Time of Status Change

Refund Percentage

On or before 5th day of class

100%

After 5th day of class

0%

University Withdrawal
Students withdrawing from the University or dropping all courses will receive a refund according to the
following schedule. Unpaid charges such as library fines, traffic fines, lab deposits, and other penalties
(excluding housing deposits) shall be deducted from the refund. Students who withdraw from the
University must complete a withdrawal form from the Office of Student Records and Registration and
obtain the required signatures as indicated.
Time of Withdrawal

Refund%*

1st week

90%

2nd week

80%

3rd week

70%

4th week

60%

5th week

50%

6th week

40%
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7th week or later

0%

*Room and Board—Refunds of residence hall room-and-board charges will be prorated on the basis of the
number of weeks used.
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On-Campus Academic Programs
Graduate Degree Programs
Graduate programs generally have sufficient flexibility to permit tailoring study plans to individual needs.
The programs available at MTU are listed on this page. Graduate students wanting to also pursue a
certificate listed below should check with the GSO. Additional information is available on department
Websites.

Master of Engineering
Master of Engineering (non-departmental)
Civil Engineering
Environmental Engineering

Master of Forestry
Master of Science (Professional Master of Science)
Master of Science
Applied Ecology
Applied Science Education
Biological Sciences
Business Administration
Chemical Engineering
Chemistry
Civil Engineering
Computer Science
Electrical Engineering
Engineering Mechanics
Environmental Engineering
Environmental Engineering Science
Environmental Policy
Forest Ecology and Management
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Forest Molecular Genetics and Biotechnology
Forestry
Geological Engineering
Geology
Geophysics
Industrial Archaeology
Materials Science and Engineering
Mathematical Sciences
Mechanical Engineering
Mineral Economics
Mining Engineering
Operations Management (not currently accepting applications)
Physics
Rhetoric and Technical Communication

Master’s International Program (MIP)
Students may earn an MS in Forestry; Civil Engineering, Environmental Engineering; or Geological
Engineering, Geology, Geophysics (Mitigation of Natural Geological Hazards) in conjunction with the US
Peace Corps, combining academic study with supervised, practical field experience and research. After
completing two semesters of on-campus academic work, students serve two years with the US Peace
Corps. Students return to campus for one additional semester. Contact the Department of Civil and
Environmental Engineering, the Department of Geological and Mining Engineering & Sciences, or the
School of Forestry and Wood Products for additional information.

Master’s Path Program (for students who have completed a three-year bachelor’s program
outside the US)
Some colleges and universities outside the US are moving to a three-year bachelor’s degree and a fiveyear master’s degree. After obtaining the three-year degree in their home country, many students would
like to go abroad to pursue a high-quality master’s degree, gain international experience, and perfect their
English. The Michigan Tech Master’s Path Program allows students to pursue a master’s degree directly,
rather than requiring they first complete a bachelor’s program at a US institution. The Master’s Path
Program is offered in twenty-two disciplines in the sciences, engineering, forestry, communications, and
social sciences.

Doctor of Philosophy
Biological Sciences
Chemical Engineering
Chemistry
Civil Engineering
Computer Science
Electrical Engineering
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Engineering (non-departmental)
Computational Science and Engineering
Environmental Engineering
Engineering Physics
Forest Molecular Genetics and Biotechnology
Forest Science
Geological Engineering
Geology
Industrial Heritage and Archaeology
Materials Science and Engineering
Mathematical Sciences
Mechanical Engineering-Engineering Mechanics
Mining Engineering
Physics
Rhetoric and Technical Communication

Certificate Programs
Certificates can be obtained concurrently with an undergraduate or graduate degree or can be obtained by
part-time students without enrolling in a degree program. All students must, however, comply with the
procedures for admission to Michigan Tech.

Graduate Certificates
Graduate Certificate in Sustainability—This Certificate formally recognizes curricular breadth in the
following areas: i) policy, societal, and economic systems, ii) environmental systems, and iii) industrial
systems. The student has the opportunity to achieve specialized education in engineering, forestry,
science, social sciences, humanities, business, and economics. Further information: http://www.
sustainablefutures.mtu.edu/grad_certificate_for_web.htm.

Undergraduate/Graduate Certificates
Design Engineering—Contact the College of Engineering
Industrial Forestry Certificate—designed to give students a working knowledge of critical aspects of
business and forestry. Contact the School of Business and Economics or the School of Forestry and
Wood Products.
International Business Certificate—includes modern language, international affairs, and international
business and economics. Contact the School of Business and Economics.
Media —Contact the Humanities Department
Mine Environmental Engineering Certificate—Through this curriculum, mining engineering students
gain knowledge and develop skills necessary to solve problems in the area of environmental impacts of
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mining. Contact the Department of Geological and Mining Engineering Sciences.
Modern Languages, Literatures, and Area Study Certificate Programs and Proficiency Certificates
Certificates and advanced certificate are available in Modern Languages, Literatures, and Area Study (in
French, German, or Spanish) to students who meet specified course requirements. Students who want an
advanced certificate must first complete the Certificate in Modern Languages, Literatures, and Area Study.
Contact the modern languages faculty in the Department of Humanities.
In addition, the following proficiency certificates are available:
● Certificat Pratique de la Chambre de Commerce de Paris—certifies French proficiency adequate
for business
● Zertifikat Deutsch*—certifies German proficiency adequate for work; Zentrale Mittelstufenprufüng*
—certifies German proficiency adequate for university work
● Prüfung Wirtschaftsdeutsch International*—certifies German proficiency adequate for business.
(*Tests for these certificates are provided through the Goethe Institute and are recognized
worldwide.
Writing—contact the Department of Humanities.

Teacher Certification Program
Michigan Tech offers programs leading to Michigan Secondary School Teacher Certification with majors
and minors in biology (clinical laboratory science), chemistry, computer science, earth science, social
studies, English, mathematics, science, and physics. Students with undergraduate degrees combine a
sequence of professional education courses with student teaching to get teacher certification at the
secondary school level. Contact the Department of Education for specific requirements.

Non-Degree Graduate Option
Students who have completed a bachelor’s degree or the equivalent may wish to take courses for
graduate credit without enrolling in a specific degree program. This might, for instance, be to meet
employer or certification requirements, to facilitate a research exchange, or to transfer graduate credits to
another university. This option might also be used by students who are in the process of applying for a
degree program but who wish to begin taking courses immediately. For more information click here.

International Programs
Center for International Education (CIE)
The Center for International Education provides service-oriented leadership in support of Michigan Tech’s
goals and priorities in the areas of international programming, education exchange, and student and
faculty services. More than 575 students from seventy-two countries are enrolled at MTU. In addition to
sponsoring many international events on campus, CIE offers students opportunities to study, conduct
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research, and/or intern abroad as part of their educational experience.

ESL Programs
The Center of International Education offers ESL training and support for both undergraduate and
graduate international students.

Japan Center for Michigan Universities (JCMU)
JCMU is a unique consortium of fifteen state-of-Michigan universities that allows students to spend a
summer, a semester, or an academic year at the Center in Hikone, Japan. Students study Japanese
language and culture intensively and may take such elective courses as Japanese business, history,
religion, and so on. No prior knowledge of Japanese is required, and scholarships are available.

Council on International Educational Exchange (CIEE)
Through CIEE, students can earn university credit by participating in semester, academic year, and
summer programs. Financial aid does apply to most international study programs.

International Exchanges
MTU maintains cooperative agreements with several institutions of higher learning to expand international
educational cooperation through exchanges of students, faculty, and administrators. Programs are
available in over twenty countries around the world.

International Research and Exchanges Board
Through IREX, graduate students and faculty may participate in research-related exchanges in the newly
independent states of the former Soviet Union.

Bahamian Field Station
By agreement with the Bahamian Field Station, students of biological sciences may participate in field
work on San Salvador Island in the Bahamas.

Summer Internships
In conjunction with the German Academic Exchange Service and the American-Scandinavian Foundation,
MTU coordinates summer internships that allow students to work in their fields in Germany and in the
Scandinavian countries.

International Scholarships, Fellowships, and Research Funding
CIE provides detailed information on the many types of funding available to all students and faculty who
wish to pursue their learning abroad.

Off-Campus Programs - Sponsored Educational Programs
Office
Michigan Tech promotes knowledge enrichment and personal development through credit courses and
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programs, as well as noncredit courses and seminars offered via distance delivery technologies to
individuals and corporate sponsors. The Office of Extended University Programs facilitates the
organization and delivery of MTU distance learning programs. Currently all distance programs are site
specific. The BSE, MSME, and PhD degree programs are available through corporate sponsorship and at
select community colleges within Michigan. Delivery methods include satellite, videotape,
videoconferencing, and video streaming.
Michigan Tech is linked with several consortia that provide distance education courses to major industries
and to students throughout the world. These include the Association for Media-Based Continuing
Education for Engineers (AMCEE), National Technological University (NTU), and the Michigan Virtual
University.
For more information contact Sponsored Educational Programs at 1.800.405.4678 or visit us at http://www.
admin.mtu.edu/disted. E-mail inquiries should be made to disted@mtu.edu.
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Distance Learning Graduate Programs
Two options exist for pursuing a master’s degree through distance learning; a coursework option and a
partnered research option. You should select the option that best fits your goals and situation. The partnered
research program is the only option available at the doctoral level. Distance learning delivery is only available
to individuals living in the north central region or to employees of corporations headquartered in the north
central region. An exception is made for members of the armed forces who may participate in the program
from any location in the world if they previously met the north central region residency requirement. The North
Central region for NCA accreditation includes the following states: Arkansas, Arizona, Colorado, Iowa, Illinois,
Indiana, Kansas, Michigan, Minnesota, Missouri, North Dakota, Nebraska, Ohio, Oklahoma, New Mexico,
South Dakota, Wisconsin, West Virginia, and Wyoming. Certain other enrollment limits may apply. Students
who apply and are accepted as Michigan Tech graduate students and later want to change status from an oncampus to a DL student or vice-versa may be required to reapply to the degree program.
In addition, Michigan Tech is linked with several consortia that provide distance education courses to major
industries and to students throughout the world. These include the Association for Media-Based Continuing
Education for Engineers (AMCEE), National Technological University (NTU), and the Michigan Virtual
University.
For more information, contact Sponsored EducationalPrograms at 1-800-405-4678 or visit us at http://www.
admin.mtu.edu/sep. E-mail inquiries should be made to disted@mtu.edu.

Coursework Master’s Degrees (Provisional—awaiting University Senate approval)
The coursework option (Plan D) for the Master’s Degree meets the needs of individuals who for a variety of
reasons might not have the opportunity for corporate sponsorship in a partnered program or interest in a
research degree. Individuals who pursue a Plan D program are required to satisfactorily complete 30 credits of
specified coursework. At least 1/2 of the credits in the coursework only program must be taken from Michigan
Tech. Regularly scheduled courses, taught by Michigan Tech faculty, and delivered at a distance are
considered to be “in residence” for the purpose of Plan D. Satisfactory completion requires that a student must
receive a grade of “B” or better in every course of the degree program. All application and admission criteria
and time limits for completion remain the same as for any graduate program at MTU. These are available in
the Graduate Bulletin, http://www.admin.mtu.edu/rgs/Bulletin/gradweb/index.html.
The costs associated with distance learning delivery result in higher fees than for on campus master’s degree
programs. At present MTU offers only Mechanical Engineering and Electrical Engineering (Power emphasis)
master’s coursework degrees through distance learning. Coursework master’s may also be offered with
cooperating partners under the auspices of a partnered agreement, as explained below for research degrees.

Partnered Research Master’s and PhD Degrees
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This option is for research degrees offered under the auspices of a contractual agreement with a cooperating
partner in industry, government, or the non-profit sector.
The heart of this option lies not only in the student-advisor mentoring relationship, but also in opportunities for
students to work together and for the advisory committee to meet with the student. Distance learning researchbased degrees at both the master's and doctoral level are designed to ensure fidelity to these relationships and
thus maintain the high standards of MTU graduate degrees. At the same time, we recognize the need for
flexibility in providing access to our programs. Thus, although our partnered programs involve some time in
residency on the MTU campus in Houghton, that time may be accumulated in a variety of ways. The public
defense of theses, dissertations, reports, and projects must occur on campus. Currently all programs require
the coursework final examination and oral defense to occur on campus. Students in partnered programs may
take up to 1/2 of the required coursework credits from other universities provided the course plan is approved
in advance of course registration.

Master's Partnered Option
A distance option is available in some programs for students who are employees of cooperating industrial,
government, and organization partners and who meet admissions requirements. Each agreement is site- and
program-specific, particularly with regard to how the student-advisor relationship will be maintained, but all
generally involve the following conditions:
• approval of the site facilities (laboratories, libraries, computer facilities, etc. as appropriate to the program)
• appointment of a qualified on-site co-advisor to adjunct graduate faculty status
• periodic visits to the MTU campus in Houghton at specific mileposts in the degree, e.g., orientation; proposal
defense; study weeks; thesis, project, or coursework defense
Agreements may also include additional requirements, e.g., MTU faculty time on site with the student, summer
school residency, video-conferences for periodic reviews, etc. Master's students should expect to spend a
minimum of 3 weeks in residence on the MTU campus in Houghton during the course of their degree.
Residency length may vary by program. All residency weeks must be documented on the M-OC form.

Doctoral Partnered Programs
A distance option is available in some programs for students who have already earned a master's degree; who
are employees of cooperating industrial, government, and organization partners; and who meet admissions
requirements. Each agreement is site and program specific, particularly with regard to how the student-advisor
relationship will be maintained, but all generally involve the following conditions:
• approval of the site facilities (laboratories, libraries, computer facilities, etc. as appropriate to the program)
• appointment of a qualified on-site co-advisor to adjunct graduate faculty status
• all degree exams (qualifiers, preliminaries, comprehensives, and dissertation defense and oral examination)
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are conducted on the MTU campus. No exception to this requirement may be granted. Repeated exams, if
required, must also be taken on campus. Doctoral students are expected to spend a period of residency on
campus at the time of each exam as detailed in specific program guidelines (generally 1-2 weeks). These visits
must be documented on the D-OC form.
• additional periodic visits to the MTU campus in Houghton.
• MTU advisor will be supported by the partner and will spend substantive time on site at the student's
research facility
• some remote programs require one or more semesters in residence on the MTU campus, which can be met
by enrollment in the full (12-week) summer term.
Doctoral students should expect to spend a minimum of 6 weeks in residence on the MTU campus in
Houghton during the course of their degree. Residency length may vary by program.
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Non-Degree Graduate Status
Students who have completed a bachelor’s degree or the equivalent may wish to take courses for
graduate credit without enrolling in a specific degree program. This might, for instance, be to meet
employer or certification requirements, to facilitate a research exchange, or to transfer graduate credits
to another university. This option might also be used by students who are in the process of applying for a
degree program but who wish to begin taking courses immediately.

Conditions of Non-Degree Graduate (NDG) Admission:
•

Graduate-level courses will appear on the transcript as, and be transferable as, graduate level
credits.
•
Students who are not concerned about graduate standing may apply through the undergraduate
admissions office and will be charged at the undergraduate rate.
•
NDG students are not eligible for financial assistance for coursework taken as a non-degree student.
•
While no TOEFL or GRE scores are required for admission as a NDG, students whose academic or
language proficiency is not sufficient for acceptable participation in the chosen class will be advised to
register for a lower-level class and/or will be expected to take language courses concurrent with the
NDG enrollment.
•
Admission to a regular graduate program will require submission of a standard application for
admission; no additional application fee will be required.
•
Some programs limit the number of NDG credits that may be applied toward a graduate degree and
thus, not all credits taken as a NDG student will necessarily be applicable to, or counted toward, a
graduate degree(s).
•
The department will evaluate for inclusion on the degree schedule any NDG credits the student
wishes to have count toward a degree.

Admission Process for Non-Degree Seeking Students
(Graduate Status)
Applications for admission as a non-degree student with graduate standing are reviewed by the Graduate
School (GSO). Departmental approval is not required as it is for applications to a graduate program,
though the GSO may request review by the academic department. A completed application for nondegree graduate status includes:
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•

Application Form
Application Fee
Proof of Bachelor’s Degree

•
•

If you are participating in an exchange program or other formal program such as an employment training
series, a statement explaining your situation will assist us in making certain your coursework at MTU
meets your requirements and expectations. Distance Learning students should submit application
materials to Sponsored Educational Programs.

Academic History
A transcript documenting receipt of a bachelor’s degree or equivalent must be attached to this
application. Alternatively, a letter certifying receipt of the degree or a diploma will be considered proof
of a bachelor’s degree. Photocopies are acceptable. MTU grads need not supply a transcript.

Transcript
Courses taken prior to approval of the application may in some cases be used toward a graduate degree
at Michigan Tech if applicable. However, these courses will be recorded as undergraduate credits and
will not transfer as graduate courses without authorization and associated tuition adjustments.

Cost of Study
Prior to formal approval of the application for non-degree graduate status, course registration will be
billed at the undergraduate rate. Once NDG status has been approved, all credits taken will be billed at
the graduate tuition rate.
Tuition for 2004-2005 is $432 per graduate credit hour. All graduate students, regardless of residency,
will pay the same tuition, except that Distance Learning students will be billed at a different rate.
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Degree Requirements—General
Attainment of a graduate degree demonstrates that a person has reached prescribed milestones in the
pursuit of knowledge beyond the bachelor’s degree. Satisfactory completion of the master’s and/or
doctoral degree is characterized by a greater level of independent research compared to the
undergraduate educational experience. In an age of accelerating development, it is important that degree
requirements be completed in a timely manner so the student remains abreast of, and contributes to, new
knowledge.

Credit Requirements
Thirty credits beyond the bachelor’s degree are required for most master’s programs, though some require
up to 32 credits. The distribution of credits among coursework, practicum, and research credits will vary
depending on the master’s plan chosen. For details, see the degree requirements for individual programs.
Thirty credits beyond the master’s degree are required for the PhD.
Audit and pass/fail courses may not be used toward the total number of credits required. The only nongraded credits that count toward a degree are research credits, which are graded satisfactory/
unsatisfactory.

Credit Definition
Academic advancement by students is measured in terms of semester-hour credits or simply credits. One
credit should average 3½ hours of a student’s time per week for one semester. Depending on course
requirements, these3 ½ hours may all be spent in the classroom or laboratory or may be divided between
home study and class or laboratory attendance. One hour in class and 2½ hours in individual study is a
typical division. Students should multiply the course credits by 3.5 to determine the demands the course
will place on their time during a typical week of the semester. For example, in MA5524 Functional Analysis
(a 3-credit course with no lab), one would expect to spend 10½ hours per week on the course (3 hours in
class and 7½ hours out of class).

Graduate Credit Courses
No course numbered below 3000 can be counted toward a graduate degree, with the exception that
Peace Corps Master’s International students may use 2 credits of language courses below the 3000 level.
Courses numbered in the 3000 and 4000 series are intended primarily for upper-division undergraduate
students but are available to graduate students for graduate credit with their department’s approval,
indicated by signature on the degree schedule. Although courses numbered in the 5000 series are
intended primarily for graduate students, they are also available to qualified senior students. Courses
numbered in the 6000 series are available only to advanced graduate students.
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Residency Requirements—Academic
Master’s students must complete a minimum of two-thirds of the course work in residence at MTU.
Provisional language, when approved, will change this to one-half. The thesis credits must be supervised
by MTU graduate faculty.
Doctoral students must spend at least four semesters on campus at MTU beyond attainment of a
bachelor’s degree, or two semesters beyond attainment of a master’s degree, in a formal program of study
and research under direct supervision of a given program/department.
Different residency requirements apply to partnered off-campus programs.

Time Limits
All work for the master’s degree must be completed within five calendar years of the first enrollment in the
degree program. All work for the PhD must be completed within eight calendar years of the first enrollment
in the degree program. Requests for extension must be approved by the advisor, department chair, and
Dean of the Graduate School.

Degree-Specific Requirements
The links below provide degree-specific requirements and a timeline for completion of each degree.
Please also check with your department, however, since requirements beyond the minimum may vary
from department to department or program to program.
●
●
●
●

Master of Engineering
Master of Science
Master’s Path (for students who have completed a three-year bachelor’s outside the US)
Doctor of Philosophy

Last Updated:1 July 2004
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Master of Engineering Degree
The Master of Engineering degree is intended to be a terminal professional degree where the candidate
demonstrates advanced ability in course work and with advanced engineering design project, or
practicum. The master of engineering student must do the following:
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●

file a preliminary Degree Schedule form
choose an advisor and advisory committee
complete a written and oral report on a practicum
file a final Degree Schedule form
fulfill the campus residency requirement
finish the degree within the prescribed time limit
file a successful practicum report form.
Forms on-line at http://www.admin.mtu.edu/rgs/graduate/trackingforms.html

In addition to the Graduate School requirements, which are described below, individual departments may
have higher standards. Students are expected to know their department’s requirements. Currently, there
are master of engineering degrees in civil engineering and in environmental engineering, as well as a nondepartmental master of engineering administered through the office of the dean of engineering.
Grades—All grades must be B (3.0 on a 4.0 scale) or better in the major subject area. The department
chair can approve no more than 6 credits of BC (2.5) or C (2.0) in a cognate department. The student
must maintain a cumulative GPA of 3.0 or better in all courses taken as a graduate student.
Campus Residency Requirement—A minimum of one-half of the course work credits must be taken in
residence at MTU.
Time Limit—All work required for the Master of Engineering degree must be completed within five
calendar years of the first enrollment in the degree program.

Advisor
Initially the advisor may be the department’s graduate coordinator, but as soon as possible, and by the
end of the first semester in residence, a permanent advisor should be chosen. This MTU graduate faculty
member advises the student on course selection and choice of practicum experience. The advisor is an
important factor in the graduate student’s timely and successful completion of his or her program of study.

Advisory Committee
The Advisory Committee is nominated by the chair of the major department, usually in consultation with
the advisor, and approved by the College of Engineering. At least two of the three examiners must be
members of the graduate faculty and one of the graduate faculty members must be from outside the major
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department.

Degree Schedule
The Proposed Degree Schedule and Work Plan form (MEng1), available from the College of Engineering
and on the Grad School “forms” web page, is used to list all the courses that the student will use for the
Master of Engineering degree. The completed form must be approved by the student’s advisor and
department, the College of Engineering, and the Graduate School office during the first semester of
enrollment.
The Final Degree Schedule form (MEng2), available from the College of Engineering and on the Grad
School “forms” web page, must be filed during the first week of the second term in residence. It lists all the
courses applied to the Master of Engineering degree, gives the advisory committee membership, provides
an abstract of the practicum, and is endorsed by the student, the advisor, the department chair, the
associate dean of engineering, and the dean of the Graduate School.
Changes in the Final Degree Schedule—Any changes must be approved. The chair of the major
department must send a memo to the dean of the Graduate School.

Course Work
Courses taken must meet certain requirements, described below, and they must be approved by the
advisor and the department chair. Courses taken while an undergraduate at Michigan Tech may be used
for graduate degree credits if the Senior Rule form (available from the department secretary) has been
appropriately filed. Courses taken while a post-grad may be used on the Degree Schedule with
departmental approval. The minimum requirements are as follows:
Course work

26–28 credits

Practicum

2–4 credits

Total (minimum)

30 credits

Distribution of course work credit
5000–6000 series (minimum)

12 credits

3000–4000 level (maximum)

14 credits

Master of Engineering Practicum—The practicum is an advanced independent study for students in the
master of engineering program. The student in consultation with the advisor develops and executes a
project demonstrating capabilities in problem solving, communication, and decision making. The practicum
can be completed on campus or at the site of a Michigan Tech corporate partner. Students must submit a
written report and make an oral presentation related to their project to their Advisory Committee.
The successful on-campus oral presentation will be evaluated by the committee on the MEng3 form,
Report on Practicum.

Timeline to Degree—Master of Engineering
First reconcile this suggested chronology with your department’s requirements. The sequence may not be
the same as written here. When you consult your advisor for your degree schedule, take this timeline to
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the meeting so you and your advisor are in agreement on your plans.
The degree will be granted at the end of the semester in which all courses have been satisfactorily
completed and forms MEng1, MEng2, and MEng3 have been submitted and approved.
Date

Completed
Enrolling for the first time— If you do not have a faculty advisor to help you
choose courses, consult with Dr. Sheryl Sorby, Associate Dean of Engineering.
Make sure the GSO has official final transcripts showing proof of your previous
degrees if they are not from Michigan Tech.
Fill out the Patent, Research, and Proprietary Rights form in your department
office.
If your research involves animal subjects, human subjects, or recombinant DNA,
you just obtain approval from the appropriate administrative review committee
(s). Applications for approval(s) may be found on the Research Website. If you
need further assistance, please contact the Research Compliance Administrator
by phone 906.487.3403.
Inform the Office of Student Records and Registration of any changes in your
status, address, student identification number, expected graduation date, etc.
MEng1, Proposed Degree Schedule and Work Plan*—This form is due early
in the first semester and is prepared in cooperation with your advisor. It
establishes preliminary plans for your course work and nominates a committee
to complete your advising and practicum report.
MEng2, Final Degree Schedule—This form is due in the first week of your
second term of enrollment. After you submit your Final Degree Schedule, you
will receive a signed copy in return that includes Graduate School forms to help
you finish your degree. All your grades in the courses used must be B or better
in your major subject, and your cumulative GPA must be 3.0 or higher.
Set up an appointment with your committee to report on your practicum.
MEng3, Report on Practicum—This form is due when you have completed
your practicum, including the oral presentation to your committee.
The Goal: Graduation—no more than five calendar years after you started
graduate school. Your graduation date is the end of the term in which you
complete all degree requirements. Your transcript will not indicate your degree
until about four weeks after the next term begins. Your diploma will be mailed to
you about 90 days after the term ends if you have completed and submitted your
Life After MTU form. You may request a degree certification letter as soon as
your degree is completed.

* All these forms can be sent to the GSO by your department's graduate secretary via campus mail.
Copies of signed forms will be returned to you and the department. Be sure to keep a file of your
paperwork.
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Master of Science Degree
The master’s degree demonstrates advanced ability, usually in both course work and research. The master’s
student must complete the following:
●
●
●

choose an advisor
file a Degree Schedule form (M4)
complete one of three option plans: Note that plans B, C and/or D are not offered by all departments.
plan A—thesis and course work
plan B—report and course work*
plan C—course work only*
plan D—off-campus / distance* See additional details about program requirements here.

●
●

●
●
●

complete an oral examination
fulfill the campus residency requirement
(Distance Learning students must document time on campus.)
finish the degree within the prescribed time limit
submit an approved document in plans A & B
Forms are available on-line at http://www.admin.mtu.edu/rgs/graduate/trackingforms.html

In addition to the Graduate School requirements, which are described below, individual departments may have
higher standards. Students are expected to know their department’s requirements.
Master’s Path Program—See additional details about program requirements here.
Grades—All grades must be B (3.0 on a 4.0 scale) or better in the major subject area. The department chair
can approve no more than 6 credits of BC (2.5) or C (2.0) in a cognate department. The student must maintain
a cumulative grade point average of 3.0 or better in all courses taken as a graduate student in order to remain
in good standing.
Campus Residency Requirement—A minimum of one-half (provisional) of the course work credits, i.e., nonresearch credits, must be taken in residence at MTU. Off-campus programs have comparable site-specific
requirements.
Time Limit—All work required for the master of science degree must be completed within five calendar years
of the first enrollment in the degree program.

Advisor
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Initially the advisor may be the department’s graduate coordinator, but as soon as possible, and no later than
the end of the second term in residence, a permanent advisor should be chosen. This MTU graduate faculty
member advises the student on course selection and choice of research topic and supervises the research
experience. The advisor is an important factor in the graduate student’s timely and successful completion of
the program of study.

Degree Schedule
The Degree Schedule form (M4) is used to list all the courses that are to be applied to the degree
requirements, including those yet to be taken. The completed M4 should be submitted in the term prior to the
defense term. It must be approved before the defense is scheduled.
The courses listed on the M4 must meet certain requirements, described in each option below, and they must
be approved by the advisor and the department chair. Courses taken while an undergraduate at MTU may be
used for graduate degree credits if the Senior Rule form (available from the department secretary) has been
appropriately filed. Courses taken while a post-grad may be used on the Degree Schedule with departmental
approval.
Changes in the Degree Schedule—Any changes must be approved. The chair of the major department must
send a memo to the dean of the Graduate School requesting changes.

Options
For plans A or B, the scope of the research topic for the thesis or independent project should be defined in
such a way that a full-time student could complete the requirements for a master’s degree in twelve months or
three semesters following the completion of course work by regularly scheduling graduate research credits.
The thesis or report must be prepared in a style appropriate to the discipline. Following the defense the
corrected Plan A thesis, as approved by the committee, is submitted to the Graduate School office as a .pdf file
on CD for printing and binding. A single paper copy of the corrected and approved Plan B report is submitted
to the Graduate School. The J. Robert Van Pelt Library archives all master’s reports and theses. Plan C
coursework papers are not submitted to the Graduate School and are not retained by the Van Pelt Library.
Plan A: Thesis Option—This plan requires a research thesis prepared under the supervision of the advisor.
The thesis describes a research investigation and its results. The minimum requirements are as follows:
Course work ( minimum)

20 credits

Thesis research

6–10 credits

Total (minimum)

30 credits

Distribution of course work credit
5000–6000 series (minimum)

12 credits

3000–4000 level (maximum)

12 credits

Plan B: Report Option (Not offered by all departments)—This plan requires a report describing the results of
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an independent study project. Of the minimum total of 30 credits, at least 24 must be earned in course work
other than the project.
Course work

24 credits

Report

2–6 credits

Total (minimum)

30 credits

Distribution of course work credit
5000–6000 series (minimum)

12 credits

3000–4000 level (maximum)

12 credits

Plan C: Course Work Option (Not offered by all departments)—This plan requires the minimum 30 credits be
earned through course work.
Distribution of course work credit
5000–6000 series (minimum)

18 credits

3000–4000 level (maximum)

12 credits

Oral Examination
PROVISIONAL LANGUAGE CHANGE – SEE TEXT BELOW
Examination by and approval of a faculty committee is required for awarding a master’s degree. This
committee will examine the general professional knowledge, course work, and (in plans A and B) the written
documents of each master’s candidate. The defense is scheduled and the committee nominated via the
Scheduling of Final Oral Examination form (M5), which must be in the Graduate School office two weeks prior
to the defense date.
Examination Committee—Must be nominated by the chair of the major department, usually in consultation with
the advisor, and approved by the dean of the Graduate School. At least three of the four examiners must be
members of the graduate faculty and one of the graduate faculty must be from outside the major department.
Recommendations, approved by the Dean of the Graduate School 17 May 2004, and subject to University
Senate agreement would make the following changes:
●

●

eliminate the general requirement for an oral examination for Plan C master’s students. Each
department will establish their own policy regarding Plan C oral examinations; and
change the general policy regarding make-up of the Plan C examination committee for those
departments that opt to keep the oral examination, by removing the requirement that at least one
member of the committee be external to the department.

Thesis or Report
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Distribute copies to the Examining Committee at least two weeks prior to the examination date.
Defense—Must be scheduled and the committee nominated via the Scheduling of Final Oral Examination form
(M5). The committee’s written evaluation must be filed on the Report on Oral Examination form (M6). The
student must be enrolled to defend.

Timeline to Degree
First reconcile this suggested chronology with your department’s requirements. The sequence may not be the
same as written here. When you consult your advisor for your degree schedule, take this timeline to the
meeting so you and your advisor are in agreement on your plans.
Date

Completed
Enrolling for the first time—Get into course work under the direction of your
departmental graduate coordinator.
Make sure the GSO has official final transcripts showing proof of your previous
degrees (if they are not from MTU).
Fill out Patent, Research, and Proprietary Rights form in your department office.
Get a Social Security Number if you will be getting a GRA or GTA, or otherwise
working.
Start looking for a faculty advisor for research projects; she/he should be chosen
by the end of the second term in residence—your department will have its own
way of handling this.
If your research involves animal subjects, human subjects, or recombinant DNA, you
must obtain approval from the appropriate administrative review committee(s).
Applications for approval(s) may be found on the Research web site. If you need
further assistance, please contact the Research Compliance Administrator by phone
906-487-3403.
Inform the Office of Student Records and Registration of any changes in your status,
address, student identification number, expected graduation date, etc.
During the semester prior to your defense (or earlier), complete the M4, Degree
Schedule* in consultation with your advisor—if there are problems, you have a term
in which to correct them. Because it is approved by your advisor/coordinator and
your department chair, any changes must also have their approval. If credit transfers
are necessary, use the Transfer Credits form.
At least two weeks prior to your defense, complete M5, Schedule of Oral
Examination, in consultation with your whole committee. This names your fourmember examining committee and schedules your oral examination. (Check
departmental policy on choosing your committee.)
At least two weeks prior to your defense, distribute readable copies of the thesis/
report to the examining committee.
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Oral Examination—Faculty and students will be invited to hear at least your
presentation. It is wise to attend a few of these early in your tenure at Tech. Some
departments also require a couple of preliminary seminars during your research. The
examination for the course work option varies with the programs allowing this option.
Take your M6, Report on Oral Examination, to the exam for signatures. (Your
advisor/department may retain your M6 for up to one week following the defense
while you make corrections; research grades are not changed until the M6 is in the
GSO.
Submission of final document (Plan A & B)—Make corrections as indicated by
your committee. Get the new original signed. Plan B report: 1 copy to the GSO, in a
sturdy binder suitable for archiving in the Library. (Your advisor/department may
want more copies.) Plan A thesis: The Graduate School requires the approved copy
converted to .pdf and saved on CD. Instructions for payment and submissions are on
the invoice and Heckman bindery form you will receive when you defend.
The Goal: Graduation—no more than five calendar years after you started
Graduate School. When you have completed your degree requirements, you can
usually receive a certification letter immediately. Your transcript will indicate degree
granted by the 4th week of the next semester. Your diploma will be mailed to you
about 90 days after the term ends. Leave a valid address with the Graduate School.
Be sure the GSO and your advisor are aware of your commencement plans at the
beginning of the commencement semester.
* All these forms can be sent to the GSO by your department's graduate secretary via campus mail. Copies
of signed forms will be returned to you and the department. Be sure to keep a file of your paperwork.

Top
Last Updated:1 July 2004
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Master’s Path Program – for students who have completed a three-year bachelor’s program
outside the US

Background
Some colleges and universities outside the US are moving to a three-year bachelor’s degree and a fiveyear master’s degree. After obtaining the three-year degree in their home country, many students would
like to go abroad to pursue a high-quality master’s degree, gain international experience, and perfect their
English. The Michigan Tech Master’s Path Program allows students to pursue a master’s degree directly,
rather than requiring they first complete a bachelor’s program at a US institution. The Master’s Path
Program is offered in twenty-two disciplines in the sciences, engineering, forestry, communications, and
social sciences.

Application Process
Students apply for graduate admission using the international forms, specifying “Master’s Path.”
Applications must be approved by both the department chair and by the Graduate School.
●
●
●
●
●
●
●

Suggested minimum admissions criteria
Completion of recognized three-year degree in appropriate area
Statement of purpose, application fee, official transcripts
Three letters of reference
Adequate academic achievement in pursuit of the three-year degree
GRE/general test results, if required by department,
Proof of English proficiency TOEFL (at least 550 written or 213 computer-based) or ILETS (a score
comparable to TOEFL requirements)

Master’s Path Curriculum
Students who hold a 4-year bachelor’s degree are required to take at least 30 semester credits beyond the
bachelor’s for their master’s degree. Students entering the Master’s Path Program with a 3-year bachelor’s
degree will be required to take additional credits depending on their preparation in the chosen field of
study. The transcript of each accepted student is reviewed by the departmental graduate committee,
which delineates the specific course requirements needed for completion of the master’s degree.
Based on the specific MTU degree program, the student’s focus, and the transcript review, a set of bridge
courses, required in addition to the 30 credits, is defined. Courses on the student’s transcript that have
been taken beyond the requirement of their 3-year bachelor’s degree may be evaluated for transfer into
the master’s curriculum. Bridge courses are integrated into the Master’s Path curriculum, which is normally
completed within 24 months. Students typically will take a mix of graduate and bridge courses during their
first one or two semesters. Students in the Master’s Path Program may take an hourly, salaried job on
campus during their first term of residence, provided it does not slow progress toward their degree. (A
limited number of hourly research, teaching, and service jobs are available.) Following the successful
completion of their first term, they may, at the discretion of their advisor, be eligible for a research and/or
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teaching stipend.
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Doctor of Philosophy
The doctor of philosophy degree is a research degree. It is awarded in recognition of demonstrated
mastery of subject matter in a chosen field of study and demonstrated competence in the conduct of an
individual research investigation that represents a significant contribution to the cumulative knowledge of
the field. The program of study and research will be planned and supervised by an Advisory committee.
Each candidate’s course work and research topic must be approved by the advisory committee as
meeting the standards generally associated with the doctoral degree. A minimum of 30 course and/or
research credit hours beyond the MS degree (or its equivalent) or a minimum of 60 course and/or
research credit hours beyond the bachelor’s degree is required. The doctoral student must complete the
following:
●

●
●
●
●
●
●

●
●
●
●
●

If you are a Tech master’s student applying to a doctoral program, and substitution of the D1 for a
regular application is okay with your department, file an Acceptance into the Doctorate Program
form (D1)
choose an advisory committee and chair and file a Recommend Advisor Committee form (D2)
file a Preliminary Program of Study form (D3)
complete the comprehensive exam and file a report on the Comprehensive Examination form (D4)
file a Degree Schedule form (D5)
develop and defend a dissertation plan and file an Approval of Dissertation Proposal form (D6)
file a Scheduling of Final Oral Examination form (D7) and defend an approved dissertation in an
oral exam
file a Report on the Final Examination form (D8)
fulfill the campus residency requirement
submit the corrected, approved dissertation and associated forms
finish the degree within the prescribed time limit
Forms are available on-line at http://www.admin.mtu.edu/rgs/graduate/trackingforms.html

In addition to the Graduate School requirements, which are described below, individual departments may
have higher standards. Students are expected to know their department’s requirements.
Grades—All grades must be B (3.0 on a 4.0 scale) or better in the major subject area. The department
chair can approve no more than 6 credits of BC (2.5) or C (2.0) in a cognate department. The student
must maintain a cumulative grade point average of 3.0 or better to remain in good standing.
Campus Residency Requirement—Doctoral students must spend at least four semesters, not
necessarily continuous, which can include summer terms, on campus at MTU beyond attainment of a
bachelor’s degree or two semesters beyond attainment of a master’s degree in a formal program of study
and research under direct supervision of their major advisor. In special preapproved instances, this
residency requirement may be waived.
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Time Limit—Comprehensive examinations must be taken within five years of entry and two terms before
the final oral defense, and all requirements must be completed within eight years from the time of a
student’s first enrollment in the doctoral program.
Modern Language Requirement—There is no University-wide language requirement for doctoral
degrees. Individual departments or programs may require a foreign language. Each academic department
or program is responsible for establishing standards and examination procedures where a foreign
language is required. Doctoral students should consult with their advisory committee concerning
departmental regulations.

Advisory Committee
During the student’s first semester of residence, an Advisory Committee will be chosen to assume
responsibility for the direction of the student’s educational program and to hold meetings as needed to
fulfill this responsibility. The committee, consisting of at least three members of the graduate faculty with
one member designated as chair, will be appointed by the chair of the major department or program with
the approval of the dean of the Graduate School and filed on the D2 form. This committee, with the
addition of a fourth, external member, will often become the Examining Committee (see “Oral
Examination” below).
Preliminary Program of Study—Initially the Advisory Committee will meet with the student and prepare a
program of course study and research work that will lead to the doctoral degree. This program must be
filed in the Graduate School office during the second term of residence on the Preliminary Program of
Study form (D3). Subsequent changes in the program can be made by the advisory committee and will
appear on the final Degree Schedule form (D5). The Graduate School office must be notified in writing of
any significant changes affecting the time required for obtaining the degree.
Proficiency Examinations—Exams may be scheduled as necessary by the department or program to
either plan a student’s study program or determine the advisability of a student’s continuing in the doctoral
program.

Comprehensive Examination
A comprehensive examination will be given to determine the general knowledge appropriate to the
student’s program and the student’s ability to use this knowledge. This examination will be a written
examination, although it may be oral in part if recommended by the Advisory Committee, but it must be
given no later than five years after enrollment. It is recommended that the comprehensive exam be given
after about two years of doctoral study and following completion of all course work required by the
Advisory Committee. The examination will be given after the applicant has completed any modern
language requirement and at least two terms prior to scheduling the final oral examination.
The examination will be prepared and administered by the major department or program with the
cooperation of the Advisory Committee. Satisfactory performance on the comprehensive examination will
be regarded as an indication that no additional formal course work is needed, although the student may
take additional course work. Any member of the graduate faculty may attend the oral examination as an
observer.
Final Degree Schedule—Upon satisfactory completion of the comprehensive examination, a final Degree
Schedule form (D5) must be filed in the Graduate School office and approved prior to scheduling a final
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oral examination. This Degree Schedule should include all course work taken since the last previous
degree to be applied to the doctoral degree. It must be approved by the Advisory Committee as meeting
the standards associated with the doctor of philosophy degree.

Dissertation
The research study undertaken as part of the doctoral degree program will be presented in the form of a
dissertation that can be made a permanent acquisition of the library, along with an expanded abstract, not
exceeding 350 words. Any classified or proprietary material that cannot be made available to the public is
not acceptable as a dissertation. Completing the dissertation includes approval of the dissertation
proposal, preparing the dissertation according to guidelines, and filing the completed (and successfully
defended) dissertation.
The dissertation will be written and prepared under the supervision of the chair of the Advisory Committee
according to discipline-specific writing requirements. Publication guidelines are found in Publishing Your
Dissertation (UMI Dissertations Publishing). The Graduate School Office sends this booklet to students
when the final Degree Schedule (D5) has been received. A completed draft of the dissertation must be
approved by the Advisory Committee two weeks prior to the final examination.
After the dissertation has been satisfactorily defended, recommended or other appropriate editorial
changes in the dissertation should be made with the approval of the Advisory Committee chair.
The appropriate number of copies of the corrected version of the dissertation, one with the original
signatures, must be submitted to the Graduate School Office. Two will be bound for placement in the J. R.
Van Pelt Library. The third, accompanied by the required form, attachments, and payment, is for
submission to UMI Dissertations Publishing for microfilming and inclusion in Dissertation Abstracts
International. If the student prepares appropriately, the UMI submission can be done electronically.

Oral Examination
At a public final oral examination, primarily concerning the research and doctoral dissertation, the
candidate should justify the validity of the methods and conclusions contained in the dissertation and
should be familiar with the import of the particular investigations reported in the dissertation relative to the
larger body of existing knowledge. The examination may be given any time after a period of two academic
terms following the successful completion of the comprehensive examination and upon completion of the
dissertation in a satisfactory form. The student’s examination results must be reported to the Graduate
School office on the D8.
The Examining Committee will be appointed by the dean of the Graduate School in consultation with the
department chair. The committee will consist of at least four members of the graduate faculty. At least one
of these will be from a cognate department or program. For interdisciplinary programs, “cognate” should
be interpreted to mean a department other than those departments represented in the program or area of
concentration. A person external to MTU may be appointed as an ad hoc member of the Graduate Faculty
to serve as the external (cognate) examiner. Additional external examiners who are not graduate faculty
may be appointed by a nomination memo to, and approval by, the dean.
The examination will be scheduled, by filing the Scheduling of Final Oral Examination form (D7) with the
dean of the Graduate School, in consultation with the chair of the Advisory Committee. The date of the
examination must be at least two weeks following the approval of the completed draft of the dissertation by
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the Advisory Committee. A copy of the completed dissertation draft must accompany the D7 when it is
filed in the Graduate School office. Copies of the completed draft must be distributed to any new members
of the Examining Committee at least two weeks prior to the scheduled examination date.

Timeline to Degree—PhD
First reconcile this suggested chronology with your department’s requirements. The sequence may not be
the same as written here. Take this timeline to a meeting with your advisory committee to make sure your
goals are consistent with their expectations.
Date

Completed
During the first semester of residence or soon thereafter
[For internal applications from Master’s program only] D1, Acceptance
into the Doctoral Program*—completed by your department’s graduate
program coordinator, perhaps after a preliminary exam.
Make sure the GSO has official final transcripts showing proof of your previous
degrees (if not from MTU).
Get a Social Security Number if you will be a GRA or GTA, or otherwise working.
Fill out a Patent, Research, and Proprietary Rights form in your department
office.
Inform the Office of Student Records and Registration of any changes in your
status, address, student identification number, etc.
During the second semester of residence
D2, Recommended Advisory Committee—Your department chair/graduate
program coordinator appoints a three-member advisory committee of graduate
faculty members to meet with you and prepare a program of courses and
research work. Any changes in the membership of this committee should be
approved by the department chair and reported to the GSO. Arrange a meeting
with your committee to work on D3 and plan your degree path.
D3, Preliminary Program of Study—Traditionally, this work contract is a list of
all courses you have completed since you received your BS and any additional
courses your committee says you should take. Subsequent changes in course
selections or anticipated completion date can be made on the D5. If credit
transfers are necessary, use the Transfer Credits form.
Proficiency Examination—if required by department
Modern Language Requirements—if required by department
As work goes on
If your research involves animal subjects, human subjects, or recombinant DNA
you must obtain approval from the appropriate administrative review committee
(s). Applications for approval(s) may be found on the Research web site. If you
need further assistance, please contact the Research Compliance Administrator
by phone 906-487-3403.
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At least 2 semesters prior to scheduling the final oral examination and no
more than five years after beginning your doctoral program, you will be given a
written comprehensive exam (and perhaps an oral exam) after you have
completed any modern language requirement. Satisfactory performance on the
comprehensive exam usually indicates that no additional course work is needed,
although you have the option of taking more.
D4, Report on the Comprehensive Examination—Some departments hold this
form until the oral section of the exam.
D5, Degree Schedule—The GSO can start verifying your grades immediately.
Your copy will be returned attached to the University Microfilms booklet on
preparing your dissertation for publication.
The Dissertation
D6, Approval of Dissertation Proposal—This should be a simple statement of
your research goal and plan of attack. (This is sometimes the oral part of the
comprehensive exam.)
At least 6 weeks prior to your defense, send the dissertation draft to your
advisory (three-member) committee.
D7, Scheduling of Dissertation Defense—due in the GSO with a copy of your
best dissertation draft at least two weeks before the defense date but after the
examining committee has approved your draft and signed the back of the D7.
The examining (defense) committee must be comprised of at least four graduate
faculty members, including at least one from a cognate department. Non-MTU
members of your committee must be preapproved by the dean of the Graduate
School. Your copy of the signed form will be returned with instructions on how to
complete your degree.
Dissertation Defense—Take your D8, Report on Dissertation Defense, to the
defense for signatures. Your advisor/department may hold the signed form for up
to one week following the defense; research grades will not be changed until
this form is in the GSO.
Submission of Dissertation—After the defense, make corrections as directed
and get the new original dissertation signed. Determine whether you are
submitting a CD for printing and binding or a fully linked ETD. Convert the file to
the appropriate electronic format. If you are NOT submitting an ETD, you will
need to print one complete copy for submission to UMI. Read the paperwork
attached to your copy of the signed D7 carefully for other details related to
completing your degree and submitting your dissertation. Bring your dissertation
invoice, UMI dissertation copy unless submitting to UMI electronically, UMI
forms, and payment receipt to the GSO. You can usually receive a certification
letter immediately if all your degree requirements are complete.
The Goal: Graduation—no more than eight years after starting the doctoral
program. Your transcript will indicate degree granted by the 4th week of the next
semester. If you have left a valid address, your diploma will be mailed to you
about 90 days after semester end.
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Be sure the GSO and your advisor are aware of your commencement plans at
the beginning of the commencement semester.
* All these forms can be sent to the GSO by your department's graduate secretary via campus mail.
Copies of signed forms will be returned to you and the department. Be sure to keep a file of your
paperwork.

Top
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Research
Familiarize yourself with the research in progress on campus. It is a good idea to attend seminars and
thesis defenses in your department and others. Announcements are usually in the campus newspaper or
on the Electronic Display System (EDS)—monitors are located throughout campus. The Graduate Student
Council e-mails a weekly seminar list to department representatives.

Research and Sponsored Programs
Research and Sponsored Programs’ primary mission is to provide service and outreach to MTU’s
research/sponsored-programs community and external partners. This office supports and assists faculty in
the administration of all pre-award sponsored programs aspects, from submission of proposals to receipt
of award. They review and submit university proposals to outside funding agencies, and they also review
and negotiate grants and contracts received by MTU.

Research Centers and Institutes
Information about the following research centers, institutes, and consortia can be found by following the
link above.
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●

●

Center for Advanced Manufacturing and Materials Processing (CAMMP)
Computational Science and Engineering Research Institute (CSERI)
Institute for Engineering Materials (IEM)
Institute of Materials Processing (IMP)
Isle Royal Institute (IRI)
Keweenaw Research Center (KRC)
Michigan Tech Transportation Institute (MTTI)
Power and Energy Research Center (PERC)
Plant Biotechnology Research Center (PBRC)
Remote Sensing Institute (RSI)
❍ Lake Superior Ecosystem Research Center (LaSER)
Sustainable Futures Institute (SFI)
❍ Product and Process Architecture Alignment Consortium (P2A2 Consortium)

Last Updated:24 June 2004
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Academic and Conduct Policies
All members of the University community—students, faculty, staff, and administrative officers—are jointly
involved in maintaining a moral and social pattern in keeping with acceptable conduct. Students are
expected to exhibit behavior which is indicative of good citizenship and to accept personal responsibility
for their conduct that may be incongruent with University community standards. The University reserves
the right to discipline any student for violation of any rule, ordinance, or law, or for any conduct damaging
to the University, by such means as it considers suitable, including dismissal. Refer to the MTU Student
Handbook, Student Rights and Responsibilities document (available at http://www.admin.mtu.edu/dos/
rights/ ), and to documents linked to in the University Policies panel on the Bulletin Table of Contents for
more information on disciplinary procedures and specific policies.

Academic Integrity
Academic integrity and honesty are central to a student’s education. Ethical conduct in an academic
context will be carried forward into a student’s professional career. Academic honesty is essential to a
community of scholars searching for and learning to seek the truth. Anything less than total commitment to
honesty undermines the efforts of the entire academic community. Both students and faculty are
responsible for insuring the academic integrity of the University.
In their academic work, students are expected to maintain personal academic integrity; treat all academic
exercises as work to be conducted privately, unless otherwise instructed; ask faculty to clarify any aspects
of permissible or expected cooperation on any assignment; and report any cheating activity. Please note
that use of “scoop” material (old exams) is prohibited unless specifically authorized by the instructor.
Students found guilty of academic dishonesty can receive a sanction ranging from academic integrity
warning to expulsion.
Definitions of academic dishonesty, including plagiarism, cheating, fabrication, and facilitating academic
dishonesty, can be found in the Academic Integrity Policy booklet. Copies of the policy can be obtained
from the Office of Student Affairs and from chairs of academic departments Or at http://www.sas.it.mtu.
edu/usenate/propose/02/18-02.htm.
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Computer Use Policy
MTU considers access to computer resources to be a privilege granted on the condition that each member
of the University Community uses these resources responsibly, and in accord with professional and
university standards. This section describes MTU’s computer resources, the responsibilities assumed by
users of the system, the services provided to support and assist users, and professional and university
standards that must be observed.

Use of Computers and Networks
Computer and network facilities are provided for educational, research and administrative use. All access
and use of University computing resources and services is presumed to be consistent with University rules
and regulations, including University personnel policies, faculty and student codes of conduct and
departmental policies and procedures. All use is also subject to the University’s Conflict of Interest and
Intellectual Property policy and procedure. Use of Michigan Technological University’s computers and
networks for non-MTU-related business purposes or personal gain without authorization is prohibited.
Individuals who are provided access to MTU's computer facilities and to the campus-wide communication
network assume responsibility for appropriate use of these resources. The University expects individuals
to be responsible in the use of computers and networks. Those who use wide-area networks (such as the
Internet) to communicate with others or to connect to computers at other institutions are expected to abide
by the rules of the remote systems and networks as well as those for MTU's systems. In addition to being
a violation of University rules, certain computer misconduct is prohibited under Michigan Laws. Act 53 of
the Public Acts of 1979 of the State of Michigan (as amended by Act 326 of 1996), states “An act to
prohibit access to computers, computer systems, and computer networks for certain fraudulent purposes;
to prohibit intentional and unauthorized access, alteration, damage, and destruction of computers,
computer systems, computer networks, computer software programs, and data; and to prescribe
penalties.” In addition, individuals may be held responsible for misuse which occurs by allowing their
account to be accessed by a third party.
Individuals must consult their department System Administrator or other designated individual prior to any
activity that might threaten the security or performance of University computers and networks. Failure to
do so may result in disciplinary action. An individual who may have unintentionally or inadvertently
participated in or caused such an event, must notify the System Administrator as soon as possible.

Use of Facilities
MTU computer and network facilities have tangible value. Consequently, attempts to circumvent
accounting systems or to use the computer accounts of others will be treated as forms of attempted theft.
Refer to http://www.cec.mtu.edu/cacsec/info/cup_approved.html.

FERPA
The Family Educational Rights and Privacy Act (FERPA) affords students certain rights with respect to
their education records. Questions about FERPA may be directed to Michigan Technological University,
Office of Student Records and Registration, 1400 Townsend Drive, Houghton, MI 49931-1295. The
complete policy is available on the Office of Student Records and Registration website at http://www.
admin.mtu.edu/em/students/policies/privacy.php
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Directory Information—Michigan Technological University, Houghton, Michigan, hereby by public notice,
and in order to comply with Section 438 of Public Law 93-380 designates the following student information
as public or “directory information”: student name, local address, telephone number, hometown, e-mail
address, age, major field of study, participation in officially recognized activities and sports, weight and
height of athletic team members, attendance dates, degrees and awards received, and most recent
previous school attended.
Withholding Disclosure—Currently enrolled students may withhold disclosure of the above information,
except name and verification of enrollment status, under the Family Education Rights and Privacy Act of
1974, by submitting written notification to the Office of Student Records and Registration within two weeks
of the start of classes for any semester. Such notification will prevent disclosure to non-University
personnel.
Records Request—Requests for review of a record other than grades should be made in writing to the
Graduate School office.

Intellectual Property and Trademark Licensing
All graduate students are required by Board of Control policy to sign the MTU Proprietary Rights
Agreement which establishes the ownership and disposition of intellectual property developed at MTU.
The Office of Corporate Services provides assistance to inventors (including graduate student inventors)
in the patenting, commercialization, and ultimate licensing of technologies developed at Michigan Tech.
This assistance can involve direct support for patenting the technology and identification of potential
commercialization partners or licensees. Invention Disclosures on any new technologies should be
submitted to Corporate Services for review and possible patent application. In some cases, the rights will
be returned to the inventor(s).
Corporate Services handles the licensing of MTU
• technologies (intellectual property)
• logos/trademarks
Corporate Services is also responsible for licensing the use of the MTU logo, which is a registered
trademark. Any use of the MTU logo/trademark should first be approved by Corporate Services. The office
maintains a list of licensed vendors who are authorized to use and reproduce the logo and a specification
sheet of approved MTU logos. The office also handles the approval and licensing of new vendors and logo
uses.

Michigan Residency
The governing board at each university in Michigan has the authority to determine residency classification
guidelines for admission and tuition purposes. Therefore, residency guidelines may vary from school to
school and are independent of guidelines used by other state authorities to determine residency for
purposes such as income and property tax liability, driving and voting.
A resident student is defined as a student domiciled in the State of Michigan. Dependent students must
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have the same residency as their parents. Independent students must have a physical presence in
Michigan. Students who enroll in the University as nonresidents shall be so classified throughout their
attendance as students unless residency reclassification is granted. Continuously enrolled nonresident
students are not eligible for reclassification.
Students who believe their residency status has changed since their first enrollment may seek an
evaluation of their status. Contact the Office of Student Records and Registration—487-2319. MTU alumni
who were Michigan residents as undergraduates will retain that residency status for tuition purposes,
regardless of current address.

Scientific Misconduct Procedures
A major goal of the University is the furthering of research. The University upholds the scientific method in
the conduct of research and is committed to the ethical conduct of research by its faculty, staff, and
students.
A requirement of valid experimental observation or theoretical deduction is that the data and/or the
conditions of obtaining the data and results can be verified, either by scrutiny of accurate records made at
the time of experimentation or by repetition of the experiments or theoretical deduction.
Conduct inconsistent with the ethical conduct of research and which is considered scientific misconduct
includes
1. Serious deviation from commonly accepted practices in the scientific community in proposing,
conducting or reporting research, such as fabrication, plagiarism, falsification, deception,
misrepresentation, or arbitrary selection of data;
2. Plagiarism or other appropriation of the work of another individual and presenting it as if it were
one’s own or without credit to the originator as is required by commonly accepted practices in the
scientific community;
3. Material failure to comply with funding agency (federal, state, or private, and so on,) requirements
that uniquely relate to the conduct of the research; and
4. Retaliation against a person who, acting in good faith, has reported or provided information about
suspected or alleged misconduct.

Faculty, staff, and students involved in scientific misconduct or false accusations of such conduct may be
subject to University disciplinary procedures.
Possible University sanctions may include, but are not limited to, sending a letter of reprimand, setting
special conditions on research activities, requiring special certifications or assurances of compliance,
dismissal from degree programs and/or termination of employment. Any termination of employment shall
occur in a manner consistent with existing applicable University policies on employment practices and
academic tenure. The University may impose limitations or special reviews on the research activities or
expenditures of affected individuals.
For further information, see appendix F of the Faculty Handbook at http://www.admin.mtu.edu/admin/prov/
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facbook/appf/fapp.htm.

Sex Discrimination/Sexual Harassment
Michigan Tech is committed to providing a fair and responsible environment for all of its students. Federal
and state law prohibit discrimination in the use of educational facilities because of gender. Discriminatory
treatment on the basis of one’s status as cited in the Michigan Tech Equal Opportunity statement (see
page 27) is prohibited. Title VII of the Civil Rights Act expressly prohibits sexual harassment. According to
the MTU Sexual Harassment Policy, unwelcome sexual advances, requests for sexual favors, and other
verbal and physical conduct of a sexual nature constitute sexual harassment when submission is either
explicitly or implicitly a basis for academic advancement (e.g., for better grades, advancement in an
academic program); or when submission or rejection affects the targeted person’s employment (e.g., their
evaluation, advancement, salary); or when the conduct has the purpose or effect of unreasonably
interfering with the targeted person’s work performance or learning environment; or when it creates an
intimidating, hostile, or offensive work, academic, or residential living environment. For information on the
University’s sexual discrimination policies, see the MTU Student Handbook, “Rules” section (Code of
Conduct, Sexual Harassment, Sexual Misconduct) or contact the Office of Affirmative Programs—4873310.
MTU Policy on Sex Discrimination/Sexual Harassment
MTU Policy on Discrimination/Harassment
MTU Complaint Procedures
See also Section G (page 23) of the Annual Crime Report for discussion of MTU’s sexual misconduct
policies.

Substance Abuse
The University encourages and promotes an environment where healthy life-style choices can be made
every day by the students, faculty, and staff. Students may take advantage of the substance abuse
assessment and counseling available to them through Counseling Services. MTU is committed to
following the guidelines of the Drug-Free Schools and Community Act of 1988. The Drug and Alcohol
Policy may be found at.
MTU recognizes that substance abuse has a detrimental effect on the University’s goals and objectives. It
affects the intellectual, social, physical, and moral growth and development of the individual and the
campus community. To reduce the effects that substance abuse promotes, Michigan Tech expects each
person to accept the responsibility for their own choices and behavior. The University will intervene in any
substance abuse-related behaviors that have a negative effect on any segment of the University
community or violate any city, state, or federal law. For more explicit information, refer to the brochure on
Policy and Procedure Concerning Drugs and Alcohol, or the MTU Student Handbook.
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Registration, Enrollment, & Full-Time Status
There is a difference between registration and enrollment. When you sign up for particular courses, you
are registering. After you register you will be charged tuition and fees. When you pay those tuition and
fees, you have validated your enrollment.

VALIDATING YOUR ENROLLMENT IS REQUIRED, NECESSARY, & ESSENTIAL EVERY TERM YOU
REGISTER FOR COURSES, INCLUDING CONTINUOUS ENROLLMENT OR CO-OP. THIS

IS

YOUR RESPONSIBILITY!
• If you don’t receive a bill in the mail, you must obtain a copy at the Office of Student Records and
Registration, or on the web at http://www.admin.mtu.edu/acct/ [click Student On-line Bill].
• You must sign and return your bill even if you have a zero ($0.00) or credit balance.
• If you do not validate your enrollment (process your bill) by the due date, you will be assessed a late fee
of $50. If your bill is not processed by the first Wednesday of classes, your courses and/or research
credits will be dropped and you will be charged a late fee of $100. All fees must be paid before your
schedule can be reinstated. This will not be paid by whoever is supporting you.
• If you get a bill for full tuition and have been told you’ll be supported, verify with the cashier whether your
support has been added by your department. If your support has been processed by your department, you
can pay just the fees you owe (approximately $135).
• If your support has not been processed, contact your department immediately. DO NOT HOLD YOUR
BILL BEYOND THE DUE DATE WAITING TO HEAR FROM YOUR DEPARTMENT.
• You may arrange a deferred payment with Accounts Receivable if you can’t pay the bill in full by the due
date.
• You may also pay by credit card (Visa, Mastercard, and Discover are accepted).

Registration
To be enrolled, students are required to register each semester during the dates specified in the University
Academic Calendar. Enrollment requires selecting classes, verifying course data, acquiring the combined
billing statement, and making the applicable payment by the due date. Registration is validated when the
billing statement is processed by the Cashiers’ office. Distance Learning students register through
Sponsored Educational Programs.
Although every effort is made to ensure that the Time Schedule Booklet is accurate at the time of printing,
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unforeseen circumstances or low enrollments may cause the cancellation of some section(s) or course(s).
Michigan Tech also reserves the right to change the days, times, rooms, and/or instructors of section(s) or
course(s) as deemed necessary.

Registration Changes
Dropping and adding credits may impact your bill. Changes to your registration should be made by the
second Wednesday of the semester and, subject to the allowable maximum, students may make the
following changes in their schedules: adding or dropping classes, changing credits on variable-credit
courses, section changes, pass-fail versus letter-grade option changes, and audit versus letter-grade
option changes.
Students may drop courses through the end of the third week of a semester without a grade being
reported. From the beginning of the fourth week through the end of the eighth week of a semester,
courses dropped will be indicated by a grade of W (late drop) on the transcript.

Full-Time Status
All graduate students, including Distance Learning students, who are using University services must be
enrolled for at least one course or at least one credit of graduate research. Graduate students supported
by teaching, research, or administrative assistantships or by fellowships must be registered as full-time
students and must complete a certain number of credit hours each term in which they receive support
(further information for students on assistantships). In both master’s and doctoral programs, research
credits may, but need not, be included for the purpose of determining whether the minimum criteria have
been met. Full-time enrollment may be required by insurance companies, your lending institution, and/or
the Immigration and Naturalization Service.
A graduate student is considered full time during the academic year for all support, visa, and financial aid
purposes if s/he enrolled for 9 or more credits (credits may be of any type: coursework or research, audit
or graded, undergraduate or graduate, any department including PE). A student is considered half-time if s/
he is enrolled for 5-8 credits. Before you sign up for fewer credits, be sure you’re not jeopardizing your
visa status, loans, fellowships, insurance, your department standing, and so on.
A student taking fewer than 9 credits is considered full time if any one of the following applies:
1. Student is enrolled in a course that carries full-time status regardless of the number of credits, e.g.,
co-op (UN5000). For a list of these courses click here;
2. Last term (completion) has been certified:
a. Must be recorded with GSO by the end of the previous term.
b. M4/D5 has been filed
c. Advisor affirms in writing that student will complete the degree during the term.
d. Students who have certified a “Documented Final Term” but do not complete the degree in
that term must back-enroll for additional credits to bring their total to 9 if they were required
to be full time for support, visa, or financial aid purposes. Source of original support will be
billed (self, project, department).
3. Full time (progress) has been certified:
a. To be used ONLY when circumstances dictate dropping to below 9 credits following
the last official drop/add day AND when advisor does not recommend replacing the
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dropped credits with a different COURSE. (Adding additional research credits to maintain
full-time status is not necessary.)
b. Student must consult with advisor about decision to drop credits.
c. Advisor must affirm in writing that student is making adequate progress to degree.
d. Must be recorded with GSO in a timely fashion, generally prior to the actual change in
registration.
Summer term enrollment of 1 credit of research or one course is considered full time.
Graduate students supported by teaching, research, or administrative assistantships or by fellowships
must be registered as full-time students and must complete a certain number of credit hours each term in
which they receive support. In both master’s and doctoral programs, research credits may, but need not,
be included for the purpose of determining whether the minimum criteria have been met.

Continuous Enrollment
Having begun a graduate program, students must be enrolled every fall and spring semester until they
complete the degree. “Completing” a degree means turning in ALL THE PAPERWORK as well as the
REVISED AND EDITED report, thesis, or dissertation. In general, graduate students are not required to
register for summer term in order to fulfill the continuous enrollment policy. However, those graduate
students who have summer financial support, who are completing their degree during summer term, or
who are using University facilities or faculty time must register for summer term.
Also, students must be enrolled for one full credit the term of their final oral examination. Students who
defend, but are not able to complete corrections must be enrolled each fall and spring term until all
revisions are approved and the paperwork is turned in. Students turning in paperwork during summer must
be enrolled summer term as well. In all cases, if a student must be enrolled during terms following the
defense term, and is no longer on campus, enrollment in UN5952 is sufficient.
Continuous enrollment may be satisfied by being enrolled in
•
regular course(s)
•
research credits
•
Co-op
•
UN5951, UN5952, or UN5953, as appropriate.
If a non-summer term is missed and a waiver of continuous enrollment was not granted by the Graduate
School office, the student becomes inactive. Students who become inactive must apply for readmission
and pay the continuous enrollment fee for each semester missed before returning to active status.

Readmission
Any University graduate student whose enrollment is interrupted for one or more non-summer semesters
or who has been dismissed or requested to withdraw must apply for readmission. The application for
readmission should be submitted well in advance of the beginning of the term in which the student wishes
to resume his or her degree program.
Students returning after failing to maintain continuous enrollment must
1. apply for readmission and have the application approved
2. pay a readmission fee equivalent to the cost of having maintained continuous enrollment,
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calculated at the total cost of enrolling in UN5951 each non-summer term the student has not been
active. This fee may not be waived.

Waiver of Continuous Enrollment
A waiver of continuous enrollment status will remain available only for those students who for
demonstrable extenuating circumstances will be making NO progress to degree during a given term.
Waivers will be strictly limited to one term except in the most serious of situations. All waivers must be
approved by the Dean of the Graduate School, and, for the time being, will be approved only after a formal
meeting of the dean, advisor, and student.
The “no progress” designation means NO use of campus facilities (e-mail, library, labs, computers, etc.)
and NO use of faculty time.

Continuous Enrollment Courses
UN5951: Graduate Status - Maintenance of Continuous Enrollment
00 credits (fee only, $100)
1. Meets continuous enrollment requirement for graduate students needing "time out" for special
circumstances and for programs with inactive terms
2. No access to advisor's time or campus facilities
3. Enrollment includes e-mail and library privileges
UN5952: Report, Thesis, Dissertation - Independent Writing & Revision
.25 credits (billed at regular tuition rate)
1. Meets continuous enrollment requirement for graduate students engaged in writing report, thesis,
or dissertation
2. Open only to students who have completed all course and credit requirements
3. Limited access to advisor's time
4. No access to labs and other campus facilities
5. Enrollment includes e-mail and library privileges
6. NOTE: This course differentiates between students who are not engaging the advisor’s time
(UN5951) and those who are (UN5952). Because the advisor must grant permission to register, all
involved will understand that the student is actively involved in writing the report/thesis/dissertation
and will be making limited demands on the advisor’s time. (At the standard 1 cr. = 1 hour
contact, .25 cr. comes out to about 1 hour / month.)
UN5953: Terminal Graduate Registration
.75-1.0 variable credits (billed at regular tuition rates)
1. Meets defense-term enrollment requirement for graduate students defending report, thesis or
dissertation
2. Open only to students returning from enrollment in UN 5951/5952
3. Allows decision late in the term to defend and complete
4. Late enrollment after the billing due date carries standard late fee; no waivers granted
5. Variable credit assigned to bring total term enrollment to minimum 1.0 credits
6. Computer lab access is not included; if campus computing facilities are necessary for post-defense
revision, the BCF will need to be paid as well.
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Paperwork
Please be sure your graduate school file contains an official final transcript from your previous college and
your signed, witnessed “Patent, Research, and Proprietary Rights Agreement,” which is available on the
Web at http://www.admin.mtu.edu/rgs/graduate/KeepingOnTrackForms/PatentFormt.pdf.
If your final transcripts do not include degree granted, then an official proof-of-degree is also required.
Transcripts are not considered official unless they are sent directly to the Graduate School by the degreegranting institution or are received in a stamped, sealed envelope issued by the institution. MTU graduates
do not have to request or pay for their transcripts—the GSO has access to them.
Various forms are used to inform the GSO of your progress through your degree program. They also serve
as a kind of work contract between you and your advisor/committee, confirming that you’re on the right
track. These forms (MEng for master of engineering, M for master of science, D for doctoral) are on the
Web at http://www.admin.mtu.edu/rgs/graduate/trackingforms.html. They should be filed in a timely
fashion per instructions on each form and/or the timeline to your degree. There is also a summary of when
forms are due on this same web page.
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Transfer Credits
Transfer Credits (Provisional)—A limited number of graduate course credits taken as a graduate student
at other colleges or universities may be accepted for graduate credit at MTU. If these credits were taken
before enrollment at MTU, a request for transfer credit should be made during the student’s first term on
campus. Transfer of credits taken after enrollment at MTU must be approved in advance of course
registration. Courses intended primarily for undergraduates are not transferable. The number of credits
accepted depends on an evaluation by the major department and the dean of the Graduate School.
Transfer credits for courses taken after admission to the program and approved in advance may not
exceed one-half of the non-research course credits. In no case may the total of transfer credits exceed 1/3
of the non-research course credits. Provisional language, when approved, will allow up to ½ of the
coursework credits to be transferred. Transfer approval request form.

Michigan Intercollegiate Graduate Studies (MIGS) Program
Application Instructions:
Graduate Students who are in good standing in a degree program are eligible to elect courses at several
graduate schools in Michigan with the approval of both Host and Home faculty. This program for guest
scholars enables graduate students to take advantage of unique educational opportunities throughout the
state. Contact the MTU Graduate School office for a list of participating Universities and MIGS liaison
officers.
Procedures:
1. The Student and Academic Advisor decide if the course(s) are appropriate to the program of study
and are not available at the Home University (MTU).
2. The advisor discusses the plan with appropriate faculty members at the Host University.
3. The Host department is consulted to ensure that space is available for enrollment.
4. MIGS application is filled out, and returned with the Academic Advisor’s signature to the MTU
Graduate School office.
5. Signature from Liaison Officer (Nancy Byers-Sprague) is obtained and the application is forwarded
to the Host University for completion.
6. Once the admission has been approved by the Host Department, the MIGS Liaison Officer at the
Host University issues admissions documents, registration instructions, and forwards a copy of the
letter to the MTU Graduate School.
7. After completing the course(s), the student is responsible for arranging to have two (2) official
transcripts sent to the MTU Graduate School.
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8. The student should also contact that office to indicate that a transcript is being sent for posting on
the academic record as MIGS graduate credit.

Fees: Students on a MIGS enrollment pay tuition and other fees normally charged by the Host University
for the services rendered.
Residency Status: It is the same as at the Home University.
Credit: All credit earned under a MIGS enrollment will be accepted by a student’s Home University as if
offered by that University.
Grades: Grades earned in MIGS courses will be applied toward the Home University grade point average.
Part-Time: A student may combine a part-time enrollment at the Home University with a part-time MIGS
enrollment with approval if the student’s academic advisor.
Fellowships: MIGS participation does not necessarily modify fellowship commitments made by a Home
University for a given period. Therefore, specific arrangements for individual cases should be negotiated
with the appropriate officials.
Enrollments: Enrollments are limited to six (6) credit hours for master’s or specialist degree students or
nine (9) credit hours for doctoral degree students.
Transcripts: The student is responsible for arranging to have transcripts certifying completion of work
under a MIGS enrollment forwarded to the Home University.

Northland College – Graduate Credit Option (DRAFT)
An agreement between Michigan Tech and Northland College allows students at Northland to use up to
twelve credits obtained while enrolled at Northland College towards a graduate degree at Michigan
Technological University. Details of the Graduate Credit Option are here.

Senior Rule
An MTU senior with a satisfactory undergraduate record may apply for permission to take courses for
graduate credit while completing the bachelor’s degree requirements. The form is available at http://www.
admin.mtu.edu/em/students/records/senior_rule_form.pdf. Permission to take classes should be obtained
from the chair of the major undergraduate department and the chair of the prospective graduate
department. A student so enrolled and carrying 6 credits or more in 5000- or 6000-level courses may carry
no more than 16 credits of course work per semester.
After the Senior Rule form has been submitted and approved, senior rule students may elect to have these
credits appear on their graduate transcripts and be applied toward an advanced degree. In that case,
these credits will not be used to calculate the undergraduate GPA. This decision is irrevocable and must
be made prior to the awarding of the undergraduate degree. The student will still have to officially apply for
admission to the Graduate School. These courses may be used on the graduate degree schedule
provided the courses are approved by the chair of the major department and, eventually, the advisor.
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Quarter to Semester Conversion – Master’s Program Requirements *
Master of Science

Master of
Engineering

Plan A

Plan B

Plan C

Course Work and
Thesis

Course Work and
Report

Course Work

Course Work and
Practicum

Q/S

Q/S

Q/S

Q/S

Min. coursework
credits (total)

30/20

36/24

45/30

39/26

Min grad (5000level) credits

18/12

18/12

27/18

21/12

Max
undergrad (4000level) credits

18/12

18/12

18/12

21/14

Practicum credits

—

—

—

3–6/2–4

Research credits†

9–15/6–10

3–9/2–6

—

—

Minimum total
credits

45/30

45/30

45/30

45/30

*Semester credits apply if you are completing your degree after August 28, 2000.
†Research credits may also be used as continuous enrollment credits for those who leave before
completing their degrees.
As always, departments can have special, more-stringent requirements, so check with your department
coordinator before completing your M4 degree schedule. Departments may require more credits, may limit
your out-of-department credits, may require specific courses, and so on.
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Good Standing, Grading Policy, Dismissal
GPA—Grade Point Average
In order to remain in good standing, you must maintain an overall 3.0 GPA for all courses
taken while a graduate student. Students whose overall graduate GPA falls below 3.0 are
placed on academic probation. After receiving notification of probation, graduate students must
meet with their graduate program director as soon as possible to plan a course of action for
resolving the situation.
All courses used on your degree schedule must be graded, that is not pass/fail, audit, or
satisfactory/unsatisfactory.
All courses used on your degree schedule must have B or better grades, but at your
department’s discretion, 6 credits of BC/C grades may be used toward your degree if they are
not in your major department.
Grades in courses that are not on your degree schedule will not affect your standing except as
they affect your overall GPA. Graduate students are allowed to repeat courses in which they
have received less than a "B." The old grade stays on the academic record, but is exempted
from computation of the overall GPA.
Courses which are needed for background or breadth but will not be used on the degree
schedule may be audited or taken pass/fail so as not to affect GPA.

Grading Policies
Grades are assigned in accordance with University procedures. A grade of A, AB, or B must
be obtained in each course used for credit toward a graduate degree with the exception that a
total of 6 credits taken in cognate departments may carry a grade of BC or C, if approved by
the chair of the major department. Graduate students must maintain a minimum 3.0 cumulative
GPA in all course work taken while in graduate status.

Grading System and Grade Points
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The grades awarded by the University are:
A

Excellent

4.00 grade points/credit

AB

Very good

3.50 grade points/credit

Good

3.00 grade points/credit

B
BC
C
CD

Above average 2.50 grade points/credit
Average

2.00 grade points/credit

Below average 1.50 grade points/credit

D

Inferior

1.00 grade points/credit

F

Failure

0.00 grade points/credit

I

Incomplete (no grade points per credit)—Given only when a student is unable to
complete a segment of the course because of circumstances beyond the student’s
control. It must be made up by the close of the next three semesters in residence or
the incomplete grade becomes a failure (F). An I grade may be given only when
approved in writing by the department chair. At graduation, an I grade is considered
an F grade in computing the final GPA.

X

Condition (no grade points per credit)—Given only when the student is at fault in
failing to complete a segment of a course, but in the judgment of the instructor does
not need to repeat the course. The X grade becomes a failure (F) if it is not made
up within the next semester in residence. An X grade is computed into the GPA as
an F.

M

Missing grade—See instructor for clarification.

W

Late Drop (no credit, no grade points)—From the beginning of the fourth week
through the end of the eighth week of a term, course drops will be indicated by a
grade of W on a student’s transcript. For the remainder of a term, special late drops
for graduate students (also indicated by a W) will only be issued by the dean of the
Graduate School to correct errors in registration or events of catastrophic impact
beyond a student’s control, such as serious personal illness, serious accidents,
emergency hospitalization, and so on.

N

No grade (no credit, no grade points)—Given when a student officially withdraws
from the University after the regular drop period, passing the subject. In these
cases, the registrar notifies the instructor that the student has withdrawn from the
University and should receive an N grade if passing as of the date of withdrawal.
The student’s grade form will come to the instructor at the end of the course in the
normal manner. The instructor will enter the appropriate grade, N or F, thus
notifying the registrar.
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P

Progress—(no credit, no grade points) Should be used with 5000- or 6000-level
research courses where projects carry over for more than one semester. May also
be used for approved 3000- or 4000-level project courses.

Q

Inadequate Progress (no credit, no grade points)—Should be used with 5000- or
6000-level research courses where projects carry over for more than one semester.
May also be used for approved 3000- or 4000-level project courses.

Cr

Credit—Given by advanced placement or examination.

S

Satisfactory (credit given, no grade points)—Given for courses taken under the
Pass-Fail option. A grade of S is given for performance equal to a letter grade of A,
AB, B, BC, or C. Also indicates successful completion of research courses as
evidenced by a successful defense of report, thesis, or dissertation.

E

Effort Unsatisfactory (no credit, no grade points)—Given for courses taken under
the Pass-Fail option. A grade of E is given for performance equal to a letter grade
of CD, D, or F.

Note: Audit Option—Courses are typically taken for audit by students wishing to refamiliarize
themselves with the material. A course taken as an audit may be taken at a later date for
credit subject to the approval of the student’s committee. Changes to audit option must be
approved by the instructor. Be certain to find out what the instructor requires of you in an
audit; it often is more than simply sitting in class.
V

Satisfactory audit (no grade points or credit)—Given for courses taken under the
audit option.

U

Unsatisfactory audit (no grade points or credit)—Given for courses taken under the
audit option.

Grade Reports/Transcripts
Students may access their semester-end grades through the Office of Records and
Registration Website http://www.admin.mtu.edu/em. Follow the “Student” tab. Access to the
Website requires that the student provide both an ID number and a PIN number. Grades are
mailed to the student only upon request.

Disputed Grades
A student having an error in a final course grade should contact the instructor and the registrar
as soon as possible but no later than one month after the beginning of the next semester.
Graded student work (exams, papers, homework, and so on,) that has not been returned to the
student should be retained by the instructor of record for at least one month after the beginning
of the next semester or until existing disputes have been resolved.
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Official Transcripts
Students or alumni may request official transcripts of their academic records from the Office of
Student Records and Registration at no charge. Write a brief letter and fax it to 906-487-3343
or mail it to
Office of Student Records and Registration
Michigan Technological University
1400 Townsend Drive
Houghton, MI 49931-1295
The letter must include the exact address where each transcript should be sent and also
contain your
●
●
●
●
●

Full name and any former names
Social Security Number (for verification purposes only)
Graduation date or the year you last attended MTU
Address and telephone number
Signature

Unofficial Transcripts—Available through the Office of Student Records and Registration
Website at http://www.admin.mtu.edu/em. (Follow the Students tab.)

Academic Dismissal, Change of Status, and Grievance
Dismissal
If for any reason the faculty concludes that the student is not meeting the expected standards,
the Dean of the Graduate School, on the advice of the student’s Advisory Committee and the
Department Chairperson, may require the student to withdraw. The following procedure will be
followed:
1. The Advisory Committee meets with the student and provides the student with the
reasons which, in their professional judgment, indicate that progress in course work,
research, or other requirements has not been satisfactory and that completion of the
degree program is not likely. The student is given the opportunity to reply orally or in
writing. The Committee evaluates the student’s reply and subsequently forwards a
written recommendation to the Department Chairperson with a copy going to the
student.
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2. The Department Chairperson evaluates the Advisory Committee’s recommendation and
discusses the recommendation with the student. If the Department Chairperson agrees
with the recommendation and is satisfied that the student understands the basis for the
recommendation and has had an opportunity to reply, a letter recommending dismissal
is sent to the Dean of the Graduate School, together with the supporting documentation.
3. When the Dean of the Graduate School is satisfied that there is a basis for dismissal
and that the student has been afforded due process, the Dean writes a letter to the
student on behalf of the University terminating the student’s status in the Graduate
School.

Change of Academic Status
In some cases a student who is not meeting the expected standards for the PhD program may
be allowed to transfer to the MS program in lieu of withdrawal. The Dean of the Graduate
School may require this change of status on the advice of the student’s Advisory Committee
and the Department Chairperson. The following procedure will be followed:
1. The Advisory Committee meets with the student and provides the student with the
reasons which, in their professional judgment, indicate that progress in course work,
research, or other requirements has not been satisfactory and that completion of a PhD
degree is not likely. The Committee recommends transfer to the MS program if they
judge that the student is likely to successfully complete that degree program. A written
recommendation for a change of status is sent to the Department Chairperson with a
copy to the student.
2. The Department Chairperson evaluates the Advisory Committee’s recommendation,
discusses it with the student, and allows the student to respond. If the Department
Chairperson agrees with the recommendation and is satisfied that the student
understands the basis for the recommendation, a letter recommending a change of
status to the MS program is sent to the Dean of the Graduate School, together with the
supporting documentation.
3. When the Dean of the Graduate School is satisfied that there is a basis for status
change and that the student has been afforded due process, the student will be
transferred to the MS program and will be notified in writing of the change.

Grievance Procedures Following Dismissal or Change of Academic Status
Following receipt of a letter of dismissal from the dean of the Graduate School, the student has
two weeks to appeal the dismissal. If the student wishes to appeal, the student should write a
letter to the dean explaining the specific reasons for reinstatement. The dean will review the
case and notify the student of the disposition of the case. In general, reinstatement will be
granted only in cases where either the intent of the dismissal procedure was not followed or
where there are additional, extenuating circumstances that affected the student’s performance
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and were unknown at the time of dismissal.
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Late Drops / Withdrawal
Courses dropped and withdrawals processed between the beginning of the fourth week and the end of the
eighth week of the semester will be indicated by a grade of W on the transcript. After the end of the eighth
week of the semester W grades will not be given without the approval of a late drop request. A graduate
student may request a late drop and/or late withdrawal from the Graduate School office, which will
consider those requests that involve circumstances beyond the student's control.

University Withdrawal
If you terminate your course work during the semester, it is important that you be formally withdrawn. A
form for widrawal is available in the Office of Student Records and Registration or from the Assistant Dean
of the Graduate School. Letting the Graduate School know of your plans before the fact helps ensure a
smooth withdrawal-readmission process. You may do this in person, over the phone, through the mail or
by fax or e-mail.
Failure to withdraw formallyl may result in "F" grades and in payment of tuition and fees which otherwise
might be avoided. Students supported by an assistantship, must notify their department and/or advisor of
their decision to withdraw as early as possible. Students who plan to return at a later time to complete the
degree should register for one of the continuous enrollment courses (UN5951 or UN5952) to replace the
dropped credits. Students may continue to enroll in UN5951 or UN5952 without special permission other
than the standard instructor's permission for enrolling in the course. Enrollment will not be automatic, but
must be initiated by the student.
A student who drops all classes and does not register for a continuous enrollment course will be
withdrawn from school as of the date classes were dropped and will have to apply for readmission before
returning to the graduate program.

Medical Withdrawal of Graduate Students
Medical Withdrawal is an umbrella term covering all cases in which a graduate student steps out of
"progress" enrollment in a course of study during or between terms for medical reasons. There will be no
distinction made in the student's record between mental and physical illness or between cases initiated by
the University and cases initiated by the student. Neither is there a distinction in the procedures for
withdrawal or eventual return to study.
A written request for approval of medical withdrawal is to be prepared and forwarded to the Assistant
Dean of the Graduate School. The request should cite the reason for the request, documentation from a
physician and/or MTU's Counseling Services as to the necessity of the withdrawal, and signatures from
the student's advisor and/or graduate coordinator that s/he is aware of the request. The advisor's
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signature is an indication only of awareness, not of approval or disapproval. Approval or disapproval of the
request lies with the Assistant Dean of the Graduate School, who may consult with the Dean of the
Graduate School, with right of appeal to the Dean of Students.
Upon approval of the request by the Assistant Dean of the Graduate School, all research, coursework, or
co-op credits in which a student is currently enrolled will be dropped without penalty. The student will be
enrolled in UN5951 for the current term at no additional expense and will thus remain on active status for
the remainder of the term in which the medical withdrawal took place. The student may continue to enroll
in UN5951 without special permission other than the standard instructor's permission for enrolling in the
course. Enrollment will not be automatic, but must be initiated by the student.
Before the student may return to "progress" enrollment (a "progress" continuing enrollment course, co-op,
coursework, or research credits) documentation from a physician verifying that the student is safely able to
return to campus will be required. A written request to return to progress enrollment should be forwarded
to the Assistant Dean of the Graduate School at least two weeks before the beginning of the term in which
the student wishes to return. The physician's documentation must be sent directly to the Assistant Dean,
who will consult with appropriate campus offices and persons before granting the student permission to
enroll.

Late Drop Request Instructions
In order to have a request for a late drop approved, you must have clearly extenuating circumstances that
prohibit you from completing a course.

Procedure
1. You must make a written request to the Assistant Dean of the Graduate School explaining the
circumstances necessitating a late drop. As well as justification for the late drop, your written
request must include your name, student identification number, and the course(s) you wish to drop.
After reviewing your request, the assistant dean will schedule an appointment to meet with you.
2. In the meeting, the assistant dean will request documentation to substantiate the extenuating
circumstance. It could include, for example, hospital or doctor receipts, the recommendation of the
instructor of the course to be dropped, or the recommendation of a counselor from Counseling
Services.
3. The day after the meeting, you must check back to learn the preliminary decision. If preliminary
approval is given, you will receive two “Comment Slips”—one for the instructor of the class and one
for your academic advisor.
4. The two comment slips must be returned to the Graduate School office. Some faculty will send
them through campus mail; others will give them to you to return.
5. A final decision will be made after both comment slips are returned. If final approval is granted, a
grade of “W” will appear on your grade report and transcript.
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Instructions for Preparing Reports, Theses, and Dissertations
The J. Robert Van Pelt Library archives all project reports, theses, and dissertations submitted to MTU in
partial fulfillment of a graduate degree. In addition, all dissertations are submitted to University Microfilms
for archiving and distribution via electronic, paper, and/or microform copies.
Reports are accepted in paper copy. Theses and Dissertations must be submitted on CD as either plain .
pdf files, which are printed and bound, or as fully linked and bookmarked .pdf files which are printed,
bound, and also made available electronically (ETDs). The following instructions apply to all documents
submitted to the Graduate School. For instructions specific to the preparation of ETDs click here.

Standard Preparation
Examination Copies and Final Approval—Prior to scheduling the defense, the candidate must provide
copies of the document, prepared in an approved format, to members of his/her final Oral Examination
Committee in accordance with Graduate School regulations. Corrections and/or significant revisions may
be required by the examining committee. After any such corrections have been made, the final copy will
be submitted to the candidate’s advisor for approval. The candidate’s advisor and department chair must
approve the final document. Also, any member of the committee who requested changes must either
approve the changes or delegate the authority to do so to the chair of the committee. After signatures are
obtained, the document is submitted to the Graduate School.

Format
When considering the initial format of the dissertation, the candidate should consult the pamphlet
Publishing Your Dissertation: How to Prepare Your Manuscript for Publication. This pamphlet is sent to
PhD students when they submit their D5. You may also consult the ProQuest UMI website for authors at
http://www.umi.com/umi/dissertations/authors.shtml.
Style—The candidate should consult style manuals recommended by his/her department or advisor or
recommended by the editors of journals that publish articles closely related to the subject of their thesis or
dissertation. In any case, accepted use of gender-neutral language should be adopted. A web search for
“gender neutral language guide” will turn up a number of good sources. One example is http://jerz.setonhill.
edu/writing/style/gender.html.
Printing— Readability should be considered in formatting decisions. Documents may be printed double-
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sided and /or single-spaced, in two-column format, or in other variations of standard page layout. The one
“no-exception” rule is that the binding edge must have a 1½ inch margin. If printing double-sided, be
especially careful to observe appropriate margins on the binding edge. Also note that the default in
Microsoft Word, which many students on campus use, is 1.25 inches. This is not wide enough for clear
readability in a bound document, and you will be asked to reformat it.
Paper—The thesis or dissertation must be printed on 8-1⁄2-by-11-inch white paper.
Margins—A margin of 1½ inches must be maintained at the left (binding) side of each page. Please
be aware that the Microsoft Word default is 1¼ and is not sufficient. A margin of 1 inch should be
maintained on each of the other three sides. Page numbers should be at least ½ inch from the sides of the
page.
Title and Approval Pages— This link provides sample title and approval pages for the master’s thesis/
report and PhD. These samples indicate an accepted format for these pages.
The name of the authorized doctoral program should appear on the title page for doctoral dissertations (for
example: Biological Sciences, Engineering-Environmental, Mechanical Engineering-Engineering
Mechanics, Forest Science, and so on,). This name should also correspond to the field of study on the
approval page. The approval page should immediately follow the title page.
Copyright—Use of the copyright notice is optional, though recommended. On the title or final page,
“©Year Owner’s Name” will protect your written work, even if the copyright is not registered. “Copyright” or
“Copr.” may be used instead of “©.” Dissertation copyrights may be registered, for a fee, with the UMI form
sent to you with your copy of your signed D5.
Final Editing and Proofreading—While it is the practice at some schools for the Graduate School to
have a person on staff who goes through submitted documents very carefully to check for spelling,
grammatical, and/or formatting errors, we do not perform this service. The quality of the finished
document, which will be archived and/or available electronically, is the responsibility of the candidate.
Please put every possible effort into producing a document you will be glad to have others borrow,
purchase, and read.

Submission of the Completed Thesis or Dissertation
Make all requested corrections, edits, and revisions to your thesis or dissertation, obtain your advisor’s
approval, and convert the final version of the file to .pdf. Submit the necessary paperwork along with a CD
with the .pdf file(s) of your thesis or dissertation to the GSO for printing and binding. Payment for printing
and binding can be in cash to the MTU Cashier’s office, account number(s) and authorization initials/
signatures on the invoice for payment by a departmental or research account, or a combination of these
payment methods. The invoice sent to you at the time of your defense has the details. Copies will be
bound and distributed as follows:

Distribution Of Theses and Dissertations
Original

Library Archives

First Copy

Library Circulation (3rd floor)
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Additional Copies

Student’s Department

Any additional copies will be distributed by the department according to the candidate’s instructions. The
department will eventually receive the unbound copy of the dissertation if one was submitted to the
Graduate School for microfilming. In addition, the candidate must either have a copy of the approved
document printed and bound for, or provide an unbound copy of the approved document for, any member
of their final Oral Examination Committee upon request.
Distribution of Project Reports
Project reports are not professionally printed and bound. One copy should be submitted to the Graduate
School in a sturdy binder suitable for archiving in the Library. Title and signature pages should be similar
to thesis samples. Candidates who wish to have reports printed and bound may make arrangements to do
so by completing the necessary invoice and bindery form.
In addition to the one copy provided for the Library, the candidate’s department and/or advisor may
request a copy of reports.
Copies for Submission
Files submitted for printing and binding should be thoroughly checked to be sure they will print as the
candidate intends. Graphics should be clear and of high enough quality to be legible. If the file includes
color and it is to be printed in black and white, the author should be certain the color will be legible when
printed.

University Microfilms—Agreement and Abstract
Dissertations—If an ETD is not submitted, one unbound copy of the PhD dissertation must be submitted to
the GSO to be sent to UMI. In either case, a paper copy of the title page and of the abstract must be
submitted with the UMI fee as noted on the invoice. The abstract, which is submitted for the purpose of
publication in Dissertation Abstracts International, must have a title identical to the title page of the
dissertation and must be 350 words or less. If it is longer, UMI will cut it to the required length. The
research advisor’s name must appear on either the title page or the abstract. It is recommended that the
student keep a copy of the Agreement Form. The Agreement Form is in the UMI booklet that is sent to you
with your copy of your signed D5.
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Graduation, Degree Certification, and Commencement

A help sheet with procedures, dates, and deadlines for the current term can be
linked to from http://www.admin.mtu.edu/rgs/graduate/pubs.html.

You must remain enrolled until the end of the semester in which you complete all degree requirements.
You graduate in a given semester if you have completed all degree requirements, including grade
changes, before the first day of the next semester. You won’t graduate until the end of the term, so your
degree won’t be on your official transcript until approximately the fourth week of the next term. Your
diploma will be mailed to you about 90 days after the end of your graduation term.
Confirm your commencement plans with the GSO at the beginning of the commencement term. If you
want to march in commencement, you must have completed your degree and notified the GSO by the
announced deadline. The mailing of commencement information, in mid-March and early October, is
triggered by your graduation date on BANNER (the administrative database), as updated by the GSO
according to your submission of MEng-, M-, and D-forms.

Degree Certification
Provisional Certification
The Graduate School will issue a letter of Provisional Certification if requested by the student. The student
must have completed all the requirements for an advanced degree, including depositing copies of the
thesis, dissertation, or report in the Graduate School office.

Official Certification
The Graduate School office authorizes and mails the diplomas within approximately 90 days of the end of
the term in which the student finishes. It is important to keep the Graduate School informed of current
addresses. A replacement diploma costs $35.
The Board of Control receives and approves the list of degree recipients at its next regular meeting after
the end of the term. That meeting date is the conferral date for the degrees, but the effective date is the
end of the term in which the student finishes.
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Commencement Ceremony
Commencement information is mailed to all eligible students about two months before the ceremony. To
participate in the commencement exercises, the student must have completed all degree requirements at
least three weeks before the ceremony. Students completing after that date and by the first day of the next
semester will be certified for that semester and will be eligible to participate in the next commencement.
Students who leave campus before commencement should keep the Graduate School office informed of
their commencement plans and their current address.
Michigan Tech has commencement in December and May, at the end of fall and spring semesters,
respectively. Usually the December commencement includes the preceding summer and current fall
graduates, and spring commencement includes the fall and current spring graduates; however, a student
can defer participation to a later commencement by notifying the GSO via the LAM form or via phone or email. The student’s name will appear in only one commencement program, the commencement for which
he or she is first eligible, or a later one if deferral is requested in a timely manner.
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Health Services
The local Houghton-Hancock-Calumet community includes two hospitals as well as convenient clinic
locations near campus and in the surrounding area with a range of physicians and health care providers.
The Houghton Community Health Center is located on campus adjacent to the Student Development
Complex, with regular weekday hours. The Portage Medical Group (483-1060), which operates the center,
provides primary medical care for Michigan Tech students, their spouses, and their dependents on a feefor-service basis. After-hours and hospital emergency care are available at Portage Health System in
Hancock (483-1000) and Keweenaw Memorial Medical Center (337-6500) in Laurium.
Students insured under the MTU student health plan and their insured dependents may use any qualified
and licensed health care provider appropriate for the loss or injury.

Counseling Services
Counseling Services assists students with social and personal/emotional issues that may interfere with the
effective use of their talents at MTU. Professional counselors staff the Counseling Center, located on the
main campus in the white house between Fisher Hall and Walker Arts and Humanities Center.
Confidential individual and group services are available.
Counseling helps students and their significant others improve their feelings of well-being by helping
develop decision-making skills, stress management skills, interpersonal communication skills, and selfawareness. Any concern a student may have, including depression, pregnancy, anxiety, loneliness,
substance abuse, or relationship problems, can be discussed with a counselor.
The Myers-Briggs Type Indicator is administered and interpreted. Workshops are offered in the areas of
time management, study skills, eating disorders, substance abuse, and self-defeating behaviors.

Health Insurance
All graduate students are required to have health insurance and are eligible to enroll in a group health
insurance plan sponsored by the University. Based on assistantship status, students are required to enroll
in the appropriate University graduate student plan unless they have comparable coverage from another
provider. Supported students will receive a subsidy toward the cost of the insurance premium.

Health Insurance Information And Enrollment Forms
Forms
Grad Tech Select Form (must be completed by every graduate student)
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http://www.sos.mtu.edu/gsc/tech_select_04.pdf
Comparability Worksheet
http://www.sos.mtu.edu/gsc/CompWorksheet.pdf
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Got a Life?
The university experience is much more than classes, research, and cappuccino. Broaden your
awareness of other subjects, styles, and cultures by attending the various lectures, symposia, concerts,
dance performances, films, and so on, as your schedule allows—and make sure it allows some time for
these things.
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Campus & Community Resources
The Call of the Keweenaw, distributed to new students by the Graduate School office, is a guide
to housing and other aspects of graduate student living at Michigan Tech. The most recent edition was
published in 1997, so it’s a bit out of date but still useful: http://www.sos.mtu.edu/gsc/toc.htm.

Campus Activities and Organizations
Michigan Tech offers opportunities for students to participate in a multitude of activities. There are more
than 200 registered student organizations on campus, which include media, governmental, cultural/ethnic,
Greek, social, special interest, honorary, religious, service, leadership, professional, and club sports
groups. A number of professional chapters are listed in the descriptions of the appropriate academic
departments.

Sigma Xi
Sigma Xi, the Scientific Research Society of North America, is an honor society established to reward
excellence in scientific research and to encourage a sense of companionship and cooperation among
scientists in all fields. Graduate students may be elected to associate membership in this Society upon
nomination, application, and recommendation by two members of the MTU Chapter of Sigma Xi. Calls for
nominations are generally requested in March each year. The chapter usually has four to six meetings and
technical presentations during the academic year, including the Annual Initiation Banquet.

Graduate Student Council
The Graduate Student Council (GSC) of Michigan Tech exists to serve graduate students through the
following objectives:
●

●
●

to represent the professional, intellectual, and academic concerns of graduate students to the
various governing and policy-making bodies of the University;
to inform graduate students of newly developing policies and procedures affecting them;
to support and promote policies and events that foster cooperation and understanding among
graduate students, with faculty, and with the University.

The council meets twice per month and hosts several social/seminar meetings per term. Departments
elect representatives in proportion to their graduate enrollment. In addition, GSC publishes Call of the
Keweenaw, an amusing yet practical guide for graduate students living in the local area. See the GSC
website at http://www.sos.mtu.edu/gsc/
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Cultural Activities
MTU Ticket Offices
Tickets for University-sponsored events can be purchased from the Central Ticket Office located in the
Student Development Complex, the Tech Express office, or the Rozsa Center for the Performing Arts
ticket office. Student and group discounts are available, as well as subscriptions for the MTU Great Events
series. Tickets may be purchased online at http://www.tickets.mtu.edu.

Arts Activities
All University music and theater activities offered through the Fine Arts Department are open to student
participation. Most activities require an audition for membership or casting. Performance organizations at
Michigan Tech include a dance troupe, a choral group, three bands, several jazz bands, small ensembles,
and a symphony orchestra. Theater activities include several main-stage productions each season and an
improvisational comedy troupe.

Art Exhibits
Students, faculty, and staff can exhibit their artworks at juried shows at the Copper Country Community
Arts Gallery in Hancock and at the Tech Arts Festival, a non-juried competition sponsored by the Memorial
Union Board each April. In addition to the art competition, TAF features a week-long schedule of artsrelated events, including performances, films, and workshops. There is also an art and design exposition
annually as well as an open house to exhibit student multi-media projects.

Cultural Events
The University Cultural Enrichment (UCE) office publishes an annual Great Events Series calendar
detailing all performances and public lectures on campus. UCE coordinates and administers the activities
of the three major campus programming boards responsible for providing a broad spectrum of cultural
activities, including national and international theatre and dance touring companies, chamber orchestras
and other musical ensembles, performing artists from a variety of disciplines, and lectures by leading
figures in politics, technology, science, and the humanities: Student Entertainment Board, the Memorial
Union Board (specifically Tech Arts Festival), and the Committee for Campus Enrichment. Listings of
events can be accessed on the Web at http://www.greatevents.mtu.edu.

Film
The MTU Film Board, a student group, offers a wide variety of general release movies on campus. The
cities of Houghton and Hancock have three movie theaters offering nine film screens. Classic film theaters
in Calumet and Laurium offer dinner/discussion with movie showings.

Athletics
Athletic Facilities
The University owns and operates multiple athletic facilities and recreation areas for the benefit of its
students, faculty, and staff. Facilities include the Student Development Complex, the Gates Tennis Center,
and numerous other indoor and outdoor facilities, both on and off campus, for team sports, skiing, golf,
tennis, and bowling.
The Student Development Complex (SDC) is a 235,000 square-foot, indoor sports arena located on the
Michigan Tech campus (see http://www.aux.mtu.edu/sdc/Welcome.html. Students may use the facilities
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free of charge. The SDC features the following:
● weight room with Hammer equipment
● racquetball and squash courts
● basketball and volleyball courts
● running track
● swimming pool (8-lane, 25-yard)
● diving pool
● gymnasium
● dance room
● gymnastics room
● rifle range
● ice arena
● locker rooms with showers and saunas
● sports equipment rentals
● University Images (MTU apparel)
Gates Tennis Center, also located near the SDC, features the following:
● tennis courts, indoor (4 with a minimal fee)
● ball machine
● locker rooms with showers
● pro shop for racquet stringing and repairs
Other facilities (on and off campus)
● bowling alley (6 lane) in the Memorial Union Building
● golf course (18-hole), Portage Lake Golf Course south of Houghton
● downhill ski area at Mont Ripley in Hancock
● cross-country ski trails (19 k ) near the SDC
● tennis courts, outdoors
● play/practice areas
● softball fields
● football/track stadium

Intercollegiate Athletics
Michigan Tech has a thirteen-sport intercollegiate athletic program, highlighted by its Division I men’s ice
hockey team, a program that has captured three national championships. Other men’s programs include
football, basketball, cross country, track and field, tennis, and Nordic skiing. A strong women’s program,
one which has witnessed eight NCAA tournament appearances in basketball in the 1990s and five in
volleyball, also includes programs in cross country, tennis, Nordic skiing, and track and field.

Intramural-Recreational Sports Services
The Department of Physical Education, through its Intramural-Recreational Sports Services Office, offers
competition in more than thirty different intramural events—from badminton to water polo—for Michigan
Tech’s students, faculty, and staff. Stop by the Intramural Office, Room 202, student Development
Complex for IM handouts and information.
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Tax Issues for Graduate Students
General Information for Supported Graduate Students, Scholars, and Fellows—Generally, the
funding you receive for tuition, fees, books, and required supplies and equipment is tax free. Although the
remainder of your stipend is taxable, educational institutions are not required to report fellowship dollars to
US residents to the IRS. For income tax purposes, your department assistant can issue a calendar-year
statement of the amount of the fellowship you received.
The Tax Reform Act of 1997 includes some federal tax credits for education. See a tax specialist and IRS
Publication 970 for more information on your taxes. Other IRS publications that you might find useful are
Pub. 4—Student’s Guide to Federal Income Tax
Pub. 515—Withholding of Tax on Nonresident Aliens
Pub. 519—U.S. Tax Guide for Nonresident Aliens
Pub. 520—Scholarships and Fellowships
Pub. 596—Earned Income Credits
Pub. 901—U.S. Tax Treaties
Pub. 970—Tax Benefits for Higher Education
These may be downloaded from the IRS Website at <http://www.irs.ustreas.gov/>.
Circumstances and situations differ for each student, and, as a result, some tax questions should be
answered on a case-by-case basis.
For more information, contact Brenda Sutherland, tax accountant, Admin. 224B, 487-3149.
Graduate Teaching and Research Assistants—Wages received for services as an employee are
taxable and are subject to graduated withholding rates. University-paid tuition is nontaxable. You will
receive a W-2 form by January 31.
International Students—The United States currently has tax treaties with more than fifty countries. Some
of these treaties may allow some additional nontaxable benefits. Also, because most international
students are not eligible for the additional personal exemption or the standard deduction, the W-4 forms
must be completed differently.

Child Care
Little Huskies - MTU and the Baraga-Houghton-Keweenaw Child Development Board have joined efforts
to provide high-quality child-care facilities for Michigan Tech students, faculty, and staff. Care is available
for children from 4 weeks to 4 years of age. For more information, call 906-482-3663 or 800-236-5657.
http://www.mtu.edu/childcare/home.html.
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MTU Preschool - An independent, cooperative preschool is conducted out of the Daniell Heights
Community Center for children ages 3 to 5 years old. Enrollment is open to all families in the area; Daniell
Heights student families are eligible for a tuition discount. Non-English speaking families are welcome.
Please call 487-2720 for a brochure and preschool enrollment application.

Office of Student Affairs
The Office of Student Affairs provides support to students in co-curricular and extra-curricular areas,
including academic counseling. Students may contact the office for clarification on issues of academic
integrity or student conduct as well as for accommodation for physical or learning disabilities. The office
makes referrals to the appropriate resources or offices for a variety of student issues and problems. See
<http://www.admin.mtu.edu/dos/>.

Residence Life Staff
Providing help to students who reside in University housing with adjustment, personal, or academic
problems, residence-life staff also make referrals to appropriate resources or offices.

Center for International Education
From the time of enrollment to the time of graduation, international students at Michigan Tech receive
specialized assistance and support. The Center for International Education co-sponsors an orientation
program for new students that includes information about registration procedures; immigration regulations;
health insurance; banking, shopping, and community services; and many other matters. Students also
receive a detailed handbook, which supplements orientation information, and a quarterly newsletter to
keep them informed of immigration requirements and registration procedures and deadlines. Students are
invited to visit the CIE for individual assistance at any time.

Educational Opportunity
Educational Opportunity (EO) provides academic, professional, and personal educational opportunities for
students. The EO department
● directs programs and activities focusing on topics that address the needs of pre-college, women,
minority, and nontraditional students;
● assists in the recruitment and retention of a diverse undergraduate and graduate student pool;
● provides support and services for individual students who are underrepresented on our campus,
and for their professional organizations;
● initiates campus and community diversity-related programs/ celebrations
● coordinates conferences and institutes, and continuing education programs that benefit Michigan
Tech students of all ages;
● builds alliances with state and national organizations that provide graduate fellowships and
research experiences for graduate and undergraduate students;
● coordinates the King-Chavez-Parks Future Faculty Program and the GEM (Graduate Education for
Minorities) Program for Michigan Tech;
● hires and trains a large number of students, including graduate students, to work on or teach for a
variety of academic and diversity projects.
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Living Accommodations
A variety of housing options is available to Michigan Tech graduate students, including University
residence halls, University apartments, and off-campus housing. Based on the usual high demand for oncampus housing, it is a good idea to secure housing as early as possible. Check the Residential Services
home page for more information: http://www.aux.mtu.edu/ressvcs.

University Residence Halls
Graduate students are not required to live on campus in the residence halls but certainly are welcome to
do so. Priority for honoring hall and roommate preferences is based on the date your housing contract is
received by Residential Services.
MTU has three residence halls with their own dining facilities, study areas, television lounges, fitness
room, game room, and laundry facility. Each room has been wired for cable TV and a high-speed
computer connection (ResNet). Professional residence-life staff and student resident assistants help
students make the most of their living and learning opportunities. Wadsworth Hall, the largest, houses
1,220 students; McNair Hall, 660; and Douglass Houghton Hall, 360.
Each hall offers a variety of lifestyle choices. Residents and guests in the chemical-free sections may not
smoke or consume alcohol. Other areas are smoke-free. The Community Governed area is for students
who are 21 and older or are entering their third year of college. Students living in this area will have the
opportunity to assist in determining some of the policy guidelines, like quiet hours, through the
development of a Community Living Agreement. The International House pairs students from different
nations and provides an opportunity to learn more about other cultures.

MTU Apartments—Daniell Heights
Graduate students with or without children may apply for one- or two-bedroom apartments located on
campus. These economically priced apartments are close to main campus classrooms and athletic
facilities. Placed throughout the complex are several children's play areas and school bus stops. A free
bus to campus and back is available weekdays during the academic year.
Applications—Apartment assignments are based on the date the application is received at the apartment
office. University apartment applications and brochures can be obtained from the MTU Apartments-Daniell
Heights, Michigan Technological University, 2001B Woodmar Drive, Houghton, MI 49931-1017; call 906487-2727, or fax 906-487-2801. Applications can also be printed from the Web at http://www.aux.mtu.edu/
ressvcs/heights.htm.

Off-campus Housing
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Many graduate students live off campus in either Houghton or one of the surrounding communities, renting
or purchasing homes, cabins, or apartments. The Undergraduate Student Government office maintains a
list of off-campus rentals and makes copies available. The list is on the Web at http://www.aux.mtu.edu/
usghousing.
The local and student newspapers also list available off-campus housing—The Daily Mining Gazette,
Houghton, MI 49931 (906-482-1500); The Lode, MTU, Houghton, MI 49931 (906-487-2404).
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Campus Community—Facilities
Computing Facilities
MTU graduate students use computers and network services for a range of activities from the computation
of assigned classroom problems to the design and solution of specialized research projects.
Access to Facilities
Access to computer labs and network services is coordinated through the individual departments.
Cost of Facilities
All academic departments charge laboratory fees for computer access; the costs vary depending on the
type of equipment and software used. All students are guaranteed access to e-mail, printing, and the use
of basic spreadsheet and word-processing software.

Graduate Computer Facilities
All University departments and schools maintain labs of PCs, SUN Microsystem workstations,
Macintoshes, or other specialized computational or visualization facilities. Some departments maintain
dedicated graduate student facilities, and other departments maintain shared facilities for all department
majors.

Career Center
The University Career Center is designed to help all MTU students with career and employment decisions.
It is located in the Harold Meese Center and is open 8:00 am–5:00 pm Monday–Friday. Call 487-2313 for
information. The services listed below are of greatest interest to graduate students. Please refer to http://
www.ucc.mtu.edu for additional information.
Computer Lab—UCC maintains a computer lab for students to work on resumés, cover letters, and
electronic resumés for a referral service database, as well as electronic sign-up for interview times.
On-Campus Interviewing—Use on-campus interviews as one of many strategies during your
employment search. Graduate students who want to work in industry should visit the Career Center six to
twelve months before completing their thesis or dissertation. Many corporations visit MTU looking
specifically for candidates with graduate degrees.
Employers usually want to interview students during the academic year in which they are graduating.
Because the majority of interviews for the entire year occur in October, graduate students should register
with the Career Center in the spring before the academic year in which they graduate or as soon as
possible in the fall.
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Special Programs—Corporate speakers, Career Day, and job fairs (on and off campus) are offered
regularly. Seminars about resumé writing and interviewing help graduate students prepare corporate and
government interviews. Individual consultation is also available to assist students with employment
concerns. Contact the Career Center to request a special program.
Career Resource Information—The Career Center has corporate videotapes and literature,
computerized resumé-writing programs, and federal government applications and information. Additional
information is available at http://www.ucc.mtu.edu.
Student Advisory Council—The Career Center’s Student Advisory Council meets regularly to advise the
staff about programs, policies, and any issues which affect student career and employment concerns.
Students interested in serving as a Graduate School representative should contact the Career Center.
Council members sometimes have the opportunity to meet with corporate recruiters.
Alumni Services—Graduate students who leave campus without finding employment may register with
the Career Center. Participants’ resumés will be forwarded to interested employers free of charge.

J. R. Van Pelt Library
Reference and Research Assistance, 487-2507
E-mail refib@mtu.edu
Website http://www.lib.mtu.edu

Collections
Centrally located, the J. Robert Van Pelt Library provides electronic and print information resources to
support the instructional and research programs of the University. The print collection totals more than
800,000 volumes, including government documents. Approximately 3,000 serials and periodicals are
received annually in printed formats. Web-based access is provided to over 100 databases, some of which
include full-text articles from journals. Individual electronic journal titles are also accessible on the library’s
Website.
MTU Archives and Copper Country Historical Collections—Houses historically significant University
material, including faculty publications and files, and student theses and dissertations. It also houses
materials on the social, economic, and political history of the Copper Country and western Upper
Peninsula.
Government Documents/Maps Department— A selective federal depository, housing publications and
maps from such federal entities as the Energy Department, Environmental Protection Agency, Forest
Service, Bureau of Mines, and Geological Survey. Also contains publications and maps from Michigan’s
Department of Natural Resources, Labor Department, and Attorney General’s Office.

Borrowing Privileges
Graduate students may borrow books for seventeen weeks. However, after three weeks, books may be
recalled at the request of another patron. Bound and unbound periodicals may be borrowed for three days.
Materials may be renewed three times. Books may be renewed by in person, by telephone, or via e-mail;
periodicals must be renewed in person. Fines are assessed for overdue and lost materials. Contact the
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Circulation Desk (487-2508) or e-mail: circlib@mtu.edu.

Interlibrary Loan and Document Delivery Services
Interlibrary loan and document delivery services provide access to materials not owned by the Van Pelt
Library. Lending libraries and institutions establish the loan periods for these items. Contact the Interlibrary
Loan Office (487-3207), e-mail: ill@mtu.edu, or use library forms on the Website.

Online Search Service
Online Search Service provides access to more than 1,000 commercial bibliographic and factual
databases covering current and historical scholarship in virtually all subject areas. Contact the Reference
Desk (487-2507) or use library forms on the Website.

Getting Assistance
Instruction in Using Library Resources and Technologies— Librarians can provide individuals, groups, and
classes with customized instruction in the use of the library’s print and electronic resources and
technologies. Contact the Instruction Office (487-3041), e-mail: instrlib@mtu.edu, or use library forms on
the Website.

Reference and Research Assistance
Contact the Reference Desk (487-2507), e-mail: refib@mtu.edu, or use library forms on the Website.
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Links to documents and information discussed at the general orientation for new
graduate students.
Please e-mail mjvogler@mtu.edu if you have suggestions for other links and/or
information that should be added.
New links from Fall 2004 orientation will be added soon.
Links were last updated October 2003.
Community of Science training link:
Degree requirements and tracking forms:
Forms are available on the web: http://www.admin.mtu.edu/rgs/graduate/
pubs.html
Your first term here: (links later)
Master of Engineering timeline: (links later)
Master of Science timeline: (links later)
PhD timeline: (links later)
External funding – Valorie Troesch vtroesch@mtu.edu
Gender neutral language: http://www.ncte.org/pubs/publish/books/107647.htm
http://www.apa.udel.edu/apa/publications/texts/nonsexist.html
http://owl.english.purdue.edu/handouts/general/gl_nonsex.html
http://www.ucc.uconn.edu/~wwwwmst/language.html
Health insurance:
Questions about the MTU policy: gradins@mtu.edu
Healthcare links from GSC: http://www.sos.mtu.edu/gsc/healthcare.htm
Insurance forms are available through the GSC link above
Everyone must turn in the Grad Tech Select form at least once a year.
Everyone must turn in either the Comparability Worksheet OR a student
enrollment form.
Judicial hearing process: http://www.admin.mtu.edu/dos/rights/ProceduresMain.
html
Conduct Policies
Policies governing individual students: http://www.admin.mtu.edu/dos/rights/
PoliciesIndividualStud.html
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Computer use policy: http://www.cec.mtu.edu/cacsec/info/cup_approved.html
Academic integrity policy: http://www.sas.it.mtu.edu/usenate/propose/02/18-02.
htm
Scientific Misconduct: http://www.admin.mtu.edu/admin/prov/facbook/ch3/3chap31.htm
Plagiarism: http://www.hu.mtu.edu/wc/WPAplagiarism.pdf
Human Subjects Research: http://www.admin.mtu.edu/research/vpr/
reviewboards/human.html
Sexual harassment policy & information: http://www.admin.mtu.edu/aao/sexwww.
htm
Career Center: http://www.ucc.mtu.edu/
Counseling Services: http://www.counseling.mtu.edu/
ESL programs: http://www.admin.mtu.edu/cie/esl/
Elaine Bacon Literacy Program: http://www.esl-houghton.org/
Exchanges and research abroad: http://www.admin.mtu.edu/cie/sa/
GSC: http://www.sos.mtu.edu/gsc/
Ombudsperson: http://www.me.mtu.edu/~peckcho/ombuds/Ombudsperson.htm
Recreational opportunities at the SDC: http://www.aux.mtu.edu/sdc/
School and community organizations:
Campus: http://www.sos.mtu.edu
Community: http://www.pasty.com
Houghton (City) Organizations: http://multimag.com/community/com_listing.cgi/
Houghton%2C_MI
Houghton County Organizations: http://multimag.com/community/com_listing.cgi/
Houghton_County%2C_MI
Writing Center: http://www.hu.mtu.edu/wc/
OTHER THINGS
From Graduating Engineer, "Choosing an Advisor" - Advice from the Assistant Dean
Parking:
Graduate School Home Page: http://www.gradschool.mtu.edu
Support & full-time enrollment: (links later)
Deadlines: (links later)
Top
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How to use this index:
●

●

Links that are Black are links to sections in the Bulletin. The index links are broad-brush, that is,
they will take you to the section of the Bulletin where the information can be found rather than to
the exact line. Most pages are fairly short, but in the event you can’t find something by skimming
quickly, you can do a “find” and locate the information that way.
Links that are marked with an asterisk (*) are University links taken from the University A2Z web
page. They will not take you to pages in the Bulletin, but provide information useful to graduate
students.

A | B | C | D | E | F | G | H | I | J | K | l | M | N | O | P| Q | R | S | T | U | V | W | X | Y | Z

A
Academic Department Home Pages
College of Engineering
Biomedical Engineering
Chemical Engineering
Civil & Environmental Engineering
Electrical & Computer Engineering
Geological/Mining Engineering & Sciences
Materials Science & Engineering
Mechanical Engineering-Engineering Mechanics

College of Sciences & Arts
Biological Sciences
Chemistry
Computer Science
Education
Fine Arts
Humanities
Mathematical Sciences
Physics
Physical Education
Social Sciences
Air Force ROTC
Army ROTC
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School of Business & Economics
Programs

School of Forest Resources &
Environmental Science
Programs

*A. E. Seaman Mineral Museum
*Academic Calendar
Academic dismissal
Academic Integrity policy
Academic policies – commencement ceremony
Academic policies – continuous enrollment
Academic policies – credit requirements
Academic policies – degree certification
Academic policies – dismissal procedure
Academic policies – grading policy
Academic programs
Activities, campus
Activities, cultural
Adding classes
Adjunct / ad hoc graduate faculty distinction
*Administration, University
Administrative assistantships
Admission requirements
Advisory committee – MEngg
Advisory committee – MS
Advisory Committee - PhD
*Affirmative Progams Office
*Air Force ROTC
Alumni services
Apartments – MTU (Daniell Heights)
*Apartments (On Campus)
Application procedure
Approval page (thesis, report, dissertation) – example
Army
*Army ROTC
Arts
Assistantships - application
Assistantships – work expected
Athletic facilities
*Athletics
Athletics, intercollegiate
Athletics, intramural-recreational
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Awards
B

Top
Basic expenses
BIA tuition
Bills
*Board of Control
Bridge program – Master’s Path
Budget
Bulletin – archiving back issues
Bulletin – back issues, links
Bulletin – current, PDF
Bulletin, revisions to
Bureau of Indian Affairs, financial aid
C
*C, Literary Magazine
*Calendar, Academic
*Calendar, Great Events
*Calendar, University
Call of the Keweenaw
Campus life
*Campus Map
Campus residency requirement
*Campus Store
Career center
*Career Center
*Cashiers Office
Center for International Education
*Central Ticket Office
Ceremony, graduation
Certificate programs
Certification, degree
Certification, provisional
Change of academic status – lack of progress
Changes in schedule
Child care
Child care – MTU Preschool
*Childcare (Little Huskies)
CIE
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Commencement ceremony
Committee – MEngg
Committee – MS
Committee - PhD
Comprehensive examination – PhD
Computer Use Policy
Computing facilities
*Conflict of Interest
Contact persons, departmental
Continuous enrollment – waiver of
Continuous enrollment courses
Continuous enrollment policy
Co-op
Copyright of thesis, dissertation, report
Counseling services
*Counseling Services
Course level – graduate
*Courses, graduate
*Courses, undergraduate (includes 3000- and 4000-level)
Coursework Option – MS
Credit definition
Credit requirements – Master’s & PhD
Credit requirements – quarter system
*Credit Union, Michigan Tech Community *Federal
*Crime Report (2003 Campus Security Act Annual Report--PDF)
*Cross Country Ski Trails
Cultural activities
D

Top
*Daniell Heights (MTU Apartments)
Day Care, children’s and infant
Deferral of enrollment
Deferred payment plan
Degree certification
Degree programs
Degree requirements - general
Department contacts
Diploma, replacement
*Directions to Michigan Tech (By Car, Plane, Bus)
Dismissal, academic
Disputed grades
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Dissertation – process
Dissertation guidelines
*Distance Education (Sponsored Educational Programs)
Distance learning
Dormitories
Dropping classes
Drug and Alcohol policy
E

Top
*Educational Opportunity Office
Educational opportunity
Electronic Thesis and Dissertation Project
Eligibility for financial aid
Eligibility to register
E-mail list
Employee admission
Engineering, Master of
Enrollment, continuous – policy
ESL
ETD – link for instructions
Examination Committee - PhD
Exchange programs, international
Expenses
Extended University Programs – See Sponsored Educational Programs
F
Facilities, athletic
*Facts at a Glance
Faculty
FAFSA
Family Educational Rights and Privacy Act
Federal Perkins Loans
Federal Stafford Loans
Federal Work Study Program
Fees – dissertation microfilming
Fees – inspection trip
Fees - miscellaneous
Fees – thesis and dissertation binding
Fellowships
FERPA
Film
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Financial aid – financial assistance policies
Financial aid – graduate assistantships
Financial aid – loans
Financial aid – work study programs
Financial aid – obligations – refunds
Financial aid – obligations - repayment
Financial aid – obligations – satisfactory progress policy
Foreign language requirements (modern language)
Format of theses, reports, & dissertations
Freedom of Information Act
Full-time status
Top

G
*Gates Tennis Center
*Golf Course
GPA – grade point average
Grade points
Grades, disputed
Grades, minimal requirements – degree
Grades, minimal requirements – financial aid
Grading policies
Grading system
Graduate courses
Graduate degrees
Graduate faculty (brief description)
Graduate school
Graduate Student Council
Graduation ceremony
GRE – recommended
*Great Events
Grievance procedures, dismissal or change of status
Graduate Student Council (GSC)
Guidelines – thesis, report, & dissertation

H
Health insurance, student
*Health insurance, GSC website
Health services – counseling
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Health services, local
Housing – MTU apartments
*Housing (Off Campus, KHRS)
*Housing (Off Campus, USG)
*Housing (On Campus, Residential Services)
Housing – university residence halls
*HuskyMail
I

Top
*ID Cards (Tech Express)
Income taxes
Information dissemination
Installment pre-payment plan
Insurance, student health
Intellectual property policy
Intercollegiate athletics
Interlibrary loan
International education, center for
*International Education, Center for
International programs
Internship
Intramural-recreational athletics
*Intramurals
J
J.R. Van Pelt Library
*J. R. Van Pelt Library
K
KCP fellowships
King-Chavez-Parks Scholarships & Fellowships
L
Late drop
Late fee assessment
Late payment
*Learning Centers
Library
Library – borrowing privileges, graduate students
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Library call number – Bulletin
*Library, J. R. Van Pelt
Links to orientation handouts
*Literary Magazine, C
*Little Huskies Childcare
Living accommodations
Loans
*Local Web Links
*Lode—Online (Student Newspaper)
M

Top
Maintenance of enrollment registration – UN5951
*Map, campus
Margin requirements
Master of Engineering degree
Master of Science Degree
Master of Science (Professional) Degree
Master’s degrees (off-campus)
Master’s International (Peace Corps)
Master’s Path Program
Medical withdrawal
*Memorial Union Building
*Michigan Colleges and Universities
Michigan Indian Tuition Waiver Program
Michigan Intercollegiate Graduate Studies Program (credit transfer)
Michigan residency
*Michigan Tech Community Federal Credit Union
MIGS
*Mineral Museum, A. E. Seaman
Minimum grade requirements – financial aid
Minimum grade requirements – good standing
Minorities – opportunities for
Mission Statement, Graduate School
MITW
Modern language requirement
Movies
*MTU Apartments (Daniell Heights)
*Museum, A. E. Seaman Mineral
Music – see Arts activities
N
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National Physical Science Consortium
Native American tuition assistance
Need-based financial aid
New degrees
Northland College agreement
NSPC
O

Top
Oak Ridge Associated Universities
*Occupational Safety and Health Services
Off-campus housing
Off-campus programs
Official transcript as part of application
Official transcripts - copies
On-campus housing
Oral Examination – PhD
Oral Examination – MS
Oral Examination - MEngg
Oral examination – master’s (provisional language change)
ORAU
Organizations, campus
Outstanding balance
P

Top
Partnered programs
Pass/fail grading
Payment of bills
Peace Corps International Master’s
*Peace Corps Master's International *Program in Civil and Environmental Engineering
*Peace Corps Master's International Program in Forestry
*Peace Corps Master's International Program in Geology, Geological *Engineering, and
Geophysics
Perkins Loans, Federal
Policies – Academic Integrity
Policies – change of status (PhD to MS)
Policies – Computer Use
Policies – continuous enrollment
Policies – FERPA
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Policies – financial aid
Policies – full time status
Policies – grading
Policies – graduate faculty
Policies – Intellectual Property
Policies – medical withdrawal
Policies – non-degree seeking graduate credit
Policies – residency requirement
Policies – sex discrimination
Policies – sexual harassment
Policies – substance abuse
Policies – transfer credits
Policies and Procedures, University – student’s responsibilities
Policy changes
Preschool – MTU preschool
Procedures – admission as non-degree
Procedures – appointing graduate faculty
Procedures – grievance (dismissal or change of status)
Procedures – late drop
Procedures – medical withdrawal
Procedures – registration
Procedures – scientific misconduct
Procedures – transfer credits
Programs - academic
Proficiency examinations - PhD
Proposal Incentive Award Program
Provisional certification of degree
*Public Safety
Q
Qualifications – graduate faculty
Qualifying exams - PhD
R

Top
*Radio Station (Student Operated, WMTU)
Readmission
*Recycling
Refund – financial aid
Refunds
Registration – changes in
*Registration (Web)
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Rent – apartment
Repeating courses
Report guidelines
Report Option – MS
*Research and Sponsored Programs, Office of
Research assistantships
*Research Centers and Institutes
Research interests, faculty
Research travel awards
Residence halls - University
Residence life
Residency – Michigan
Residency, campus requirement – policy
*Residential Services (Housing)
ROTC
Top

S
Satisfactory progress policy
Schedule changes
*Scheduling
Science, Master of (Professional Master’s Degree)
Scientific misconduct procedures
*Seaman Mineral Museum
*Senate
Senior Rule
Sex Discrimination – policy
Sexual harassment – policy
Sigma Xi
Sponsored Educational Programs
Staff, departmental
Staff, Graduate School
Stafford Loans, Federal
Student affairs, office of
Student Council, Graduate
*Student Development Complex
*Student Handbook
Student health insurance
Student life – living accommodations
Student life – campus life
Student life – support services
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Student life – student conduct
Student life – records, privacy and access
*Student Organizations
Student records
Student withdrawal
Submitting your thesis, report, dissertation
Substance abuse policy
Support package
Top

T
Taxes
Teacher Certification Program
Teaching assistantships
*Tech Express Office
Terminal graduate registration – UN5953
Theatre – see cultural activities
Thesis guidelines
Thesis Option – MS
*Ticket Office
Time limit – master’s degree
Time limit – doctoral degree
Timeline – MEngg
Timeline – MS
Timeline – PhD
Title IV fund return
Title page (thesis, report, dissertation) – example
TOEFL requirement
Tracking forms – policy
Trademark licensing policy
*Transcripts
Transcript, official – for applicants
Transcripts, official
Transferring credits from another institution
Travel awards
Tuition – basic expenses
Tuition and fees – estimated expenses
Tuition and fees – financial obligations
Tuition refund
U
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Top
UN5951, UN5952, UN5953
*University administration
*University Career Center
University information – FOIA
University Microfilms
V
Van Pelt Library
*Van Pelt Library
*Veterans Benefits
Vision Statement, Graduate School
*Voyager—JRVP Library Catalog
W
*Weather
*WebCal (All Campus)
*Web Mail (MTU HuskyMail)
*Web Registration
Withdrawal procedure - medical
Withdrawal – refund of tuition and fees
*WMTU Radio (Student-Operated)
Work Study Program
*Writing Center
Writing and revision registration – UN5952
X
Y
Z

Top
Graduate School - Michigan Technological University
1400 Townsend Drive, Houghton, Michigan 49931-1295
Telephone: 906.487.2327
test
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Graduate Faculty
A | B | C | D | E | F | G | H | I | J | K | L | M | N | O | P| Q | R | S | T | U | V | W | X | Y | Z
A
Duane L. Abata, PE (duane@mtu.edu)
Professor of Mechanical Engineering
PhD, University of Wisconsin—Madison
Thermodynamics, combustion, I-C engines
John H. Adler (jhadler@mtu.edu)
Chair and Professor of Biological Sciences
PhD, University of Maryland
Structure-function interactions of lipids, particularly sterols and steroids, as hormones, components of
biological membranes, and as defense compounds in higher plants, algae, and fungi
Dieter W. Adolphs (dadolph@mtu.edu)
Associate Professor of German
PhD, Washington University—St. Louis
German and Austrian literature from 1880 to the present, critical theory, intercultural communication,
humanities research methods, rhetoric of difference, exile studies, Thomas Mann
Gary P. Agin (gagin@mtu.edu)
Associate Professor of Physics
PhD, Kansas State University
General physics
Theresa M. Ahlborn, PE (tess@mtu.edu)
Assistant Professor of Civil and Environmental Engineering
PhD, University of Minnesota
High-strength concrete, structural analysis, prestressed concrete, bridge engineering
Elias C. Aifantis (mom@mtu.edu)
Professor of Engineering Mechanics
PhD, University of Minnesota
Continuum mechanics, microstructures
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Terrence K. Alger (tkalger@hotmail.com)
Adjunct Assistant Professor, MEEM
PhD, University of Texas at Austin
Bernard D. Alkire, PE, (balkire@mtu.edu)
Professor of Civil and Environmental Engineering
PhD, Michigan State University
Soil compaction, cold weather construction, computer methods, dynamic properties of soils, aggregate
properties, transportation engineering, highway design
Burhannettin S. Altan
Visiting Associate Professor of ME-EM
PhD, Istanbul Technical University
Continuum mechanics, applied math, composite materials, novel theories in elasticity, Upper Bound
Analysis
Susan L. Amato-Henderson (slamato@mtu.edu)
Assistant Professor of Psychology
PhD, University of North Dakota, Grand Forks
Psychology and law (eyewitness memory, credibility assessment, field sobriety testing); normative parent/
child interactions (co-bathing, kissing, co-sleeping) and service learning as a teaching tool (outcome
assessments)
Ashok K. Ambardar (akambard@mtu.edu)
Associate Professor of Electrical and Computer Engineering
PhD, University of Wyoming
Biomedical applications of ultrasound, modeling of physiological systems, medical imaging
Carl L. Anderson (cander@mtu.edu)
Associate Professor of Mechanical Engineering
Associate Chair and Director of Undergraduate Studies
PhD, University of Wisconsin—Madison
Heat transfer, I-C engines, thermodynamics
Gerald T. Ankley
Adjunct Professor of Biological Sciences
Environmental Protection Agency (US.), Duluth
PhD, University of Georgia, Athens
Environmental Toxicology
Oner Arici (arici@mtu.edu)
Professor of Mechanical Engineering
PhD, Brown University
Thermodynamics, heat transfer
Martin T. Auer (mtauer@mtu.edu)
Professor of Civil & Environmental Engineering
Adjunct Professor of Biological Sciences
PhD, University of Michigan
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Limnology; algal ecology; environmental impact assessment; mathematical modeling of the fate, transport,
and impact of wastes in rivers, lakes, and embayments
Nancy A. Auer (naauer@mtu.edu)
Adjunct Assistant Professor of Biological Sciences
PhD, Michigan Technological University
Fish ecology, larval fish biology, aquatic ecology
Top
B
Alphonse H. Baartmans (baartman@mtu.edu)
Chair and Professor of Mathematical Sciences
PhD, Michigan State University
Combinatorics, design theory, algebra
Beverly J. Baartmans (bjgimmes@mtu.edu)
Professor of Mathematics, Adjunct Professor of Education
PhD, University of Colorado
Mathematical problem-solving strategies, instructional technology, spatial visualization
Susan T. Bagley (stbagley@mtu.edu)
Associate Professor of Environmental Microbiology
PhD, Oregon State University
Environmental microbiology, mutagenic and toxic properties of environmental contaminants;
bioremediation
C. Robert Baillod, PhD, PE, DEE, (baillod@mtu.edu)
Chair and Professor of Civil and Environmental Engineering
PhD, University of Wisconsin—Madison
Biological treatment processes, removal and fate of toxic pollutants, oxygen transfer, industrial pollution
prevention
Edward Baker
Adjunct Assistant Professor of Biological Sciences
Michigan Dept. of Natural Resources, Fisheries Scientist
PhD, Michigan State University
Aquatic resources
Bradley H. Baltensperger (brad@mtu.edu)
Chair Department of Education, Professor of Geography
PhD, Clark University
Agricultural structure, cultural ecology, immigration and ethnicity
Bruce H. Barkalow
Adjunct Professor of ME-EM
Biomedical Engineer Consultant
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PhD, University of Wyoming
Biomedical engineering
Brian D. Barkdoll (barkdoll@mtu.edu)
Associate Professor of Civil and Environmental Engineering
PhD, University of Iowa
Water resources, sediment transport, water distribution systems
Bruce A. Barna, PhD, PE, (bbarna@mtu.edu)
Professor of Chemical Engineering
PhD, New Mexico State University
Process design and improvement, energy conversion, venture
analysis
Dallas K. Bates (dbates@mtu.edu)
Professor of Chemistry
PhD, University of Idaho
Organic and heterocyclic chemistry
Eric Baumgartner (Eric.T.Baumgartner@jpl.nasa.gov)
Adjunct Assistant Professor of Mechanical Engineering
Senior Engineer and Group Leader, Mechanical and Robotics
Technologies Group, Jet Propulsion Lab, NASA
PhD, University of Notre Dame
Robotics, controls
John E. Beard (jebeard@mtu.edu)
Associate Professor of ME-EM
PhD, Purdue University
Computer-aided design, kinematics, biomedical engineering and manufacturing, rotary pumps
Donald R. Beck (donald@mtu.edu)
Professor of Physics
PhD, Lehigh University
Electronic structure of solids, theoretical atomic physics
John P. Beckwith (beckwith@mtu.edu)
Associate Professor of Mathematics
PhD, Wayne State University
Statistics
Paul L. Bergstrom (paulb@mtu.edu)
Assistant Professor of Electrical & Computer Engineering
Adjunct Assistant. Professor of Materials Science & Engineering.
PhD, University of Michigan - Ann Arbor
Microelectromechanical devices and technologies
Victoria L. Bergvall (vbergval@mtu.edu)
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Associate Professor of Linguistics
PhD, Harvard University
Language and gender theory and practice, discourse analysis (especially critical discourse analysis),
sociolinguistics, linguistic and gender aspects of computer-mediated communication, local dialect issues
Barbara S. Bertram (bertram@mtu.edu)
Associate Professor of Mathematics
PhD, University of New Mexico
Singular integral equations, numerical analysis
Suzanne J. Beske-Diehl (sbeske-d@mtu.edu)
Professor of Geophysics
PhD, University of Wyoming
Paleomagnetism, rock magnetism, sedimentology, geophysics
Bernhard P. Bettig (bettig@mtu.edu)
Assistant Professor of Mechanical Engineering
PhD, Arizona State University
Geometric reasoning and artificial intelligence in design and manufacturing; object oriented CAD software
architecture
Jurgen Bierbrauer (jbierbra@mtu.edu)
Professor of Mathematics
PhD, Mainz University, Germany
Coding theory, combinatorics, cryptology, algebra
Richard B. Blanning (rbblanni@mtu.edu)
Associate Professor of Fine Arts
MFA, University of Iowa
Theatre and art
Jason R. Blough (jrblough@mtu.edu)
Adjunct Assistant Professor of ME-EM and Senior Research Engineer, Keweenaw Research Center
PhD, University of Cincinnati
Digital signal processing, dynamic systems measurements, noise and vibration troubleshooting and
methods development
Gregg J. S. Bluth (gbluth@mtu.edu)
Associate Professor of Geology
PhD, Pennsylvania State University
Earth/atmosphere interactions, remote sensing of volcanic emissions, watershed geochemistry
Leonard J. Bohmann PE, (ljbohman@mtu.edu)
Associate Professor of Electrical and Computer Engineering
PhD, University of Wisconsin—Madison
Electric power system analysis
Theodore J. Bornhorst (tjb@mtu.edu)
Chair, Geological and Mining Engineering and Sciences
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Professor of Economic and Engineering Geology
PhD, University of New Mexico
Mineral resources, geochemistry, geology of the Lake Superior region
Aleksandra Borysow (aborysow@mtu.edu)
Associate Professor of Physics
PhD, University of Texas—Austin
Theory of atomic and molecular spectroscopy, collision induced spectroscopy
Jacek Borysow (jborysow@mtu.edu)
Associate Professor of Physics
PhD, University of Texas—Austin
Experimental atomic and molecular physics, high-resolution absorption and laser-induced fluorescence
spectroscopy
Sandra M. Boschetto-Sandoval (smbosche@mtu.edu)
Associate Professor of Spanish Language and Latin American Studies
PhD, University of Oregon
Emerging Latin American fiction and narrative including testimonial and essays by Latin American women
writers
Heidi Bostic
Assistant Professor of Humanities, French
PhD, Purdue University, W. Lafayette
French and Francophone language, literature and culture; eighteenth-century studies; women’s studies
M. Ann Brady (mabrady@mtu.edu)
Assistant Professor, Humanities
PhD Miami University of Ohio, Oxford
Rhetoric and professional communication, Gender studies,
Philosophy of technology,
Qualitative ethnographic research methods and methodologies
Noah Brosch
Director, Wise Observatory, Tel Aviv University, Israel
PhD, University of Leiden, The Netherlands
Astronomy, Astrophysics
Richard E. Brown (rebrown@mtu.edu)
Professor of Chemistry
PhD, Indiana University—Bloomington
Quantum chemistry
Debra L. Bruch (dlbruch@mtu.edu)
Associate Professor of Theatre
PhD, University of Missouri—Columbia
Theatre
Mari W. Buche

(mwbuche@mtu.edu)
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Assistant Professor of Information Systems (School of Business & Economics
PhD, University of Kansas
Fundamental concepts in management information systems and workforce issues
Judith W. Budd (jrbudd@mtu.edu)
Research Assistant Professor of Geological and Mining
Engineering and Sciences and Biological Sciences
PhD, Michigan Tech University
Limnology, aquatic ecology; remote sensing of lake properties
William M. Bulleit, PE, (wmbullei@mtu.edu)
Professor of Civil and Environmental Engineering; Adjunct
Associate Professor of Wood Engineering,
School of Forest Resources and Environmental Science
PhD, Washington State University
Structural reliability, probabilistic mechanics, timber engineering, prestressed concrete, structural wood
composites
Jeffrey B. Burl (burl@mtu.edu)
Associate Professor of Electrical and Computer Engineering
PhD, University of California—Irvine
Control systems and signal processing, vision-based control of aerospace systems, robust control,
adaptive control
Andrew J. Burton
Research Assistant Professor,
School of Forest Resources and Environmental Science
PhD, Michigan Technological University
Forest ecology, forest soils, below ground carbon and nutrient cycling, responses of forests to global
change, root ecology and physiology
Victor B. Busov
Assistant Professor of Forest Resources and Environmental Science
PhD, North Carolina State University
Forest molecular genetics
Top
C
Gary A. Campbell (gacampbe@mtu.edu)
Professor of Mineral Economics, School of Business and Economics;
Adjunct Professor of Mining Engineering
PhD, Pennsylvania State University
Mineral economics, operations research, economics of metals, mineral industry policy
Wilbur H. Campbell (wcampbel@mtu.edu)
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Professor of Biological Sciences; Adjunct Professor of Chemistry
PhD, University of Wisconsin—Madison
Biochemistry and molecular biology of proteins; structure and function of nitrate reductase utilizing
recombinant expression systems and site-directed mutagenesis; lignin-specific O-methyltransferases from
woody species
Gerard T. Caneba (caneba@mtu.edu)
Associate Professor of Chemical Engineering
PhD, University of California—Berkeley
Polymer solutions, polymer phase transitions, polymer membranes, polymer reaction engineering, polymer
foams, mathematical modeling, block copolymers, polymer reactive processing, paints and coatings
Will H. Cantrell (Cantrell@mtu.edu)
Assistant Professor of Physics
PhD, University of Fairbanks
Heterogeneous nucleation of ice, physics and chemistry of thin films, physics and chemistry of aerosol
particles/ cloud condensation nuclei
Eunice C. Carlson (ecarlson@mtu.edu)
Professor of Biological Sciences
PhD, Columbia University
General area of pathogenic infectious microbiology with research projects relating to microbial toxic
production, synergistic interactions between pathogens, and the host immune response to infection
William W. Carlson
Research Staff Member, Institute for Defense Analyses
PhD, Purdue University
Operating systems, languages and compilers for parallel and distributed computers
Simon A. Carn (scarn@umbc.edu)
Adjunct Graduate Faculty
Research Associate, Joint Center for Earth Systems Technology, University of Maryland, Baltimore Co./
NASA GSFC
PhD, University of Cambridge, UK
Remote sensing of volcanic emissions; Establishing links between volcanic sulfur dioxide emissions and
solid earth/magnetic processes; Development of instrumentation for volcanic gas monitoring; Atmospheric
transport of volcanic SO2 clouds; Surveillance of active volcanism using thermal infrared data
Thomas G. Carne (tgcarne@sandia.gov)
Adjunct Professor of ME-EM
Technical staff, Sandia National Laboratories
PhD, California Institute of Technology
Experimental structural dynamics, modal testing, experimental validation of models
Steven M. Carr (carr@mtu.edu)
Associate Professor of Computer Science
PhD, Rice University
Compiler optimizations, interaction between compilers and computer architecture, and computer science
education
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Jason R. Carter
Adjunct Assistant Professor of Biological Sciences
PhD Michigan Technological University
Regulation of arterial blood pressure, the vestibulosympathetic reflex in humans, autonomic and
cardiovascular adaptations to microgravity and exercise
William B. Chapel (wbchapel@mtu.edu)
Lecturer in Business Communication
School of Business and Economics
PhD, Michigan Technological University
International management communication, business communication
Panayiotis Charalambides
Adjunct Associate Professor of ME-EM
PhD, University of Illinois—Urbana
Fracture mechanics and composites, micromechanics and macromechanics, composite design
Debra D. Charlesworth (wright@mtu.edu)
Assistant Professor of Biomedical Engineering,
Adjunct Assistant Professor of Materials Science and Engineering and Mechanical Engineering
PhD, Northwestern University
Orthopedic applications of polymers, composites, polymer physics, biomaterials
Paul Charlesworth (pcharles@mtu.edu)
Assistant Professor of Chemistry
Adjunct Assistant Professor of Education
PhD, Keele University, UK
Chemical education
Arvind K. Chaudhary
Adjunct Faculty Electrical Engineering
Cooper Power
PhD, Virginia Technological University
Power systems transients, insulation coordination, instrument transformers, power system protection
Huann-Sheng Chen
Assistant Professor of Mathematics
PhD, University of Illinois
Statistical genetics, survival data analysis, applied and computational statistics
Jiquan Chen (jiq@mtu.edu)
Adjunct Associate Professor of Landscape Ecology
PhD, University of Washington
Landscape ecology, ecological modeling, forest microclimate, ecosystem analysis, conservation biology
David J. Chesney (djchesne@mtu.edu)
Associate Professor of Chemistry
PhD, North Dakota State University
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Supercritical fluid extraction, electroanalytical
chemistry, process analytical chemistry
Vincent L. Chiang (vchiang@mtu.edu)
Professor of Wood Chemistry
PhD, University of Washington
Plant molecular biology; lignin biochemistry, molecular biology and biotechnology; genetic engineering of
qualitative and quantitative traits in tree species
Chunxiao Chigan (cchigan@mtu.edu)
Assistant Professor of Electrical and Computer engineering
PhD, SUNY-Stony Brook
Performance evaluation of data/computer/communication networks, restoration and protection of
multilayer networks, queuing theory network design and optimization, routing algorithms
Peck Cho (peckcho@mtu.edu)
Professor of ME-EM
PhD, Northwestern University
Combustion, fuels
Byung Kyu Choi
Assistant Professor of Computer Science
PhD, Texas A&M University
Networking, distributed systems, real-time systems
Daniel C. Clupper (dclupper@mtu.edu)
Assistant Professor of Materials Science and Engineering and Biomedical Engineering
PhD, University of Florida
Development of bioactive ceramic materials and their processing and
evaluation from a materials science and a biological perspective
Clifford C. Chou (cchou@mail.ford.com)
Adjunct Professor of Engineering Mechanics
Staff Technical Specialist, Ford Motor Company
PhD, Michigan State University
Automotive safety
Tomas B. Co (tbco@mtu.edu)
Associate Professor of Chemical Engineering
PhD, University of Massachusetts—Amherst
Plant-wide control, process modeling, neural networks, fuzzy set control
Samuel W. Coates, (swcoates@mtu.edu)
Associate Professor School of Technology; Adjunct Associate
Professor Mechanical Engineering
PhD, Queen's University, Belfast, UK
Engine performance modeling, exhaust emissions, catalyst systems, engine noise reduction
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William H. Cooke (whcooke@mtu.edu)
Assistant Professor of Biomedical Engineering, Adjunct
Assistant Professor of Biological Sciences
PhD, Texas A & M University
Autonomic regulation of human cardiovascular function; exercise, and aerospace physiology
Marilyn Cooper (mmcooper@mtu.edu)
Associate Professor of English
PhD, University of Minnesota
Social context and writing, writing pedagogy, post-modern theory, technical communication
Bahne C. Cornilsen, (bccornil@mtu.edu)
Professor of Chemistry
Adjunct Prof. of Chemical Engineering;
Adjunct Prof, Michigan Molecular Institute, Midland, MI
PhD, New York State College of Ceramics at Alfred University
Solid-state structure and point defect chemistry; Raman spectroscopy; EXAFS and XANES; battery
electrode structure, esp. nickel electrodes
Robert L. Crane (rcrane2@ford.com)
Adjunct Assistant Professor of Mechanical Engineering
Technical Specialist, Ford Motor Company
PhD, University of Wyoming
CAE, heat transfer
John C. Crittenden, PhD, PE, DEE (jcritt@mtu.edu)
Presidential Professor of Civil and Environmental Engineering
PhD, University of Michigan
Pollution prevention an sustainability, physical-chemical
treatment processes, transport of organics in saturated and unsaturated groundwater, modeling of fixedbed reactors Water resources, hydrologic systems, remote sensing, watershed management
Thomas R. Crow
Adjunct Professor of Forestry
US Forest Service, Rhinelander, Wisconsin
PhD, University of Minnesota
Old-growth forest ecosystems, landscape ecology, ecosystem management, biological biodiversity
Daniel A. Crowl, (crowl@mtu.edu)
Herbert H. Dow Chair for Chemical Process Safety; Professor of Chemical Engineering
PhD, University of Illinois—Urbana
Chemical process safety
Allan Curran
Adjunct Graduate Faculty
Vice President, ThermoAnalytics, Inc.
PhD, Stanford
Development of software that autonomously produces simulation parameters
from geometric and functional descriptions of vehicle components
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Eric W. Curtis (ecurtis@ford.com)
Adjunct Assistant Professor, MEEM
PhD, University of Wisconsin-Madison
Top
D
Carl Dassbach (dassbach@mtu.edu)
Associate Professor of Sociology
PhD, State University of New York–Binghamton
Industrial sociology, social change, world-system studies,
deviant behavior, sociological theory, sociology of organizations
Brian T. Davis
Assistant Professor of Electrical & Computer Engineering
PhD, University of Michigan-Ann Arbor
Computer Architecture, DRAM Memory Systems and Interfaces, Hardware Description Languages,
Computer hardware/ Software Co-Design
Thomas J. Delia
Adjunct Professor of Chemistry
Professor of Chemistry, Central Michigan University
PhD, Holy Cross College
Chemistry
Paul V. Desanker
Adjunct Assistant Professor of Forest Biometrics
Research Assistant Professor, University of Virginia
PhD, Michigan Technological University
Landscape ecology, ecological modeling
George R. Dewey, PE, (gdewey@mtu.edu)
Associate Professor of Civil and Environmental Engineering
PhD, University of Kansas
Civil infrastructure materials, cement and concrete
microstructure, supplementary cementitious materials, and utilization of industrial residuals
Hettihewage P. Dharmasena
Assistant Professor Electrical & Computer Engineering
PhD, Louisiana State University–Baton Rouge
Richard E. Dickson
Adjunct Professor of Forestry
US Forest Service, Rhinelander, Wisconsin
PhD, University of California
Tree physiology, climate change
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Jimmy F. Diehl (jdiehl@mtu.edu)
Professor of Geophysics
PhD, University of Wyoming
Applied geophysics, paleomagnetism, tectonics
David C. Dixon
Adjunct Assistant
Professor
PhD, Rutgers
Plant molecular biology, plant pathology, microscopy
Philip Doak
Adjunct Professor of Physics
MS, University of Oklahoma-Norman
Seth W. Donahue (swdonahu@mtu.edu)
Assistant Professor of Biomedical Engineering
Adjunct Assistant Professor of Biological Sciences
PhD, University of California, Davis
Bone mechanics, cellular mechanotransduction, fluorescent imaging, osteoporosis, bone, metabolism in
black bears
Jianping Dong (jdong@mtu.edu)
Associate Professor of Mathematics
PhD, New York University
Statistics
Paul V. Doskey
Senior Fellow, Argonne National Laboratory
Experimental and theoretical studies of the behavior of nonmethane organic substances in the atmosphere
Jaroslaw W. Drelich (jwdrelic@mtu.edu)
Associate Professor of Materials Science and Engineering
PhD, University of Utah
Surface chemistry and colloid science applied to material
processing, recycling, and microfabrication
Thomas D. Drummer (tdrummer@mtu.edu)
Associate Professor of Mathematics
PhD, University of Wyoming
Statistical ecology, model-based sampling, applications of statistics to wildlife management
Mary H. Durfee (mhdurfee@mtu.edu)
Associate Professor of Political Science
PhD, Cornell University
World politics, military affairs, international law and organizations, management of the Great Lakes
ecosystems
Peter R. Dvornic
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Adjunct Associate Professor of Chemistry
Midland Molecular Institute
PhD, University of Massachusetts
Polymers
Top
E
William J. Endres (wjendres@mtu.edu)
Associate Professor of ME-EM
PhD. University of Illinois-Urbana- Champaign
Machining process modeling, cutting mechanics, machine dynamics, mechanistic modeling techniques
Carl G. Enfield
Adjunct Graduate Faculty
US EPA, National Risk Management Research Laboratory
PhD, University of Arizona
Development of enhanced remediation technologies for contaminated sediments and aquifers; processes
controlling the transport of contaminants in soils; land application wastewater treatment for municipal
wastewater
John R. Erickson (joericks@mtu.edu)
Adjunct Research Scientist, SFRES
M.S. Michigan Technological University
Recycling of wood and paper products; wood products harvesting; conversion processing and use;
research program management, planning, marketing, grant process, and financial management
Lee W. Erlebach (lwerleba@mtu.edu)
Associate Professor of Mathematics
PhD, University of Washington
Discrete mathematics, topological groups, game theory
Harold A. Evensen (haevense@mtu.edu)
Professor of Mechanical Engineering
PhD, Syracuse University
Noise, vibration, dynamic measurements
Lawrence W. Evers (evers@mtu.edu)
Professor of Mechanical Engineering
PhD, University of Wisconsin-Madison
I-C engines
Top
F
Kathleen A. Feigl (feigl@mtu.edu)
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Associate Professor of Mathematics
PhD, Illinois Institute of Technology
Modeling and simulating viscoelastic flows, computational
rheology, finite element methods for fluids, micro-macro simulations, interfacial phenomena
Edward R. Fisher, (edfisher@mtu.edu)
Professor of Chemical Engineering
PhD, Johns Hopkins University
Chemical physics of gaseous plasmas, transport processes
David J. Flaspohler (djflaspo@mtu.edu)
Assistant Professor of Conservation Biology
PhD, University of Wisconsin-Madison
Conservation biology, ornithology, reproductive ecology of migratory songbirds, behavioral ecology,
tropical ecology
Elizabeth A. Flynn (eflynn@mtu.edu)
Professor of Reading and Composition
PhD, Ohio State University
Feminist studies, reading studies, composition studies, literacy studies, diversity studies
William P. Francis (wpfranci@mtu.edu)
Associate Professor of Mathematics
PhD, Cornell University
Applied mathematics
Randall R. Freisinger (rfreisi@mtu.edu)
Professor of Rhetoric, Literature and Creative Writing
PhD, University of Missouri-Columbia
Nineteenth-century English literature, modern and contemporary American literature, creative writing,
poetics, rhetorical theory
Craig R. Friedrich (craig@mtu.edu)
Associate Professor of Mechanical Engineering
PhD, Oklahoma State University
Micromachining, manufacturing processes
Alexander L. Friend
Adjunct Professor of Forestry
USDA Forest Service, Houghton, Michigan
PhD, University of Washington, Seattle
Ecosystem science, tree physiological ecology, root physiology
Christ Ftaclas (cftaclas@mtu.edu)
Professor of Physics
PhD, City University of New York
Cosmology and extra-solar planets
Richard Furness
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Adjunct Assistant Professor of Mechanical Engineering
Project Leader, Manufacturing Mechatronics and Controls
Group, Ford Motor Company
PhD, University of Michigan
Machining processes, dynamic systems and control
Top
G
James R. Gale
Associate Professor of Business and Engineering
Administration
PhD, University of Iowa
Money, macroeconomics, finance, policy
Margaret R. Gale (mrgale@mtu.edu)
Associate Dean, School of Forest Resources and Environmental Science,
Professor of Production Ecology
PhD, University of Minnesota
Forest productivity, quantitative ecology, root ecology, wetland ecology
William C. Gale (wcgale@mtu.edu)
Instructor, Social Sciences
MA, West Virginia University, Morgantown
Doctoral Candidate, Queen’s University
Cultural memory, landscape and industrial heritage
Xin-Lin Gao
Assistant Professor of ME-EM
PhD, University of Wisconsin-Madison
Composites, solid mechanics, nanotechnology, manufacturing process modeling
Douglas J. Gardner
Adjunct Associate Professor of Wood Science
Associate Professor, University of Maine
PhD, Mississippi State University
Wood adhesion and composites, solid-state wood chemistry, volatile organic compound emission from
wood processing
Diana L. George (dgeorge@mtu.edu)
Professor of Humanities
PhD, University of Missouri-Columbia
Composition studies, theories of visual representation, and popular culture
Grant R. Gerhardt
Adjunct Assistant Professor of Mechanical Engineering
Tank Automotive RDE Center, Warren, Michigan
PhD, Wayne State University
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Unmanned robotic vehicles, image and signal processing, target acquisition modeling and simulation
John K. Gershenson
Associate Professor of ME-EM
PhD, University of Idaho
Life-cycle engineering, environmentally conscious design, design for manufacturing, lean engineering
Leslie S. Gertsch (lgertsch@mtu.edu)
Assistant Professor of Mining Engineering
PhD, Colorado School of Mines
Mining engineering, geomechanics, mechanical excavation, space mining
Richard E. Gertsch (rgertsch@mtu.edu)
Assistant Professor of Mining Engineering
PhD, University of Missouri–Rolla
Mining engineering, explosives engineering, mechanical excavation and tunneling, mine design and
feasibility, mine economics
Christian P. Giardina
Adjunct Assistant Professor,
School of Forest Resources and Environmental Science
US Forest Service, Houghton, Michigan
PhD, University of Denver
Biotic and abiotic controls on below ground carbon allocation. Carbon cycling and storage in forests.
Response of forest nutrient cycling to anthropogenic disturbances, especially fire. Plant-soil interactions
and the effects of tree species on soil carbon cycling and nutrient supply
John S. Gierke, PhD, PE, (jsgierke@mtu.edu)
Associate Professor of Geological and Environmental
Engineering, Adjunct Associate Professor of Civil and Environmental Engineering
PhD, Michigan Technological University
Groundwater and soil remediation, groundwater modeling, fate and transport of pollutants
Glenda E. Gill (gegill@mtu.edu)
Professor of Drama
PhD, University of Iowa
Dynamics of race, gender, and class and how they intersect with the African-American in the performing
arts, especially in non-traditional roles
Luc Gilles (lgilels@mtu.edu)
Assistant Professor of Electrical and Computer Engineering
PhD, Imperial College, London, UK
Atmospheric optics, wavefront control, adaptive optics, image processing, photonics, optical fibers
Janice M. Gillespie (jan@geo.csubak.edu)
Adjunct Associate Professor of Geology;
Associate Professor of Geology, California State
University, Bakersfield;
PhD, University of Wyoming
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Aquifer architecture, groundwater flow in fractured and alluvial aquifers, petroleum geology
Michael J. Gilpin (gilpin@mtu.edu)
Professor of Mathematics
PhD, University of Oregon
Combinatorics, discrete mathematics
Clark R. Givens (clark@mtu.edu)
Professor of Mathematics
MS, University of Michigan
Applied linear algebra, signal processing, differential geometry, mathematical physics
Mark P. Gleason (gleason@mtu.edu)
Director, Isle Royale Institute
Adjunct, Forest Resources & Environmental Science
MS, Western Michigan University
National parks history, policy and management; wilderness and public land management; public education
and research connected to public lands, use of technology in maritime research and education
Janice M. Glime (jmglime@mtu.edu)
Professor of Biological Sciences, Adjunct Professor of
Education
PhD, Michigan State University
Aquatic bryophytes, ecology of peatlands, adaptive strategies of bryophytes, bryophytes and boreal
ecosystems, geothermal vent communities, teacher preparation
Mark S. Gockenbach (msgocken@mtu.edu)
Associate Professor of Mathematics
PhD, Rice University
Inverse problems, computational optimization, mathematical software
Ashok K. Goel (goel@mtu.edu)
Associate Professor of Electrical and Computer Engineering
PhD, Johns Hopkins University
Microelectronics, nanotechnology, semiconductor TCAD, VLSI design
Jeremy Goldman (jgoldman@mtu.edu)
Assistant Professor of Biomedical Engineering
PhD, Northwestern University
The biology and physiology of the lymphatic and blood vascular systems including vascular regeneration,
remodeling and pathology
Sonia M. Goltz (smgoltz@mtu.edu)
Associate Professor of Organizational Behavior
PhD, Purdue University
Leadership, decision-making, work motivation
Mangalam R. Gopal (mgopal@mtu.edu)
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Associate Professor of Mathematics
PhD, University of Michigan
Extremal problems in the class of univalent functions
Bishnu P. Gogoi
Adjunct Graduate Faculty
Principal Staff Scientist/Engineer, Motorola Sensor Products Division
PhD University of Michigan, Ann Arbor
Micromachining and Microsystem Technology including
process integration, circuit design, packaging and testing
Hugh S. Gorman (hsgorman@mtu.edu)
Assistant Professor of Environmental Policy and History PhD, Carnegie-Mellon University
Environmental history; history of environmental policy and pollution control
Hugo Delgado Granados
Adjunct Graduate Faculty
Professor “A” Level of Geophysics, University of Mexico
PhD, Tohoku University, Japan
Mexican Volcanism, emisssion from active volcanoes, remote sensing, geochemistry and subsurface
processes
Donald R. Grinde
Adjunct Graduate Faculty
Professor of History Center for The Americas, SUNY – Buffalo
PhD, University of Delaware
American Indian Studies
Sheila Grant
Adjunct Assistant Professor of Materials Science and Engineering
University of Missouri-Columbia
PhD, Iowa State University
Optical and electrochemical biosensors, implantable devices, bioMEMS, and biomaterials
Ronald K. Gratz (rkgratz@mtu.edu)
Associate Professor of Biological Sciences
PhD, University of Oklahoma
Comparative respiratory physiology, physiological ecology, ecology and behavior of reptiles and
amphibians, comparative animal physiology, respiratory physiology, herpetology
Sarah A. Green. (sgreen@mtu.edu)
Associate Professor of Chemistry
PhD, Massachusetts Institute of Technology/Woods Hole
Oceanographic Institution
Environmental chemistry
William J. Gregg (wjgregg@mtu.edu)
Associate Professor of Geological Engineering
PhD, State University of New York—Albany
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Structural geology, tectonics, mineral deposits, mining geology, rock slope stability
Michael R. Gretz (mrgretz@mtu.edu)
Professor of Biological Sciences
PhD, Arizona State University
Extracellular matrix biogenesis, chemistry and synthesis of bioadhesives, light and electron microscopy
William F. Griffin, PE (wgriffin@mtu.edu)
Adjunct Assistant Professor of Geological Engineering and
Sciences; Hydrogeologist/Geotechnical Engineer, U.P. Engineers & Architects
PhD, University of Wyoming
Hydrogeology, site investigations, groundwater engineering
David Griffiths
Adjunct Professor of Mechanical Engineering; Senior
Engineering Specialist, NVH and Vehicle Dynamics, Ford Motor Company
PhD, Birmingham University, England
Noise, vibration, harshness, vehicle dynamics
Nancy M. Grimm (ngrimm@mtu.edu)
Associate Professor of Humanities; Director of the Writing
Center, Adjunct Assistant Professor of Education
PhD, Michigan Technological University
Literacy studies, writing center studies, composition studies
Thomas R. Grimm (trgrimm@mtu.edu)
Associate Professor of Mechanical Engineering
PhD, Michigan Technological University
Computer-aided engineering, finite element methods, biomechanics and design
Mahesh Gupta (mahesh@mtu.edu)
Associate Professor of Mechanical Engineering
PhD, Rutgers University
Polymer rheology, flow simulation in injection molding and
screw extrusion, die design for polymer extrusion, elongational viscosity measurement for polymer melts
Top
H
Stephen A. Hackney (hackney@mtu.edu)
Professor of Materials Science and Engineering
PhD, University of Virginia
Surface and interface dynamics, thin films and
nanostructures, thermodynamics, ceramic battery materials, magnetic materials, applications of electron
microscopy
Kathleen E. Halvorsen (kehalvor@mtu.edu)
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Associate Professor of Natural Resource Policy, Department
of Social Sciences and School of Forest Resources and Environmental Science
PhD, University of Washington
Natural resource policy, the sociology of natural resources, natural resource decision making, public
participation, land use policy
David W. Hand, (dwhand@mtu.edu)
Associate Professor of Civil and Environmental Engineering
PhD, Michigan Technological University
Advanced oxidation processes, adsorption processes, water reuse, drinking water treatment, pollution
prevention, environmental engineering software design tools
Ulrich H. E. Hansmann
Associate Professor of Physics
PhD, Freie Universitat, Berlin
Biomolecular modeling
Scott A. Harding (sahardin@mtu.edu)
Research Assistant Professor,
School of Forest Resources and Environmental Science
PhD Kansas State University
Functional genomics of tree physiology. Emphasis on in situ approaches to localize and integrate
metabolic and gene expression dynamics to better understand tree growth and response to manipulation
Andrew J. L. Harris
Adjunct Graduate Faculty
Associate Professor, Hawaii Institute of Geophysics & Planetology
PhD The Open University, United Kingdom
Remote sensing of volcanoes, lava flow cooling & emplacement, strombolian activity, funarolic activity
William B. Harrison, III
Adjunct Graduate Faculty
Professor of Geology and Director
Michigan Basin Core Research Laboratory
Western Michigan University
PhD University Cincinnati
Stratigraphy, Sedimentology, and Petroleum Geology, Improved Recovery of Oil from Old Fields w/
Horizontal Drilling, Management and Analysis of Large Oil and Gas Data Sets, Devonian Stratigraphy,
Depositional Environments and Diagenesis in the Michigan Basin
Tammy L. Haut Donahue
Assistant Professor of ME-EM, Adjunct Assistant Professor in Biomedical Engineering
PhD. University of California, Davis
Knee mechanics, FEM, artificial organs, orthopedic biomechanics
Patricia A. Heiden. (paheiden@mtu.edu)
Associate Professor of Chemistry
PhD, University of Akron
Polymer synthesis
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Lloyd A. Heldt (laheldt@mtu.edu)
Professor Emeritus/Research Professor of Materials Science and Engineering
PhD, University of Pennsylvania
Environmental effects on mechanical properties, corrosion
Angus Hellawell
Professor Emeritus/Research Professor of Materials Science
and Engineering
D. Phil., Oxford University
Microstructural evolution during solidification
Konrad J. Heuvers (kheuvers@mtu.edu)
Professor of Mathematics
PhD, Ohio State University
Functional equations, linear algebra, combinatorics, group theory
Robert L. Heyd
Adjunct Associate Professor of Forestry
Michigan DNR, Marquette
PhD, Michigan State University
Forest insect and disease monitoring and control
Amy B. Hietapelto (abhietap@mtu.edu)
Assistant Professor of Organizational Behavior
PhD, University of Minnesota - Minneapolis
Issues in organizational behavior, especially related to organizational change, transformational leadership,
work force empowerment, self – managed work groups, and minority influence
John W. Hilgers (jwhilger@mtu.edu)
Associate Professor of Mathematics
PhD, University of Wisconsin—Madison
Integral equations, functional analysis, signal processing, EM-wave generation and propagation,
astrophysics, cosmology
Mary Hindelang (mlhindel@mtu.edu)
Research Assistant Professor of Education
PhD, Michigan Technological University
Coordinating, implementing, and evaluating innovative
interdisciplinary graduate courses for elementary and secondary teachers, educational assessment,
wildlife ecology
Alison K. Hoagland (hoagland@mtu.edu)
Associate Professor of History and Historic Preservation,
Department of Social Sciences
MA, George Washington University
Historic preservation, architectural history
David R. Hokanson (drhokans@mtu.edu)
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Adjunct Assistant Professor of Civil and Environmental Engineering
PhD, Michigan Technological University
Mathematical modeling of physical and chemical processes in water and air treatment, sustainability
research and education
Ralph J. Hodek, PE, (rjhodek@mtu.edu)
Associate Professor of Civil and Environmental Engineering
PhD, Purdue University
Ice-structure interaction, sediment transport and coastal processes, soil mechanics, foundations design
Joseph H. Holles
Assistant Professor of Chemical Engineering
PhD, University of Virginia, Charlottesville
Catalysis
Richard E. Honrath Jr., (reh@mtu.edu)
Associate Professor of Civil and Environmental Engineering
PhD, University of Alaska-Fairbanks
Atmospheric chemistry, global and hemispheric scale
atmospheric impacts of human activities, atmospheric pollutant impact on large lakes
Xiaodi (Scott) Huang (xihuang@mtu.edu)
Senior Research Scientist, Institute of Materials Processing
PhD, Michigan Technological University
Steelmaking dust and sludge treatments, ferro-alloy productions, radioactive waste processing
Casey J. Fisher Huckins
Assistant Professor of Biological Sciences
PhD, Michigan State University
Aquatic ecology, fish biology
A. Curtis Huffman, Jr.
Geologist, United States Geological Survey
PhD, George Washington University
Structural Geology and Tectonics
Kedmon N. Hungwe (khungwe@mtu.edu)
Assistant Professor of Science Education
PhD, Michigan State University
Learning and development; educational policy and practice; educational media and technology
Jacqueline E. Huntoon (jeh@mtu.edu)
Associate Professor of Geology
PhD, Pennsylvania State University
Sedimentology, stratigraphy, tectonics, petroleum geology, basin analysis
Neil J. Hutzler, PE, (hutzler@mtu.edu)
Associate Dean of Engineering and Professor of Civil and Environmental Engineering
PhD, University of Wisconsin-Madison
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Fate and transport of chemicals in soils and groundwater, risk analysis, soil vapor extraction systems,
water distribution system design
A. Curtis Huffman, Jr. (achuffman@usgs.gov)
Adhoc in Geological & Mining Engineering & Sciences
Geologist, United States Geological Survey
PhD, George Washington University
Structural Geology, Tectonics
Jiann-Yang (Jim) Hwang (jhwang@mtu.edu)
Associate Professor of Mining Engineering
Adjunct Professor of Electrical Engineering
Director, Institute of Materials Processing
PhD, Purdue University
Mineralogy, materials characterization, minerals processing, waste processing, environmental
remediation, surface chemistry
Top
I
Michael J. Irish (mjirish@mtu.edu)
Associate Professor of Music; Adjunct Associate Professor of Education
MME, University of Wisconsin-Stevens Point Jazz studies, creativity studies
Judson G. Isebrands
Adjunct Professor of Forestry
US Forest Service, Rhinelander, Wisconsin
PhD, Iowa State University
Tree physiological processes
Top
J
Anil B. Jambekar (abjambek@mtu.edu)
Professor, School of Business and Economics
Adjunct Professor of ME-EM, Adjunct Professor, Civil and Environmental Engineering
DSc, Washington University-St. Louis
Management system dynamics, simulation, quality assurance, and manufacturability
John A. Jaszczak (jaszczak@mtu.edu)
Associate Professor of Physics
PhD, Ohio State University
Simulations of materials
Gopal Jayaraman (gjayar@mtu.edu)
Professor of Engineering Mechanics
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PhD, University of Iowa
Biomechanics, orthopaedic mechanics, sports safety
Renfang Jiang (rjiang@mtu.edu)
Associate Professor of Mathematics
PhD, Columbia University
Group theory, low-dimensional topology, statistics
Allan M. Johnson (amj@mtu.edu)
Professor Emeritus of Geological & Mining Engineering & Sciences
PhD Michigan Technological University
Geotechnical & hydrologic investigations of underground & surface mines
Dana M. Johnson CQA, CQE, CQMgr, CPA, CMA (dana@mtu.edu)
Assistant Professor of Operations Management, School of Business and Economics
PhD.-IE/BA Wayne State University
Quality systems engineering, standards (ISO9001, QS9000etc), environmental management systems &
standards (ISO 14000), advanced product quality planning, product realization, operation management
Dean L. Johnson
Assistant Professor of Finance, School of Business and Economics
PhD. University of Wisconsin-Madison
Fractional asset pricing
Dennis L. Johnson, (dennisj@mtu.edu)
Assistant Professor of Civil and Environmental Engineering
PhD, Penn State University
Water resources, hydrologic systems, remote sensing, and watershed management
John H. Johnson (jjohnson@mtu.edu)
Professor Emeritus, Research Scientist, Mechanical Engineering
PhD, University of Wisconsin-Madison
Combustion, emissions, thermodynamics, engines, air pollution
Robert R. Johnson (rrjohnso@mtu.edu)
Chair of Humanities and Professor of Rhetoric, Composition
and Technical Communication
PhD, Purdue University
Usability methods, history of rhetoric, technical communication pedagogy, science and technology studies
Mark A. Johnson
Assistant Professor of Mechanical Engineering Technology
PhD, Wayne State University
Manufacturing Processes
Uffe G. Jorgensen
Adjunct Associate Professor of Physics
PhD, Copenhagen University
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Chandrashekar P. Joshi (cpjoshi@mtu.edu)
Assistant Professor of Plant Molecular Genetics,
School of Forest Resources and Environmental Science
PhD, University of Poona, India
Plant Molecular genetics, genetic engineering of cellulose and lignin in trees, regulation of gene
expression during fast growth, tree genomics and forest bioinformatics
B. Patrick Joyce
Associate Professor, School of Business & Economics
PhD, University of Missouri–Colombia
Martin F. Jurgensen (mfjurgen@mtu.edu)
Professor of Forest Soils
PhD, North Carolina State University
Forest soils, soil microbiology, nutrient cycling
Top
K
David F. Karnosky (karnosky@mtu.edu)
Professor of Forest Genetics
PhD, University of Wisconsin-Madison
Forest tree improvement, forest biotechnology and tissue culture, effects of air pollution and climate
change on trees
S. Komar Kawatra (skkawatr@mtu.edu)
Professor of Chemical Engineering
PhD, University of Queensland, Australia
Particulate processing with emphasis on on-line sensors, desulfurization, size reduction, solid waste
Robert E. Keen (rekeen@mtu.edu)
Associate Professor of Biological Sciences
PhD, Michigan State University
Limnology of Lake Superior, ecology of zooplankton, techniques of Cladoceran chronic toxicity testing
Jason M. Keith, Chemical Engineering
Assistant Professor of Chemical Engineering
PhD, University of Notre Dame
Environmental reaction engineering, multiphase heat and mass dispersion, applied mathematics
William A. Kennedy (wkennedy@mtu.edu)
Associate Professor of Communication, Adjunct Associate Professor of Education
Director of the Center for Teaching, Learning, and Faculty Development
PhD, Wayne State University
Assessment of learning, faculty development, human communication, higher education pedagogy, conflict
resolution.
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W. Charles Kerfoot (wkerfoot@mtu.edu)
Professor of Biological Sciences; Adjunct Professor of Geological and Mining Engineering and Sciences
PhD, University of Michigan
Aquatic ecology, predator-prey interactions, lake ecosystems, chemical defenses, paleoecology, limnology
Rosalie P. Kern (rpkern@mtu.edu)
Assistant Professor of Psychology, Department of Education
PhD, Central Michigan University
Psychology and law related to the trial process, jury decision-making, and eyewitness testimony; emotion
and memory
Roger M. Kieckhafer
Associate Professor and Associate Chair for Computer Engineering, Electrical and Computer Engineering
PhD, Cornell University
Fault tolerance, reliability modeling, voting and consensus, reliable system design, real-time systems
Dong Wook Kim (donkim@mtu.edu)
Assistant Professor of Marketing, School of Business and Economics
PhD, University of Kansas, Lawrence
The effects of syntactic complexity and information processing motivation on advertising effectiveness of
advertising messages for young and older adults, effectiveness of predominantly pictorial ads
Nam K. Kim, (kimnk@mtu.edu)
Associate Professor of Chemical Engineering
PhD, Montana State University
Process control and optimization, energy systems
John S. King (jsking@mtu.edu)
Assistant Professor, School of Forest Resources and Environmental Science
PhD, Duke University
Ecosystem science, plant physiological ecology
Julia A. King, (jaking@mtu.edu)
Associate Professor of Chemical Engineering
PhD, University of Wyoming
Development and characterization of polymers and composite materials
Lyon B. King
Assistant Professor of ME-EM
PhD, University of Michigan, Ann Arbor
Experimental research in plasma space propulsion, plasma physics, optical fluid diagnostics, and space
system design
Todd R. King, (trking@mtu.edu)
Associate Professor of Chemical Engineering Technology
PhD, University of Wyoming
Composite Materials, Carbon Science, Process Optimization
Igor L. Kliakhandler
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Assistant Professor of Mathematics
PhD, Tel-Aviv University
Applied mathematics: applied nonlinear partial differential equations, financial math, fluid mechanics,
asymptotic analysis, computational math
Robert E. Klippel
Professor of Marketing
PhD, The Pennsylvania State University
Corporate strategic planning, consumer behavior
Ljubomir A. Kojovic
Adjunct Assistant Professor of Electrical & Computer Engineering
Cooper Power
PhD, University of Sarajevo
Robert W. Kolkka, (rwkolkka@mtu.edu)
Associate Professor of Mathematics
Adjunct Associate Professor of Mechanical Engineering and Chemical Engineering
Director, Fluids Research Oriented Group
PhD, Lehigh University
Bifurcation and stability theory, viscoelasticity, non-Newtonian fluid mechanics, polymer rheology,
constitutive equations
Anthanasios G. Konstandopoulos (agk@alexandros.cpri.forth.gr)
Adjunct Assistant Professor of ME-EM
Associate Researcher, FORTH/CPERI
PhD, Yale University
Particle science and technology, energy and environmental processes, growth phenomena, bioengineering
Alexander B. Kostinski (kostinsk@mtu.edu)
Professor of Physics
PhD, University of Illinois-Chicago
Physics of remote sensing; polarized waves: optics and radar probing the atmosphere, ocean, and
precipitation
Donald L. Kreher (kreher@mtu.edu)
Professor of Mathematics
PhD, University of Nebraska-Lincoln
Combinatorics, computational combinatorics, combinatorial designs, coding theory, algorithms,
cryptography
Mark Kubiske
Adjunct Associate Professor of Forestry and Wood Products
US Forest Service, Rhinelander, Wisconsin
PhD, Penn State University
Tree physiology and silviculture
Roger A. Kuhnle
Adjunct Graduate Faculty
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Research Hydraulic Engineer, USDA National Sedimentation Laboratory
PhD Massachusetts Institute of Technology
Sedimentation hydraulics
Anand K. Kulkarni
Associate Professor of Electrical and Computer Engineering
PhD, University of Nebraska-Lincoln
Electronic Materials, Thin Films
Top
L
Peter E. Laks (plaks@mtu.edu)
Professor of Wood Chemistry
PhD, University of British Columbia, Canada
Wood preservatives for solid wood and wood-based composites, durability of building materials, and mold
resistance of surfaces
Larry D. Lankton (ldlankto@mtu.edu)
Professor of History
PhD, University of Pennsylvania
History of technology, mining, and industrial communities;
industrial archaeology
Rolfe A. Leary
Adjunct Professor of Systems Analysis,
School of Forest Resources and Environmental Science
US Forest Service, St. Paul, Minnesota
PhD, Purdue University
Tree growth modeling, application of systems analysis and quantitative modeling to forest management
Jong K. Lee (jkl103@mtu.edu)
Professor of Materials Science and Engineering
PhD, Stanford University
Phase transformations, computer modeling of structure, defects and kinetic problems, coherency strain in
crystalline materials
Leslie L. Leifer (lleifer@mtu.edu)
Professor of Chemistry
PhD, University of Kansas
Solution thermodynamics, Mossbauer spectroscopy, thermodynamics of life processes
Brent J. Lekvin (bjlekvin@mtu.edu)
Assistant Professor of Finance,
School of Business and Economics
PhD, University of Iowa
Asset pricing, options pricing, valuation of debt securities
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Miguel Levy
Associate Professor of Materials Science and Engineering
and of Physics
PhD, The City University of New York
Magneto-optics, ferroelectricity, integrated photonics, and materials science, interdisciplinary experimental
surface physics, spanning the boundary of physics and materials science and engineering
Gilbert N. Lewis (lewis@mtu.edu)
Associate Professor of Mathematics
PhD, University of Wisconsin-Milwaukee
Asymptotics, singular perturbations, numerical solutions of ordinary differential equations, boundary value
problems, cosmology
Laigong Li
Research Assistant Professor of Forestry and Wood Products
PhD, Michigan Technological University
Plant molecular biology and genetic engineering associated with cell wall formation and secondary
compound biosynthesis
John B. Ligon (lig@mtu.edu)
Professor of Engineering Mechanics
PhD, Iowa State University
Experimental mechanics, phytomechanics, wave propagation
Dong F. Liu
Adjunct Graduate Faculty
Houghton County Medical Examiner, Clinical Pathologist
PhD McGill University
MD, Henan Medical University
Applied clinical chemistry and molecular biology including
In situ hybridization, in situ reverse transcription and cell culture techniques
Erik Lilleskov
Adjunct Assistant Professor of Forest Resources and Environmental Science
USDA Forest Service
PhD, Cornell University
Mycorrhizal fungi
Haiying Liu
Assistant Professor of Chemistry
Ph.D., Fudan University, China,
Nanosensors (chemical and biosensors) made of self-assembled polymer monolayers and single wall
carbon nanotubes
Jian Liu
Assistant Professor of Chemistry
Ph.D., University of Miami
Nanoparticle catalysts, luminescent nanosensors, novel photocatalytic (organic/inorganic) nanomaterials
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Ted W. Lockhart (tlockha@mtu.edu)
Associate Professor of Philosophy
PhD, University of Rochester
Ethical theory, applied ethics, social and political philosophy, rational decision making
Marshall W. Logue (mwlogue@mtu.edu)
Associate Professor of Chemistry
PhD, Ohio State University
Synthesis, chemistry of nucleosides and carbohydrates
Josh E. Loukus (jeloukus@mtu.edu)
Visiting Assistant Professor, Mechanical Engineering – Engineering Mechanics
PhD, Michigan Technological University
High strain rate mechanics in ceramic materials
John L. Lowther (john@mtu.edu)
Associate Professor of Computer Science, Adjunct Associate
Professor of Education
PhD, University of Iowa
Artificial intelligence and computer graphics
Shu Zu Lu (szlu@mtu.edu)
Research Associate Professor of Materials Science and
Engineering
Ph.D., Michigan Technological University
Solidification processing, numerical characterization of complex microstructures in materials
Rudy L. Luck (rluck@mtu.edu)
Assistant Professor of Chemistry
PhD, University of Toronto
Epoxide formation using hydrogen peroxide and transition metal oxo/peroxo compounds, catalysis, and
crystallography
Donald R. Lueking (drluekin@mtu.edu)
Associate Professor of Biological Sciences
PhD, Indiana University
Protein/lipid isolation characterization, microbial physiology, microorganism isolation/characterization,
bioremediation, Thiobacillus ferrooxidans growth/physiology, applications to bioleaching
Edward Lumsdaine (lumsdaine@mtu.edu)
Professor of ME-EM
DSc, New Mexico State University
Heat transfer, fluid mechanics, turbo machinery, aerocoustics, solar energy, energy conservation
Dennis A. Lynch (dalynch@mtu.edu)
Associate Professor of Rhetoric; Director of Writing Programs
PhD, University of California-Berkeley
History and theory of rhetoric, composition studies, rhetoric of philosophy
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Top
M
Ann L. Maclean (amaclean@mtu.edu)
Associate Professor of Remote Sensing,
School of Forest Resources and Environmental Science
PhD, University of Wisconsin-Madison
Remote sensing, digital image processing, aerial photography and interpretation, and geographic
information systems
Gordon A. Maclean
Adjunct Assistant Professor of Forestry
PhD, University of Wisconsin-Madison
Remote sensing, digital image processing, geographic information systems
Carol A. Maclennan (cmac@mtu.edu)
Associate Professor of Anthropology, Department of Social Sciences
PhD, University of California-Berkeley
Political ecology, anthropology of industry (mining and sugar), citizen participation
Daniel G. Makagon
Assistant Professor of Communication and Cultural Studies
PhD, University of South Florida
Communication, cultural studies, ethnography, audio documentary, media studies, rhetorical theory,
rhetorical criticism, urban studies, community
Derrick C. Mancini
Physicist, Argonne National Laboratory
PhD, Uppsala Univ. Uppsala, Sweden
Nanotechnology
Patrick E. Martin (pem-194@mtu.edu)
Professor of Archaeology, Department of Social Sciences
PhD, Michigan State University
Historical archaeology, industrial archaeology, eastern U.S. prehistory
Susan R. Martin (srmartin@mtu.edu)
Associate Professor of Archaeology, Department of Social Sciences
PhD, Michigan State University
North American prehistory, quantitative methods, aboriginal technologies
Kris Mattila, PE, (mattila@mtu.edu)
Assistant Professor of Civil and Environmental Engineering
PhD, Purdue University
Construction engineering, linear scheduling, warranties, performance-based specifications, safety
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William J. Mattson
Adjunct Graduate Faculty
Chief Insect Ecologist, USDA Forest Service
PhD, University of Minnesota
Forest entomology, plant/herbivore interactions and global climate change, Nutritional and physiological
ecology, and Ecology of invasive species
Laurent M. Matuana
Assistant Professor of Wood Composites
Adjunct Professor, Materials Science and Engineering
PhD, University of Toronto, Canada
Wood composites, recycling (utilization of waste and recycled wood fibers and thermoplastics in the
manufacture of wood fiber/plastic composites); wood adhesives, surface sciences and adhesion; wood
physics and mechanics and foaming
Alex S. Mayer, PE (asmayer@mtu.edu)
Professor of Geological Engineering and Sciences, and
Civil and Environmental Engineering
PhD, University of North Carolina-Chapel Hill
Multi-phase fluid flow and contaminant transport in porous media, experimental and computational
hydrogeology. Groundwater flow and transport modeling, fate and remediation phase of non-aqueous
liquids in groundwater, mathematical optimization of groundwater remediation, groundwater flow in arid
regions, and waste treatment process models
Jean Mayo (mayo@mtu.edu)
Assistant Professor of Computer Science
PhD, College of William and Mary
Distributed systems, operating systems
S. Douglas McDowell (sdmcdowe@mtu.edu)
Professor of Geology
PhD, California Institute of Technology
Low temperature alteration, clay mineralogy, mineral chemistry
Marvin G. McKimpson, (mmckimp@mtu.edu)
Sr. Research Engineer/Scientist II, Institute of Materials Processing
PhD, Ohio State University
Processing of particulate and composite shapes, mechanical alloying, material/process interactions in
metallic alloys, aluminum metal matrix composites
Randy S. McKnight
Marathon Oil Company, Houston, Texas
PhD, Rice University
Dale J. Meier
Adjunct Professor of Chemical Engineering / Chemistry
Michigan Molecular Institute, Midland
PhD, University of California-Los Angeles
Chemistry
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Willie Melton (wimelton@mtu.edu)
Associate Professor of Sociology
PhD, Washington State University
Assessing social attitudes and values, individual behavior in groups, small program outcome evaluation
Marco Meniketti (mgmenike@mtu.edu)
Visiting Assistant Professor of Social Sciences
PhD, Michigan State University
Historical archeology, industrial archeology
Phillip R. Merkey (merk@mtu.edu)
Research Assistant Professor of Computer Science
PhD, University of Illinois
Large-scale computation
Tom E. Merz (temerz@mtu.edu)
Professor of Economics
PhD, University of Pittsburgh
Applied microeconomics theory, game theory, public sector economics
Donna J. Michalek (donna@mtu.edu)
Associate Professor of Mechanical Engineering
PhD, University of Texas-Arlington
Computational fluid dynamics and fluid mechanics
James R. Mihelcic, (jm41@mtu.edu)
Professor of Civil and Environmental Engineering
PhD, Carnegie Mellon University
Fate and remediation of pollutants in natural and engineered systems, biological processes, pollution
prevention and sustainability
Donald E. Mikkola (demikkol@mtu.edu)
Professor Emeritus/Research Professor of Materials Science and Engineering
PhD, Northwestern University
Structure-property-processing relationships, deformation and strengthening mechanisms, intermetallics,
shape memory alloys, composites, materials characterization with diffraction and microscopy
Michele H. Miller (mhmiller@mtu.edu)
Associate Professor of Mechanical Engineering
PhD, North Carolina State University
Grinding, precision engineering, microelectromechanical systems
Walter W. Milligan (milligan@mtu.edu)
Professor of Materials Science and Engineering
PhD, Georgia Institute of Technology
Mechanical behavior of materials
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Ibrahim Miskioglu (imiski@mtu.edu)
Associate Professor of Engineering Mechanics
PhD, Iowa State University
Composite materials, experimental stress analysis, nanomechanics
Terry D. Monson
Professor of Economics
PhD. University of Minnesota
International and labor economics
Kee S. Moon (kmoon@mtu.edu)
Associate Professor of ME-EM
PhD, University of Illinois-Chicago
Industrial engineering, metrology and computer simulation
Peter D. Moran (pdmoran@mtu.edu)
Assistant Professor of Material Science & Engineering and Physics
PhD, University of Wisconsin-Madison
Electronic and photonic heterostructures, wafer-bonding, X-ray diffraction analysis
Roger J. Morgan
Adjunct Professor of Chemistry
Michigan Molecular Institute, Midland
PhD, University of Manchester
Bruce A. Mork
Associate Professor of Electrical & Computer Engineering
PhD, North Dakota State University
Transients in electrical power systems, nonlinear dynamics and chaos theory, magnetic materials and
saturation of transformers, computer simulation, power system protection, power quality
Faith A. Morrison, (fmorriso@mtu.edu)
Associate Professor of Chemical Engineering
PhD, University of Massachusetts-Amherst
Polymer rheology, melt-flow instabilities, block copolymers
Glenn D. Mroz (gdmroz@mtu.edu)
Dean, School of Forest Resources and Environmental Science
Professor of Silviculture
PhD, North Carolina State University
Silviculture, forest soils, wetlands
Hans B. Muhlhaus
Adjunct Professor of Mechanical Engineering
SCIRO, Australia
Dr. Ing., Universitat Karlsruhe, Germany
Mechanics of microstructures and geomechanics
Michael E. Mullins, (memullin@mtu.edu)
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Chair and Professor of Chemical Engineering
PhD, University of Rochester
Sol-gel processing, surface science, environmental engineering
Stephen W. Munns
Adjunct Professor of Mechanical Engineering
Medical Director, Kansas University Sports Medicine
Institute; Associate Professor, Orthopedic Surgery, Kansas University Medical Center
MD, University of Iowa College of Medicine
Sports medicine, orthopedic surgery
Pushpalatha P. N. Murthy (ppmurthy@mtu.edu)
Chair and Professor of Chemistry
PhD, Brown University
Mechanism of hormone action, application of FTIR and NMR in biochemistry
Top
N
Edward M. Nadgorny (nadgorny@mtu.edu)
Presidential Professor of Physics
PhD, Joffe Physical-Technical Institute, Leningrad, Russia
Dislocation physics
Linda M. Nagel (lmnagel@mtu.edu)
Assistant Professor of Silviculture
PhD, University of Montana
Silviculture, forest vegetation dynamics, tree ecophysiology
Amitabh Narain (narain@mtu.edu)
Associate Professor of ME-EM
PhD, University of Minnesota
Heat transfer, fluid mechanics, viscoelastic liquids
Daniel G. Neary
Adjunct Professor of Forestry and Wood Products
US Forest Service, Gainesville, Florida
PhD, Michigan State University
Ecological impacts of intensive silviculture, forest hydrology
James R. Neff
Adjunct Professor of Mechanical Engineering
Chair, Department of Orthopedic Surgery and Rehabilitation;
Professor, Department of Pathology and Microbiology,
University of Nebraska Medical Center
MD, University of Kansas
Biomechanics
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Charles W. Nelson (cwnelson@mtu.edu)
Associate Professor of Language and Literature
PhD, University of Nebraska
Medieval and Elizabethan literature, British fantasy literature, theater history
David A. Nelson (danelson@mtu.edu)
Professor of ME-EM
PhD, Duke University
Bio-heat transfer
Paul A. Nelson
Associate Professor of Economics & Engineering Mgt.
PhD. University of Wisconsin-Madison
Economics of public utilities and other regulated
industries, engineering economy, capital budgeting, and benefit cost studies, industrial economics, change
management, operations management.
Robert J. Nemiroff (nemiroff@mtu.edu)
Associate Professor of Physics
PhD, University of Pennsylvania
Gravitational optics and high-energy astrophysics
Carl C. Nesbitt (cnesbitt@mtu.edu)
Associate Professor of Chemical Engineering
PhD, University of Nevada-Reno
Extractive metallurgy, hydrometallurgy, bio-processing of metals, waste management, particle separations
David F. Nitz (dfnitz@mtu.edu)
Associate Professor of Physics
PhD, University of Rochester
Experimental high energy physics, astrophysics research
Michael R. Neuman (mneuman@mtu.edu)
Professor, Chair of Biomedical Engineering
PhD Case Institute of Technology
Biomedical instrumentation and physiological measurements using
microfabrication technology and microelectronics
Erik Nordberg
Graduate Faculty
MTU, University Archivist
MS, Wayne State University
Management and use of archival information
Deborah K. Nykanen
Assistant Professor of Civil and Environmental Engineering
PhD. University of Minnesota
Hydrology, hydrometeorology, remote sensing, multi-scale statistical analysis, coupled land-atmosphere
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modeling
Top
O
Brad W. Olney
Adjunct Professor of ME-EM
Chair, Orthopedic Surgery, Kansas University Medical Center
MD, University of Kansas Medical Center
Pediatric orthopedic surgery
Tamara R. Olson (trolson@mtu.edu)
Associate Professor of Mathematics
PhD, New York University
Applied mathematics, continuum mechanics, composites
Walter W. Olson, PE (wwolson@eng.utoledo.edu)
Adjunct Associate Professor of Mechanical Engineering
PhD, Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute
Environmentally conscious manufacturing, computer-aided design, dynamic systems manufacturing
Milton L. Olsson (miolsson@mtu.edu)
Chair of Fine Arts and Professor of Music
DMA, University of Colorado
Music history and criticism, role of arts in society
Nilufer Onder (nilufer@mtu.edu)
Assistant Professor of Computer Science
PhD, University of Pittsburgh
Artificial intelligence, planning, reasoning under uncertainty
Soner Onder (soner@mtu.edu)
Assistant Professor of Computer Science
PhD, University of Pittsburgh
Computer architecture, programming languages
Clive Oppenheimer
Volcanic gas emissions, especially sulfur dioxide
Blair D. Orr (bdorr@mtu.edu)
Associate Professor of Forestry; Adjunct Professor of
Economics
PhD, University of Wisconsin-Madison
Economics, international forestry
Linda M. Ott (linda@mtu.edu)
Chair and Professor of Computer Science
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PhD, Purdue University
Software measurement, software engineering
Francis O. Otuonye (fotuonye@tntech.edu)
Adjunct Associate Professor of Mining Engineering
Associate Vice President for Research and Graduate Studies,
Tennessee Technological University
PhD, Ohio State University
Mining engineering, blasting technology, materials handling
Top
P
Deborah S. Page-Dumroese
Adjunct Assistant Professor of Forest Soils
US Forest Service, Moscow, Idaho
PhD, University of Idaho
Forest soils, long-term site productivity
Ravindra Pandey (pandey@mtu.edu)
Chair and Professor of Physics
PhD, University of Manitoba, Canada
Modeling of materials
Sudhakar M. Pandit
Professor of Mechanical and Industrial Engineering
PhD, University of Wisconsin, Madison
Data-dependent systems modeling, forecasting, computer control
Sachin Pannuri
Adjunct Faculty, Chemical Engineering
Senior Research Engineer, Cambrix Corporation, New Jersey
PhD, Pennsylvania State University
Fermentation,
Biotransformation Process Development at Cambrex,
Molecular Biology Techniques
Seungjin Park (spark@mtu.edu)
Assistant Professor of Computer Science
PhD, Oregon State University
Parallel and distributed processing
Gordon G. Parker (ggparker@mtu.edu)
Associate Professor of Mechanical Engineering
PhD, State University of New York-Buffalo
Dynamics; linear and nonlinear control; robotics; flexible,
multibody dynamic modeling and control; real-time parallel processing; fault detection and isolation
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Chris E. Passerello, PE (cepass@mtu.edu)
Professor of Engineering Mechanics
PhD, University of Cincinnati
Vibrations, dynamics, finite elements
Ravindra P. Patankar (rppatank@mtu.edu)
Assistant Professor of ME-EM
PhD, Penn State University
Linear and nonlinear systems and control, stochastic
systems, networked control systems, drive-by-wire, fatigue modeling
Kurtis G. Paterson, (paterson@mtu.edu)
Assistant Professor of Civil and Environmental Engineering
PhD, University of Iowa
Modeling, transport, and fate of air pollutants; atmosphere/surface pollutant fluxes; internet-based
hypermedia software
Barry M. Pegg (bpegg@mtu.edu)
Associate Professor of Literature
PhD, University of Wisconsin-Madison
The literature of polar exploration: as literature, as a record of the response of cultures to terrain, and as a
record of the interaction of those cultures; the relative ethical, utilitarian, and representational values of
fiction and nonfiction
Karol I. Pelc (kipelc@mtu.edu)
Professor of Technology Management, School of Business and Economics
PhD (electronics), University of Uppsala, Sweden; PhD
(economics), Technical University of Wroclaw, Poland Engineering management, management of
innovation and technology
Wayne D. Pennington (wayne@mtu.edu)
Professor of Geophysical Engineering
PhD, University of Wisconsin-Madison
Petroleum geophysics, well logging, seismology, induced seismicity
Warren F. Perger (wfp@mtu.edu)
Associate Professor of Electrical and Computer Engineering and of Physics
PhD, Colorado State University
Optical and infrared properties of energetic materials, atomic theory, electromagnetics
Judith A. Perlinger, (jperl@mtu.edu)
Associate Professor of Civil and Environmental Engineering
Transport and fate of organic pollutants in the environment, aquatic chemistry, transformations of organic
pollutants in the environment
Matthew C. Peterson
Adjunct Assistant Professor Civil and Environmental Engineering
PhD. Michigan Technological University
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Weather forecasting, impacts of solar activity and geomagnetic storm on communication systems and
satellites; influence of long-range transport of pollutants on the composition of the global atmosphere
Rolf O. Peterson (ropeters@mtu.edu)
Professor of Forestry, Adjunct Professor of Biological Sciences
PhD, Purdue University
Wildlife management and ecology, animal behavior, and population dynamics
Linda D. Phillips
Lecturer of Civil and Environmental Engineering
MSCE, Michigan Technological University
Construction and project management
James B. Pickens (jpickens@mtu.edu)
Professor of Forestry
PhD, University of Georgia
Operations research, harvest scheduling, optimal bucking, and financial decision making
Andrew N. Pilant
Adjunct Assistant Professor of Physics
US EPA, North Carolina
PhD, Michigan Technological University
Cryospheric phenomena, electric material processing, observational astrophysics
John E. Pilling (drjohn@mtu.edu)
Associate Professor of Materials Science and Engineering
PhD, University of Manchester, England
High temperature deformation and fracture, super plasticity, computer-aided education in phase
transformations/microstructure
Iosif Pinelis (ipinelis@mtu.edu)
Professor of Mathematics
PhD, Institute of Mathematics-Novosibirsk, Russia
Probability, statistics, optimization, operations research,
combinatorics, geometry, physics
Bruce J. Pletka (bjpletka@mtu.edu)
Professor of Materials Science and Engineering
PhD, Case Western Reserve University
Fracture of brittle materials, high temperature
deformation, solidification of ceramics, plasma spray processing
Mark R. Plichta (mrplich@mtu.edu)
Chair and Professor of Materials Science and Engineering
PhD, Michigan Technological University
Phase transformations and microstructural stability in metals and ceramics, electron microscopy
Stephen Pluhacek
Adjunct Assistant Professor of Humanities
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PhD, Purdue University
Contemporary European philosophy; ancient philosophy
David A. Poplawski (pop@mtu.edu)
Associate Professor of Computer Science
PhD, Purdue University
Computer science education, instruction level parallelism,
parallel computer architectures
Scott L. Post (slpost@mtu.edu)
Assistant Professor of Mechanical Engineering-Engineering Mechanics
PhD, Purdue University, West Lafayette
Combustion
William Powers (wjpowers@mtu.edu)
Professor Emeritus, Department of Humanities
PhD, University of Illinois
Book history and narration
William W. Predebon (wwpredeb@mtu.edu)
Chair of Mechanical Engineering-Engineering Mechanics,
Professor of Engineering Mechanics
PhD, Iowa State University
Ceramic processing, behavior and characterization, wave
propagation in solids, impact phenomena
Kurt S. Pregitzer (kspregit@mtu.edu)
Professor of Forest Ecology
PhD, University of Michigan
Forest ecology, landscape ecology, ecosystem science,
global change, conservation and management of natural resources
Top
Q

R
J. Bruce Rafert (jbrafert@mtu.edu)
Dean of the Graduate School and Professor of Physics
PhD, University of Florida
Observational Astrophysics
Jayaraman Raja
Adjunct Associate Professor of ME-EM
PhD, Indian Institute of Technology, India
Metal cutting, metrology, automated manufacturing and inspection
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Mohan D. Rao (mrao@mtu.edu)
Associate Professor of ME-EM
PhD, Auburn University
Vibrations, acoustics and noise control, damping, composite materials
Chester A. Ray
Adjunct Graduate Faculty
PhD University of Georgia
Associate Professor, Dept. of Medicine (Cardiology), Pennsylvania State University
David D. Reed (ddreed@mtu.edu)
Vice President for Research; Professor of Forest Biometry
PhD, Virginia Polytechnical Institute and State University
Forest stand dynamics, growth, and yield; mathematical modeling, quantitative analysis; resource
assessment
Rolf S. Rees (rolf@mtu.edu)
Adjunct Professor of Mathematical Sciences
PhD, Queen’s University, Ontario, Canada
Combinatorial design theory, cryptography, extremal graph theory
Robert R. Regis (rregis@mtu.edu)
Adjunct Associate Professor of Geology
Associate Professor of Geology, Northern Michigan University
PhD, Michigan Technological University
Glacial geology, remote sensing, geographic information systems
Setti S. Rengachary
Adjunct Professor of ME-EM
Vice Chief, Academic Affairs, Neurological Surgery
Department, Wayne State University
MD, The Madurai Medical College, Madras, India
Reconstructive spine surgery, neurosurgery
Terry S. Reynolds (treynold@mtu.edu)
Professor of the History of Science and Technology
Adjunct Professor of Education
PhD, University of Kansas
History of technology (general); histories of water power, the engineering profession in America, and iron
mining
Dana L. Richter
Research Scientist, School of Forest Resources and Environmental Science
PhD, Michigan Technological University
Forest pathology, tree root biology, mycology, forest soil microbiology, wood decay, mycorrhizae
Mark C. Roberts (mroberts@mtu.edu)
Professor of Mineral Economics
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PhD, University of Arizona
Mineral, energy, and natural resource economics; engineering economy and project evaluation
George W. Robinson (robinson@mtu.edu)
Professor of Mineralogy; Curator, Seaman Mineral Museum
PhD, Queens University-Ontario
Mineralogy, mineral deposits, museums
Tony N. Rogers, PhD, EIT, (tnrogers@mtu.edu)
Associate Professor of Chemical Engineering
PhD, Michigan Technological University
Process improvement and environmental thermodynamics
Michael C. Roggemann (mroggema@mtu.edu)
Professor of Electrical and Computer Engineering
PhD, Air Force Institute of Technology
Image and signal processing, atmospheric and adaptive optics, pattern recognition, remote sensing
William I. Rose (raman@mtu.edu)
Professor of Petrology
PhD, Dartmouth College
Volcanology, geochemistry, remote sensing, volcano/atmosphere interactions, global change
Karl B. Rundman (krundman@mtu.edu)
Professor Emeritus/Research Professor of Materials Science and Engineering
PhD, Northwestern University
Austempering of gray and ductile irons, microsegregation
and its effects on structure-property relationships in ductile cast irons, ausforming-austempering of ductile
cast iron, structure-property relationships in cast and heat treated alloys
Irina V. Rybina
Adjuct Professor of Chemical Engineering
PhD, Moscow State University
Biochemistry and Molecular Biology

Top
S
L. Bogue Sandberg, PE (lbsand@mtu.edu)
Professor of Civil and Environmental Engineering
Adjunct Professor of Forestry and Wood Products
PhD, Vanderbilt University
Wood engineering, composite wood material, molded wood composites, structural adhesives, construction
sealants
John F. Sandell, (jfsandel@mtu.edu)
Adjunct Associate Professor of Civil and Environmental Engineering
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Associate Professor of Chemical Engineering Technology
PhD, Michigan Technological University
Chemical engineering technology, environmental engineering, carbon technology, and civil infrastructure/
materials
Ciro A. Sandoval (casandov@mtu.edu)
Associate Professor of Spanish and Comparative Studies
PhD, State University of New York-Stoney Brook
Interdisciplinary relations across literature, science and technology; the essay (Latin-American, French,
English); literary, critical, and linguistic theory; translation and intercultural communication
Henry S. Santeford Jr., (hssantef@mtu.edu)
Professor Emeritus, Civil and Environmental Engineering
PhD, Colorado State University
Snow and ice engineering, hydrology, hydraulics of ice-covered rivers
Kimberly Anne Sawchuk
Associate Professor of Communication Studies, York University, Toronto, Canada
PhD, York University
Cultural study of science and technology with a specialization in feminist debates; new media art and its
engagement with issues of biotechnology
Timothy J. Scarlett
Assistant Professor of Social Sciences
PhD, University of Nevada, Reno
Anthropology and archaeology
Timothy J. Schulz, PhD, (schulz@mtu.edu)
Chair and Associate Professor of Electrical and Computer
Engineering
DSc, Washington University-St. Louis
Statistical signal and image processing, remote sensing, estimation and detection theory, electron
microscopy
Maximilian J. Seel (seel@mtu.edu) Dean of Sciences and Arts; Professor of Physics
PhD, University of Erlangen, West Germany
Electron structure of polymers
Bruce E. Seely (bseely@mtu.edu)
Chair of Social Sciences and Professor of History
PhD, University of Delaware
Transportation history, especially development of American highways; history of engineering and
engineering education; industrial archaeology; American iron and steel industry
Steven R. Seidel (steve@mtu.edu)
Associate Professor of Computer Science
PhD, University of Iowa
Interprocessor communication algorithms, massively parallel computers, and interconnection networks
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Cynthia L. Selfe (cyselfe@mtu.edu)
Professor of Humanities
PhD, University of Texas-Austin
Computers and their effects on writers, writing processes, and written text; the socio-political, economic,
and ideological issues connected with technology use in educational settings
Richard J. Selfe Jr. (rselfe@mtu.edu)
Director of Computer-Based Instruction, Humanities
PhD, Michigan Technological University
Theory and practice of communication technologies and their use in English studies curricula
William R. Shapton (wshapton@mtu.edu)
Associate Dean of Distance Learning and Professor of Mechanical Engineering
PhD, University of Cincinnati
Modal analysis, computer-aided engineering, kinematics
Terry L. Sharik
Adjunct Professor of Forest Ecology
Department Head and Professor, Utah State University
PhD, University of Michigan
Forest ecology, regeneration ecology of hardwoods and conifers
Raymond A. Shaw (rashaw@mtu.edu)
Associate Professor of Physics
PhD, Pennsylvania State University
Physics of atmospheric clouds and turbulence
C. K. Shene (shene@mtu.edu)
Associate Professor of Computer Science
PhD, Johns Hopkins University
Geometric/solid modeling, computer-aided design, computer graphics, computational geometry
David R. Shonnard, (drshonna@mtu.edu)
Associate Professor of Chemical Engineering
PhD, University of California-Davis
Environmentally-conscious process design, optimization, environmental biotechnology, life-cycle
assessment of products and processes
Diane L. Shoos (dshoos@mtu.edu)
Associate Professor of Visual Studies and French
PhD, Ohio State University
Theories of visual representation, film theory, gender studies, twentieth-century French literature and
cinema
Jennifer Daryl Slack (jdslack@mtu.edu)
Professor of Communication and Cultural Studies
PhD, University of Illinois
Cultural studies, communication theory, technology and culture, environment and culture, art and culture
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Martha E. Sloan (masloan@mtu.edu)
Professor of Electrical and Computer Engineering
PhD, Stanford University
Microprocessors, computer architecture, arithmetic
circuits, computer graphics, design automation
Darrell W. Smith (darsmith@chartermi.net)
Professor Emeritus of Materials Science and Engineering
PhD, Case Western Reserve University
Powder metallurgy processing, influence of porosity on mechanical and physical properties of crystalline
solids
Erin Smith
Assistant Professor of Technical Communication and New Media
PhD, University of Wisconsin-Madison
Techno poetics, new media and technical communications, composition studies
Thomas P. Snyder (tpsnyder@mtu.edu)
Associate Professor of Biological Sciences
PhD, University of Kansas
Molecular basis for male-determination in non-Drosophila Diptera; cloning and analysis of gene-enzyme
systems; transposable elements as agents in eucaryotic speciation; biochemical population genetics and
systematics
Karel Solc
Adjunct Professor of Chemistry
Michigan Molecular Institute, Midland
PhD, Institute of Macromolecular Chemistry Czechoslovak
Academy of Sciences –Prague
Alice F. Soldan, MT(ASCP), CLS(NCA) (afsold@mtu.edu)
Director of Clinical Laboratory Science, Lecturer of Biological Sciences, Adjunct Lecturer of Education
MS, Michigan State University
Clinical immunology, medical parasitology, urology, body fluid analysis, clinical laboratory core concept
integration and application
Barry D. Solomon (bdsolomo@mtu.edu)
Associate Professor of Geography and Environmental Policy
PhD, Indiana University
Environmental and energy policy, global climate change
Matthew W. Songer
Adjunct Professor of Mechanical Engineering
Orthopedic Surgery Associates of Marquette, PC
MD, University of Illinois-School of Medicine
Orthopedic spine surgery, biomedical engineering
Jon A. Soper
Professor Emeritus of Electrical Engineering
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PhD, University of Michigan
Applied electromagnetics, Antennas, Microwave & RF Networks
Sheryl A. Sorby, (sheryl@mtu.edu)
Associate Dean of Engineering
Chair, Department of Engineering Fundamentals
Professor of Civil and Environmental Engineering
PhD, Michigan Technological University
Structural analysis, experimental stress analysis, engineering computation, engineering graphics and
spatial visualization
Patricia J. Sotirin (pjsotiri@mtu.edu)
Associate Professor of Communication
PhD, Purdue University
Organizational communication
William S. Sottile II (sottilew@state.mi.us)
Adjunct Professor of Biological Sciences
PhD, University of Georgia
Clinical and Public Health Microbiology
Orhan Soykan
Adjunct Assistant Professor Biomedical Engineering and Electrical and Computer Engineering
Medtronics Inc., Minneapolis, Minnesota
PhD, Case Western Reserve
Implantable devices, biosensors, molecular medicine
Mark Spalding
Adjunct Graduate Faculty
Research Scientist, Dow Chemical Company
PhD, Purdue University
Polymer processing with special expertise in rotational equipment design
William J. Sproule, PE, (wsproule@mtu.edu)
Associate Professor of Civil and Environmental Engineering
PhD, Michigan State University
Transportation planning, traffic engineering and safety, airport planning and design, public transit,
automated people movers, hockey history
Suzanne A. Stephens
Associate Professor of Fine Arts
PhD, Miami University, Ohio
Improvisation work in theatre and as communication aids, interpersonal communication and small group
work, interpersonal exploration
Laurence G. Stevens
Adjunct Professor of Chemistry
Consultant and Retired VP, Indium Corporation
PhD, Wayne State University
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Inorganic chemistry
Douglas R. Stinson
Professor of Computer Science, University of Waterloo, Canada
PhD, University of Waterloo
Cryptography, networks and distributed systems, algorithms and computational complexity, construction of
combinatorial structures with applications in computer science and cryptography
Charles J. Stivale
Professor of French, Wayne State University
PhD, University of Illinois, Urbana – Champaign
Literary and dultural topics in 19th and 20th century French studies; the work of Gilles Deleuze and Felix
Guattari; Cajun music and dance
Douglas D. Stokke
Adjunct Assistant Professor of Wood Science
US Forest Service, Illinois
PhD, Iowa State University
Wood anatomy and ultrastructure, fiber-reinforced composites, application of electron microscopy to
forestry and wood products research
David H. Stone (dstone@mtu.edu)
Associate Professor of Electrical and Computer Engineering
PhD, Michigan State University
Lasers, photonics and wireless communication
Andrew J. Storer (storer@mtu.edu)
Assistant Professor, School of Forest Resources and Environmental Science
PhD, University of Oxford, England
Forest insect ecology; insect/fungus/plant interactions; impacts of exotic species on forest ecosystems;
interactions among fire, insects and diseases; urban forest health
Kelly Strong (kstrong@mtu.edu)
Associate Professor of Civil and Environmental Engineering and of Business Policy
PhD. University of Colorado, Boulder
Environmental performance and regulation; professional ethics and social responsibilities; project planning
and management; impact of social issues on strategic management; international business
Allan A. Struthers (struther@mtu.edu)
Professor of Mathematics
PhD, Carnegie-Mellon University
Applied mathematics, continuum mechanics, nonlinear optics, solutions, constitutive theory, phase
transitions
Ghatu Subhash (subhash@mtu.edu)
Professor of Mechanical Engineering
Adjunct Professor of Materials Science and Engineering
PhD, University of California-San Diego
Dynamic behavior, experimental mechanics, nanomaterials, ceramics, fracture, wave propagation
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Bryan H. Suits (suits@mtu.edu)
Professor of Physics
PhD, University of Illinois
Nuclear magnetic resonance
Dale Sullivan (dale.sullivan@ndsu.nodak.edu
Professor, North Dakota State University
PhD Rensselar Polytechnic
Rhetorical Theory and History, Rhetoric of Science, Rhetoric of Religion,
Technical Communication
John W. Sutherland (jwsuther@mtu.edu)
The Richard and Elizabeth Henes Chair, Professor of Mechanical Engineering
PhD, University of Illinois-Urbana/Champaign
Environmental issues in design and manufacturing, manufacturing processes and systems, quality
engineering
Lawrence L. Sutter (llsutter@mtu.edu)
Associate Professor of Civil Engineering Technology
Adjunct Associate Professor of Civil and Environmental Engineering
PhD, Michigan Technological University
Materials characterization, electron microscopy, concrete and cement, industrial residual re-use
Douglas J. Swenson (dswenson@mtu.edu)
Associate Professor of Materials Science and Engineering
PhD, University of Wisconsin-Madison
Thermodynamics and phase diagram modeling, diffusion and solid-state reaction kinetics and the
application of these principles to the solution of materials problems

Top
T
Jindong Tan (jitan@mtu.edu)
Assistant Professor of Electrical and Computer Engineering
PhD, Michigan State University
Computer engineering, mobile robotics
Franz X. Tanner (tanner@mtu.edu)
Associate Professor of Mathematics
PhD, University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign
Applied mathematics, computational reacting multiphase flows, scientific computing, optimal control
Duane M. Thayer
Professor Emeritus/Research Professor of Materials Science & Engineering
MS, Michigan Technological University
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Fine particle flotation
Fine particle characterization
Reclamation of metallurgical and chemical wastes
Martin J. Thompson
Assistant Professor of Chemistry
PhD Arizona State University
Biochemistry and Chemical Biology
Richard A. Thompson
PhD, University of Maryland
Analytical chemistry
Gerry Tian
Assistant Professor of Electrical Engineering
PhD, George-Nassau University, Fairfax
Signal processing for wireless communications
Digital communication systems
Statistical array and signal processing
Bruce E. Toby
Adjunct Professor of ME-EM
Orthopedic Surgeon, Kansas University Medical Center
MD, Indiana University School of Medicine
Hand and upper extremity orthopedic surgery
Donald A. Tomalia
Adjunct Professor of Chemistry
Michigan Molecular Institute, Midland
PhD, Michigan State University
Vladimir D. Tonchev (tonchev@mtu.edu)
Professor of Mathematics
DMSc, Bulgarian Academy of Sciences; PhD, University of Sofia, Bulgaria
Algorithms, computing, coding theory, cryptography, combinatorics, finite geometry
Bela Torok
Assistant Professor of Chemistry
Ph.D., Jozsef Attila University, Hungary
Catalysts for asymmetric synthesis immobilization of chiral
ligands on polymer or inorganic supports
Carl C. Trettin
Adjunct Assistant Professor of Forestry
Oak Ridge National Laboratory
PhD, North Carolina State University
Ecology and management of forested wetlands
Chung-Jui Tsai (chtsai@mtu.edu)
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Associate Professor of Forest Biotechnology
PhD, Michigan Technological University
Phenylpropanoid metabolism, flavonoid and lignin iosynthesis, molecular physiology of cambium
differentiation and wood formation, functional genomics and metabolic profiling, woody plant tissue culture
and genetic transformation
Roger M. Turpening
Research Professor of Geophysical Engineering
PhD, University of Michigan
Petroleum seismology, borehole seismology (VSP, RVSP, x-well)
Top
U
Graham Underwood
Adjunct Professor of Biological Sciences
PhD, University of Sussex, Colchester, UK
Environmental Microbiology
Noel R. Urban, (nurban@mtu.edu)
Associate Professor of Civil and Environmental Engineering
PhD, University of Minnesota
Biogeochemistry, surface water quality, wetlands, impacts of human activities on the environment
Eugenijus Urnezius
Assistant Professor of Chemistry
PhD, Case Western Reserve University - Cleveland, Ohio
Organometallic and inorganic chemistry, metallopolymers, ligand design, material chemistry
Donald R. Uzarski
Civil Engineer, U.S. Army Engineer Research and Development Center
PhD, University of Illinois
Railroad Engineering
Top
V
Madhukar Vable (mavable@mtu.edu)
Associate Professor of Engineering Mechanics
PhD, University of Michigan
Computational mechanics
John M. Vail
Adjunct Associate Professor of Physics
PhD, Brandeis University
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James W. Vallance (james@fuego.civil.mcgill.ca)
Research Assistant Professor of Geology
PhD, Michigan Technological University
Volcanic hazards, debris flows, geomorphology, mechanics of granular materials
Thomas J. Van Dam, PE, (tvandam@mtu.edu)
Associate Professor of Civil and Environmental Engineering
PhD, University of Illinois
Pavement analysis, design, and management; transportation
materials; characterization of bituminous mixtures and cementitious mixtures
Charles D. Van Karsen (cdvankar@mtu.edu)
Associate Professor of ME-EM
MS, University of Cincinnati
Experimental vibration, structural dynamics
John W. van de Lindt, (jwv@mtu.edu)
Assistant Professor of Civil and Environmental Engineering
PhD, Texas A & M University
Structural dynamics, structural reliability, earthquake analysis and design
Chelley M. Vician
Associate Professor of Information Systems, School of
Business and Economics
PhD, University of Minnesota
Technology mediated learning, group support systems, computer mediated communication, and
information systems adoption
Carl R. Vilmann, PE (crvil@mtu.edu)
Associate Professor of Engineering Mechanics
PhD, Northwestern University
Fracture mechanics and finite elements
Stanley J. Vitton, PE, (vitton@mtu.edu)
Associate Professor of Civil and Environmental Engineering
Adjunct Associate Professor of Geotechnical Engineering
PhD, University of Michigan
Geotechnical engineering, soil and rock dynamics, aggregate research, geological hazards analysis
Marilyn Jo Vogler (mjvogler@mtu.edu)
Assistant Dean of the Graduate School
PhD, Michigan Technological University
Gender and language, feminist theory, persistence in graduate education, dissertation practices
John A. Vucetich (javuceti@mtu.edu)
Research Assistant Professor of Forestry
PhD, Michigan Technological University
Demographic and genetic aspects of population biology
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W
Craig Waddell (cwaddell@mtu.edu)
Associate Professor of Rhetoric
PhD, Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute
Examining and facilitating public participation in deliberative decision-making on such issues as
environmental protection, neighborhood/community enhancement, and global poverty relief; and the
relationship of the following to this end: classical rhetoric; risk communication; journalism; qualitative
research methods
Tom Waite
Adjunct Assistant Professor of Forestry
PhD, Ohio State University
Wildlife ecology
Christa L. Walck (cwalck@mtu.edu)
Professor of Organizational Behavior, School of Business and Economics
PhD, Harvard University
Organizations and the natural environment, organizational theory, cross-cultural management
Charles Wallace (wallace@mtu.edu)
Assistant Professor, Computer Science
Ph.D., University of Michigan
Software engineering, formal methods, programming languages, parallel and distributed systems
Hao (Howard) Wang (wangh@mtu.edu)
Assistant Professor, Materials Science and Engineering
PhD, University of Pennsylvania
Structure and dynamics in soft materials; carbon-nanotube/polymer composites; biomimetic lipids
systems; phase transformations and morphology in polymers; polymer thin films, surfaces and interfaces;
scattering methods
Zhenlin Wang (zlwang@mtu.edu)
Assistant Professor, Computer Science
PhD, University of Massachusetts, Amherst
Optimizing compilers and high performance architectures
Robert O. Warrington (row@mtu.edu)
Dean of Engineering, Professor of Mechanical Engineering
PhD, Montana State University, Bozeman
Micromanufacturing, microtransport processes, laser-based micromachining, heat transfer
David W. Watkins, (dwatkins@mtu.edu)
Assistant Professor of Civil and Environmental Engineering
PhD, University of Texas at Austin
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Water resources planning and operations, watershed management, hydrologic statistics, decision theory
I. Matthew Watson (watson@mtu.edu)
Research Assistant Professor of Geological and Mining
Engineering and Science
PhD, Cambridge University - Cambridge, UK
Remote detection of volcanic plumes using satellite- and
ground-based multi-spectral sensors
Corey E. Weaver (cweaver3@ford.com)
Adjunct Assistant Professor, MEEM
PhD, University of Michigan Tech University
Christopher R. Webster (cwebster@mtu.edu)
Assistant Professor, School of Forest Resources and Environmental Science
PhD, University of Wisconsin
Quantitative ecology, forest management, silviculture
Robert S. Weidman (weidman@mtu.edu)
Associate Professor of Physics
PhD, University of Illinois
Electronic structures of solids
Klaus J. Weinmann (kjweinma@mtu.edu)
Professor of Mechanical Engineering
PhD, University of Illinois-Urbana/Champaign
Plasticity, materials processing
Sigrid Weinmann (siweinma@mtu.edu)
Associate Professor of Language and Literature
PhD, University of Illinois
German language and literature, intercultural communication
Michael S. Wertheim (wertheim@mtu.edu)
Professor of Physics
PhD, Yale University
Theory of fluids
Calvin L. White (cwhite@mtu.edu)
Professor of Materials Science and Engineering
PhD, Michigan Technological University
Interfaces, interfacial segregation, interfacial fracture, materials joining, intermetallic compounds
Laurie Anne Whitt (lawhitt@mtu.edu)
Associate Professor of Philosophy
PhD, University of Western Ontario, Canada
Science studies, indigenous studies, legal studies, environmental philosophy, feminist philosophy, ethics
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Dennis O. Wiitanen, PE (wiitanen@mtu.edu)
Professor of Electrical and Computer Engineering
PhD, University of Missouri-Rolla
Computer applications to power systems, distribution systems, power system modeling, properties of
insulating materials
John G. Williams (jgwillia@mtu.edu)
Professor of Chemistry
Adjunct Professor of Mechanical Engineering
PhD, Melbourne University, Australia
Plastics and composites, processing science of composites, crack propagation in glass resins, relaxation
properties in polymers
R. Christopher Williams, (williams@mtu.edu)
Assistant Professor of Civil and Environmental Engineering
PhD, Purdue University
Pavement analysis, design, and management; transportation materials; characterization of materials;
construction materials specifications
John A. Witter
Adjunct Professor of Forest Entomology
University of Michigan
PhD, University of Minnesota
Forest entomology and acid rain
James R. Wood Jr. (jrw@mtu.edu)
Professor of Geology
PhD, Johns Hopkins University
Geochemistry, environmental geology, diagenesis, petroleum geology
Ramakrishna Wusirka
Assistant Professor of Biological Science
PhD, University of Pune
Molecular biology, genomics & bioinformatics
Albert S. Wylie, Jr. (aswylie@mtu.edu)
Research Scientist/Engineer, Geological & Mining Engineering & Science
PhD, Michigan Technological University
Petroleum reservoir characterization and exploration, mineralogy, sedimentology, petrology
Anne Frances Wysocki (awysocki@mtu.edu)
Assistant Professor of Visual and Digital Communication
PhD, Michigan Technological University
Visual communication and culture, technologies of visual communication, image/word relationships,
interactivity and design
X
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Zhiyong Xu (zhxu@mtu.edu)
Research Scientist, Institute of Materials Processing
PhD, Michigan Technological University
FTIR investigation of cement hydration kinetics, reuse of industrial solid wastes in concrete, microwave
reactor design and application
Top
Y
Song-Lin (Jason) Yang (slyang@mtu.edu)
Associate Professor of ME-EM
PhD, University of Florida
Computational fluid dynamics, heat transfer
Yoke Khin Yap (ykyap@mtu.edu)
Assistant Professor of Physics
Adjunct Assistant Professor of Materials Science and Engineering
PhD, Osaka University, Japan
Experimental materials physics and laser physics and applications
William L. Yarroch (wlyarroc@mtu.edu)
Associate Professor of Education
PhD University of Wisconsin-Madison
Charles T. Young, PE (ctyoung@mtu.edu)
Associate Professor of Geophysics
PhD, University of Wisconsin-Madison
Exploration geophysics, electrical and electromagnetic
geophysics, geophysical signal analysis, ground-penetrating radar, environmental geophysics
Dae S. Young (dsyoung@mtu.edu)
Associate Professor of Mining Engineering
PhD, University of Utah
Mining engineering, rock mechanics, geostatistics Top
Z
Seyed A. Zekavat (rezaz@mtu.edu
Assistant Professor of Electrical Engineering
PhD, Colorado State University
Wireless communications, statistical modeling, radar systems and theory
Shuanglin Zhang
Assistant Professor of Mathematics
PhD, Peking University, Beijing
Bioinformatics, statistical genetics, nonparametric function estimation, wavelets
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